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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Glenside Development Consultation Day on Saturday 21 February 2015 and online survey
attracted significant interest from the general public. Approximately 800 people attended
the Consultation Day and contributed 917 post-it note and handwritten comments and a
further 140 people provided feedback via the online survey on the Renewal SA website by
Monday 9 March 2015. In total, 2422 responses were received to 13 questions posed. Public
comment was sought on the best way for the Glenside land to be developed, while
respecting the heritage and environmental features of the site.
Overall, respondents were in favour of the retention of large areas of public open space, and
having a mix of passive and active recreational uses for this space. Retention of as many
trees as possible was identified as being important with greater clarity sought on what trees
would remain and what trees would be impacted. Of particular concern was the protection
of the established trees on Fullarton Road and the olive trees adjacent Victoria Grove. A
smaller number of people indicated that they would like the site to remain entirely as open
space with no development.
There were numerous ideas on the types of facilities and infrastructure that should be
incorporated into the open space design, with playgrounds, reinstatement of the oval,
outdoor exercise equipment, seating and outdoor bbq areas being most popular ideas. The
provision of well-connected and safe cyclist and pedestrian paths was also strongly
supported.
The retention of and / or reuse of the existing heritage buildings was also strongly supported.
The majority of respondents wanted to see the buildings adapted for community and cultural
uses such as an art gallery or community hub, or for medical facilities. Some people also
favoured the reuse of heritage buildings for a restaurant, function centre and medical
museum.
The overall design of the development was considered important to the majority of people,
with many emphasising the need for ‘high quality’ construction.
Development of two storeys or less was favoured by the majority, as was lower density
development with a range of block sizes. While a mix of housing styles was supported,
respondents felt that the development should mainly consist of units, town houses and single
or two storey detached dwellings. A smaller proportion of people thought a mix of building
heights would be acceptable including medium and high rise development, providing taller
buildings were located on the fringes of the site i.e. Fullarton Road, and particularly if it also
had the added benefit of enabling more open space to be retained as part of the
development.
Sustainable design principles such as solar energy, north-south orientation and stormwater
reuse were strongly supported. Opinion was divided on the provision of affordable housing.
While some people felt that it would make a positive contribution by encouraging a diverse
community, others were concerned that such a broad mix of people may cause social
problems and impact on property values.
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Other than the most predominant concern about the amount of open space that would be
retained as part of the development, other key concerns raised included:
•

the future of the existing mental health facilities and impact on mental health services
and patients in this state

•

impact the additional population would have on existing facilities and infrastructure, for
example, local primary and high schools and the public transport system

•

potential for increased traffic congestion from the development, particularly on
Fullarton Road, Glen Osmond and Greenhill Roads

•

access / egress points proposed in some locations such as Conyngham Road, Amber
Wood Drive and next to Frewville Shopping Centre in particular, would create more
traffic issues.

When asked how they would like to be communicated with in future, the majority of people
responded that email contact or an electronic newsletter is preferred. The creation of a
community reference group was also a popular idea, as was the use of social media for
ongoing communication on the project. A number of people also emphasised the idea that
good community consultation should be a two way process that involves more than
notifications and briefings. A small number of people felt that the Government was not
listening to their viewpoints and that many of the key project decisions had already been
made.
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1.

Background
As part of the redevelopment of the Glenside site, Renewal SA undertook
community consultation during February and early March 2015. The general public
and interested parties were invited to share their ideas on the future development of
the site by providing feedback either at the Glenside Consultation Day or
completing an online survey.
In the lead up to the Glenside Consultation Day, the event was promoted via a
letterbox drop to 3000 properties surrounding the development site in addition to an
electronic direct mail out to those on the Glenside mailing list (subscribed via
Renewal SA website). The event was also promoted via signage on main arterial
roads around the site, Renewal SA website, posters at the City of Burnside Council
offices and newspaper advertisements in the Eastern Courier Messenger on 11 and
18 February and Saturday Advertiser on 7, 14 and 21 February.
The Glenside Consultation Day was held on Saturday 21 February 2015 and
attracted an estimated 800 people. The Consultation Day was an opportunity to
provide the community with further information on the development, with the
project team available for discussions and to answer questions. Feedback on the
project objectives and ideas for the site was encouraged. Attendees were invited to
place post-it notes on each of the thirteen feedback boards, with each board
posing a question related to different project elements. In addition to the Glenside
Consultation Day, an online survey was available on the Renewal SA website. The
survey contained the same questions posed on the Consultation Day feedback
boards and was available to complete until 9 March 2015. Handwritten comments,
including those noted or drawn on transport maps which were also available at the
Consultation Day have also been incorporated in the feedback.
Independent community engagement specialists Kath Moore and Associates was
engaged by Renewal SA to collate, analyse and report on the key findings from
both the Consultation Day and online survey.

1.1

Methodology
In preparing this report the following steps have been undertaken:
• Collation of all post-it-notes and handwritten comments from the Glenside
Consultation Day on 21 February and entering individual comments into Survey
Monkey, the tool chosen by Renewal SA to capture all feedback.
• Analysis of the Consultation Day feedback and preparation of an interim report
on the key findings.
• Review and preliminary analysis of online survey feedback received via Survey
Monkey.
• Upon completion of the consultation period on 9 March, feedback collected
from both the Consultation Day and online survey from Survey Monkey was
exported into an excel spreadsheet.
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• In-depth analysis of all the data was undertaken to identify key findings, including
an indication of the extent of support or opposition for key elements of the
development.

1.2

Purpose of the Report
The purpose of this report is to identify key findings from the feedback collected from
the Glenside Consultation Day and online survey. As the questions posed in both the
survey and at the Consultation Day were open ended and allowed for a wide range
of responses, a qualitative reporting approach has been used.
It is important to note that the intention of this report is to highlight key trends and the
overall attitude, perceptions and beliefs of the respondents regarding the project.
Where possible, the report also seeks to identify elements of the development that
have greater or lesser support.
Appendix A contains the online survey and Appendix B contains the text of all post-it
note, notes written on transport maps, and on-line survey comments received
(verbatim).
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2.

Key Findings
Outlined below is a summary of the key findings from the feedback received via the
online survey and community Consultation Day. A total of 2,422 individual responses
were received from the 140 online surveys and 917 post-it notes and handwritten
comments during the consultation period from 21 February through to 9 March 2015.
This summary has been broken down into the thirteen key questions from the
survey/Consultation Day, with the key findings detailed for each.
A ‘word cloud’ has also been created for each question using the ‘TagCrowd’ tool.
The ‘word cloud’ shows a visual illustration of the most commonly used words in the
responses for each question. The largest, boldest words are the most repeated words
and the number of times it has been used is shown in brackets next to each word. It
is important to note that the sentiment for each word highlighted varies; however
the sentiment is explained in greater detail within the summary below.
Some of the words may be related or linked e.g. open space, recreational space,
community facilities, heritage buildings and Glen Osmond. ‘Tag Crowd’ does not
enable this association to be reflected in the ‘word cloud’.
'Nil’ also appears as a commonly used ‘word’ in many of the ‘word clouds’.
Responses to some questions far exceeded others in both the online survey and at
the Consultation Day, with the question drawing the largest number of responses
equalling the total number of survey forms required to complete the inputting
process to enable analysis. The flexibility of the Consultation Day process gave
people the freedom to provide multiple responses to whichever questions they
wished, and to bypass other questions depending on their interests. Therefore, some
questions with less total responses required recording a ‘nil’ response against it to
complete the inputting process. Consequently ‘nil’ also appears as a commonly
used ‘word’ in many of the ‘word clouds’. However, ‘nil’ refers to the process of data
inputting only, and does not reflect an actual response.
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2.1

Besides residential development, the other types of uses respondents
would like to see at Glenside
A total of 226 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded, the following key trends were identified:
• The majority of people wanted open space as part of the development. The
main suggested uses for open space included:
-

Reinstatement of the existing oval for use by residents, local school and
sporting clubs

-

Playgrounds, including water playground, adventure playground/imaginative
play and multi-generational play area

-

Community garden including sensory, edible and bush tucker varieties

-

Sport facilities including soccer pitches, football, bowling green etc.
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-

Outdoor seated areas with bike and walking trails.

• Community and recreational facilities were also generally supported as being
part of the development. Types of facilities suggested included:
-

Mental health and medical facilities. Some respondents felt that the
development’s primary focus should be as a health precinct and include a
new state of the art mental health facility. Others thought it would be
important to include medical consulting and specialist suites in the
development

-

Community centre, men’s shed, library and business hub

-

Educational facilities including childcare centre,

primary school and high

school
-

Arts and cultural facilities e.g. arts and studio spaces and farmer’s market and
retention of heritage buildings for tourism / history use e.g. museum.

• Retail, commercial and office space were also generally supported, providing
that it was a village style development, with a mix of small scale cafes, restaurants
and boutiques. Generally, large scale commercial developments and office
space were not supported, with Fullarton Road being perceived as having ample
office / commercial space and some concern that adding commercial / office
space to the Glenside development would have a negative impact on existing
businesses.
• More than 25% of respondents to this question stated that they would like the
area retained as open space with no development.
• A small number of respondents indicated that they would support a smaller
development if it has large areas of open space, with a few of these indicating
the ratio of the development should be 50% open space and 50% developed
space.
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2.2

What public spaces should include to encourage wellbeing and safety
A total of 206 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The majority of people wanted community and recreational facilities to be
included in public spaces to encourage well-being and safety. The main types of
facilities suggested include:
-

A playground and designated ‘play areas’ that cater to a range of age
groups

-

The provision of shaded outdoor seating with backs for elderly residents

-

Outdoor exercise equipment or gym like in Victoria Park and oval
reinstatement for cricket/AFL/soccer games if possible
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-

Lots of trees to provide adequate shade, including the retention of existing
trees

-

BBQ and picnic facilities.

• Lighting for security and safety purposes was generally supported. A small number
of respondents were concerned that lighting may spill into neighbouring
residential areas.
• Several respondents wanted existing trees and open space reinstated.
• Several respondents were in favour of the inclusion of new pedestrian and cyclists
paths as part of the development. The following comments/suggestions were
made in relation to new paths:
-

Separation of cars and cyclists/pedestrians needed

-

Need to be wide enough to be wheelchair, mobility scooter and pram friendly

-

To ensure safety there should be clear visibility to surrounding areas.

• A few respondents were concerned about site security and suggested the use of
Crime Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles and CCTV video.
• A small number of respondents emphasised the need to provide adequate car
parking for residents and visitors on site.
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2.3

The types of housing people would like to see built at Glenside
A total of 238 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The height of the development garnered the most comments, with the majority of
people supporting development up to two storeys, giving examples like the
Amber Woods Estate and Fisher Street. This was closely followed by a preference
for single storey development only.
• A smaller proportion of people thought a mix of building heights and medium to
high density development would be acceptable if high rise buildings were in the
main, located on the fringes of the site, such as Fullarton Road. Some of these
people supported high rise development on the proviso it also allowed for more
open space to be retained as part of the development. A few people thought
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that high rise buildings would be best placed towards the centre of the site. The
development on Plane Tree Drive adjacent to the site and Air Apartments were
given as two good examples of higher density development.

Vertical aged

housing was also suggested as one idea for higher density building use. It was also
suggested that any high rise residential development on site should be well
screened.
Concerns regarding high density housing included:
-

It would not fit with surrounding development

-

Urban infill in surrounding suburbs more appropriate

-

Will create ‘slums’ in the future.

• Sustainability was seen as an important design consideration by many. Suggested
design techniques included:
-

Inclusion of verandas and eaves

-

Solar energy

-

Water recycling and reticulation

-

Orientation of dwellings.

• A mix of housing types and block sizes was preferred by the majority of people.
Respondents thought that the development should mainly consist of units, town
houses and single or two store dwellings. Architecturally designed buildings that
were “high quality” and sympathetic to the heritage of Glenside were generally
favoured. A small number of people commented that they did not want “box
style” housing or development that “looked like Bowden.”
• A mix and variety of materials and finishes for housing was seen as desirable, with
masonry/brick and stone being most popular construction material choices.
Neutral colours to minimise the impact on adjoining heritage buildings was also
suggested by a small number of people.
• Opinion on the inclusion of affordable housing was divided. While some people
supported affordable housing as it creates a diverse community and attracts
students and artists to the area, others were concerned low cost housing would
devalue surrounding properties and create potential for social problems.
• Generally, respondents thought that the housing development should appeal to
a broad range of people.
• Several respondents also re-emphasised the need for quality open space,
including trees around the housing and a small number of people noted that offstreet parking for residents and visitors was important.
• Approximately 11% of responses to this question were not in favour of any
housing, believing that the area should be retained as open space or kept as a
mental health facility. Low quality cramped housing and major traffic and noise
issues were some of the concerns raised by respondents who objected to the site
being turned into a residential development.
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2.4

The types of people who will be living at the site in 20 years’ time
A total of 141 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• Both retirees looking to down size and families with school age children and
seeking quality open space and proximity to good schools and facilities were
considered most likely to be living within the site in 20 years’ time.
• A large number of people thought that the development would attract a broad
mix of people of various ages and backgrounds.
• Professionals, students, young couples and singles and people requiring
affordable housing were also considered to be likely tenants of the area.
• A small number of people thought the development would attract people with
mental health issues if low cost housing was provided.
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• A small number of people suggested that they were unsure of who would be
attracted to the site or thought that nobody would be living at the site.
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2.5

What is unique about Glenside
A total of 163 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The majority or people felt that the combination of public open space and
mature trees was most unique to Glenside. Comments as to why this space is
unique included:
-

Provides a tranquil and peaceful environment and is an ”Oasis” in the city

-

Rare to have access to such a large area of open space so close to the CBD
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-

Large established trees such as the Umbrella Pines on Fullarton Road are not
common and attract wildlife and birds

-

Provides a place for recreation and play.

• The heritage buildings and history behind the old Asylum were also considered
unique by a large number of people. Several thought that the stone work and
wall should be retained and a few noted the Z ward building as a building that
should also be retained.
• A small number of people also noted the potential tourism opportunities
associated with this site as a result of its history.
• It was generally agreed that the geographical location of Glenside was unique
given its close proximity to both the Adelaide CBD and the hills.
• Several respondents also valued the high level of amenity within Glenside. The
large blocks, high quality homes, street trees, and safe, quiet and tidy
neighbourhoods were noted as existing desirable elements of Glenside.
• Some felt that there is nothing unique about Glenside.
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2.6

New uses for the heritage buildings
A total of 157 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded, the following key trends were identified:
• The majority of people would like to see the heritage buildings adapted to
community and recreational uses. Suggested community uses included:
-

Construction of a multipurpose facility
A space for community groups, community classes (WEA) and sporting clubs

-

Library (specialised film library)
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-

Gym/health club

-

Youth club and men’s shed.

• Converting the buildings to accommodate café and restaurants was also
generally supported by several respondents.

A small number of people

suggested attaching a community garden to a café to provide fresh produce
was desirable.
• The establishment of medical facilities was another popular idea for use of the
existing heritage buildings. Suggested forms of medical facilities included:
-

State of the art mental health facility to service state

-

Respite care accommodation

-

Medical consulting rooms (dentists, physio, doctors)

-

SA Health offices and education facilities.

• Art and cultural facilities were also forms of use supported by serval respondents.
Some suggested facilities included:
-

Art gallery and/or exhibition space

-

Art studios with a flexible workspace and possible commercial component

-

Art school. The relocation of the Adelaide School of Art was suggested

-

Theatre group and performance space

-

Uses that complement the existing film studios i.e. film set, digital based arts
and film school.

• Adapting the existing buildings to a museum was viewed as another supported
use of heritage buildings by many people. Suggested ideas for the museum
included:
-

Medical history museum

-

Royal Adelaide Hospital museum

-

Old Asylum museum and tours

-

Glenside local history museum

-

Heritage car museum.

• Several respondents also suggested heritage buildings be turned into educational
facilities such as a university, school, kindergarten or childcare centre, TAFE or
space for technical workshops for young people to learn new skills.
• Using the heritage buildings for residential development including a boutique
hotel was also supported by several people. Retirement living, high-end housing
and apartments were put forward as possible types of residential development
which would suit the use of heritage buildings.
• A function space and professional offices were also seen as a suitable use of
heritage buildings by a small number of people.
• Views were divided on the use of heritage buildings for retail purposes. While
some thought funky shops, fresh produce places and small cinemas would be
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suitable a slightly greater majority of respondents preferred no retail use of
heritage buildings.
• Many respondents were keen to emphasise that sensitive, adaptive re-use of
buildings be considered, without destroying the heritage value. The East End
Market was given as one good adaptive re-use example where the incorporation
of greenery and heritage walkways was part of the development. A number of
people also felt that the existing heritage buildings should be retained with no
further development on site – remainder to be open space.
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2.7

Transport difficulties experienced
A total of 250 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• Traffic congestion on the arterial roads adjacent to the site was by far the biggest
concern for respondents. The main comments and concerns about congestion
included:
-

Fullarton Road, Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road are bottlenecks during
peak hours

-

Conyngham Street congestion during school hours in particular

-

Difficulty entering and exiting arterial roads safely
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-

Larger population will worsen congestion

-

Addition of traffics lights will add to delays.

• People were generally unhappy with the proposed site access points, particularly
the one located behind the Foodland shopping centre. There was concern that
the street is too narrow to accommodate increased traffic and will make it
difficult for trucks turning in and out of the shopping centre.
Access via Amber Woods Drive and Conyngham Street was also a concern for
many people. It is considered that both streets are already under pressure due to
large traffic volumes associated with the school and Beach Energy. Safety
concern due to obstructed lines of sight from parked cars was also raised by a
small number of people.
• Improved pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure was favoured by many, with the
following suggestions put forward:
-

An integrated cycling and walking track that connects to surrounding areas

-

Build bridge over arterial roads for safe crossing

-

Improve footpaths for frail, elderly and disabled

-

More pedestrian crossings along arterial roads such as Greenhill Road.

• Several people raised the need for greater frequency in public transport services
and expanded routes.
• A small number of people had not experienced any transport difficulties to report.
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2.8

Design feature people would use to promote sustainable living
A total of 191 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The majority of people chose sustainable forms of transport such as walking and
riding to promote sustainable living. The provision of bike racks, a pedestrian
bridge over Fullarton road and good connectivity were all suggestions to
encourage cycling and walking.
• A large number of people supported all of the design principles mentioned in the
question (i.e. ”All of the above” being: e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar,
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orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater reuse, recycled materials, cycling
infrastructure, walking trails etc.).
• Stormwater reticulation and recycling was generally supported as a design
feature people would use to promote sustainability. In addition, water sensitive
urban design principles and streetscapes were also suggested. There was
concern from several people that the existing stormwater system would not able
to accommodate the additional load from new residents.
• The inclusion of solar panels throughout the development was generally
supported. Other popular sustainable building principles included: sustainability
ratings for dwellings, use of recycled materials, double glazing, north-south
orientation and the inclusion of verandas and eaves.
• A number of people supported the retention of the existing trees to provide
shade and encourage passive cooling. Green walls and roofs were also
suggested.
• Retaining community open space was generally supported. It was suggested that
open space will improve air quality and provide habitats for local wildlife and
birds. Keeping the existing wetland and potentially creating more wetland areas
was suggested by several people.
• Community vegetable gardens and the use of Australian native plants,
particularly those from the Adelaide Plains and Foothills, were suggested by a
small number of people.
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2.9

How people see themselves using the open space
A total of 163 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The majority of people saw themselves using open space to either walk or cycle.
Ensuring that new bike and walking trails provided connections to adjoining areas
was important to a number of people. The creation of a dog park or dog ‘off
leash area’ was also suggested.
• Fitness and sports were also popular activities respondents stated for which they
would use open space. Several suggestions were made regarding infrastructure
that could improve opportunities for fitness and sports activities in open space.
These included:
-

Jogging track
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-

Tennis courts

-

Reinstatement of the oval

-

Outdoor gym

-

Small pool (like Tusmore Park)

-

Area of lawn to kick a ball.

• BBQs, picnics and family activities such as a children’s playground, games (i.e.
chess board), a labyrinth and water play space were other favoured uses.
• Many people also saw themselves using the space for opportunities for reflection
and relaxation, tai chi or catching up for a coffee with friends at a small onsite
café.
• Having community event space which could also be used for an amphitheatre
and activities like pop-up markets was another popular suggested use for open
space.
• Several people saw themselves using the space to undertake passive recreation
or hobbies such as reading, photography and painting.
• A small number of people felt that they would not use the open space at all, or
were unsure as to how they would use this space.
• A small number of people also reinforced the importance of maintaining the
existing trees and allowing for more open space in the development.
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2.10

The one most important thing about the Glenside project
A total of 248 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The majority of people felt the design of the development was the most
important thing about the Glenside site. A wide range of comments was put
forward on this topic. Some key comments included:
-

The design of the site and buildings must be of good quality
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-

The proposed density is felt to be too high (1000 homes was viewed as being
too many by some) and should be lowered

-

The design needs to be well considered, visionary and stand the test of time

-

Building heights should be limited with some reinforcing their preference to not
have any high rise in the development.

• Following the importance of the design of the development, several respondents
commented about open space. Some wanted the area to be maintained as
open space only, while others stated that they would like as much open space
and current trees retained as possible, with limited or less development than the
current proposal.
• Protection and retention of existing trees was important to a number of people.
Key comments relating to trees included:
-

Protect olive trees near Victoria Grove

-

Retain trees along Fullarton Road

-

Keep trees listed as ‘under consideration’

-

Further clarification required on the term ‘under consideration’.

• Protection of the existing heritage buildings and emphasis on the site history was
important to a large number of people. Suggestions regarding heritage
conservation included:
-

Work in collaboration with National Trust to conserve heritage

-

Get the balance right between heritage protection and new development

-

Avoid encroaching on views of heritage buildings.

• Development on the Glenside site was opposed by several people. Reasons for
this opposition included:
-

Not happy with the design or overall proposal

-

The parcel of land belongs to the public

-

Will impact on surrounding suburbs and property values.

• Provision of mental health services at the site was considered important to a large
number of people. There was some concern over the future of mental health
services at the site. The following are the key questions and comments about this
issue.
-

Develop a world class mental health facility at the Glenside site.

-

Maintain existing facilities at the site for mental health services.

-

How will the new development and mental health services co-exist
(privacy etc.)?

-

Maintain access to open space for mental health patients.
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• The overcrowding of local schools was also raised as a concern by a number of
respondents.
• There were also numerous, varied comments about the tendering and
construction process, including ensuring the chosen developer will deliver on the
master plan objectives and develop construction standards.
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2.11

How people would like to be consulted with
A total of 154 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• The great majority of people would like to be consulted with via email or
electronic newsletter. A small number of people also suggested providing a
function in the electronic newsletter that would allow people to comment or
respond.
• Greater involvement in the consultation process was generally emphasised. Key
ideas and comments included:
-

A “two way process” not just briefings and notifications

-

Ability to vote on key issues and decisions
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-

Power for Council to veto decisions on behalf of constituents

-

Greater transparency and accountability in decision making.

• Establishment of a community reference group was a popular suggestion to
enable some ownership over the project. Key comments regarding the reference
group were also including:
- Allow reference group to assist in preparing brief for developers
- Group should consist of local residents only
- Allow group opportunity to make real impact.
• The use of social media and a dedicated website were also popular consultation
methods. People would like to see detailed project information freely available
via these mediums.
• Community information days were generally favoured. Comments regarding
information days for future consultation included:
-

Ensure the date is well advertised

-

Publish feedback received from the consultation day

-

Staff to know their subject matter well.

• Several respondents noted that they would like to see ‘all of the above’ for future
consultation (i.e. methods mentioned in the initial question – being: electronic
newsletter, social media, community reference group, information days, etc.)
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2.12

Examples of good community consultation
A total of 105 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

A number of examples were provided of ‘good community engagement. Below is a
summary of the examples given by respondents.
• Brompton/Bowden

Redevelopment

–

The

project’s

overall

vision

was

communicated from the start and included intended demographics, character
and feel. This allowed the community to better understand reasons behind each
element of the project.
• North Terrace Upgrade – Engagement worked well because the original plans
were modified to reflect community feedback.
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• North South Interconnection Systems Project (SA Water) – Worked closely with
residents to who were willing to be involved to achieve outcomes unique to each
area affected by the project.
• Greenhill Road Median Upgrade – After numerous meetings, the plans were
revised to reflect community feedback. Feel that an outcome was reached that
most were happy with.
• Portrush Road Widening Scheme – Department of Transport staff notified residents
of work via letters, then followed up with a visit, consulted, negotiated outcomes
and really listened.
• Unley Council on Development Plan Amendments (DPAs) – Council do not use
“announce and defend” strategy after the decision is made. Genuinely consults
then makes decision.
• Victoria Park Racecourse – Adelaide City Council provided ongoing consultation
for each stage of development.
• Riverbank Precinct – Welcomed visitors to open day.
It should be noted that several people put forward the consultation for the Glenside
project as an example of good consultation. The following comments were made in
relation to this:
- Community day well done
- Website/letterboxing good
- Time from senior project members appreciated
- Keep doing what you are doing.
In addition to specific examples given, a number of general comments were made
regarding good community consultation. These are listed in brief below:
-

Open communication and genuinely listening to people

-

No surprises and transparency

-

Not “cherry picking” feedback

-

Engage before decisions are made

-

Provide people with different ways to be involved

-

Involve community in a project they can take ownership of.

A number of people also used this question as an opportunity to provide feedback
on what they considered bad consultation. This has been briefly summarised below:
• Gillman site – Government disconnected from wants of community
• Mount Barker - Community “steamrolled” by Government
• Holdfast Bay Council (1) – Turning Somerton Esplanade into one-way street.
Community backlash result in the road being converted back to two way traffic
• Glenside redevelopment.
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General comments made included:
-

Glenside consultation feels like ‘box ticking’

-

Often tokenistic and people become discouraged

-

Feedback is often ignored (e.g. last year’s consultation of building heights)

-

Government not interested in what the public wants

-

No genuine consultation as elements of Glenside project already decided

-

Never given opportunity to decide if Glenside project will go ahead

-

Glenside Expert Panel ignored the Resident’s Group concerns.
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2.13

Matters not addressed by the project objectives
A total of 133 responses was received.
Outlined below is a ‘word cloud’ showing the most commonly repeated words to
the question related to this element.

Of those who responded the following trends were identified:
• Several respondents stated that community engagement had not been
adequately addressed by the project objectives.

The main reasons for this

included:
-

Consultation has not happened as the public are being told what is
happening, rather than being asked what they would like to see at the site

-

A number of people felt that most of the key decisions had already been
made, so consultation was pointless

-

Not confident that feedback is actually being considered
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• Many people were also of the opinion that the potential impacts on existing
mental health facilities had not been considered. It was noted that the hospital is
not included in the plans for the site. Additionally, a small number of people also
commented that the site should be developed for specialist mental health
services.
• Various issues around the construction and planning process were also raised.
Several people were concerned that not enough information has been provided
on the role of the private sector on the Glenside project. Clarification on the level
of overseas investment and ownership was also sought.
• It was generally agreed that the preservation of existing open space and trees
was an ongoing issue that had not been adequately addressed by the project
objectives.
• Traffic management and issues around congestion on arterial roads was also
raised by a number of respondents.
• Feedback from community open days should be provided to residents.
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2.14

How many people attended the Glenside Consultation Day
Approximately 800 people attended the Consultation Day. Of these 117 completed
an online survey.
The pie chart below illustrates the number of people who completed an online
survey (117 people) and stated that they attended the Consultation Day and
whether they chose to provide feedback.

Did you attend the Glenside Consultation Day on Saturday, 21 February
2015?

24%
Yes, and I gave some
feedback on the day
Yes, but I did not give any
feedback on the day
No

7%
69%

2.15

Number of people who chose to provide details to stay informed.
A total of 96 responses was received via the online survey.
The bar graph below shows the types of personal information people provided.
Many

people

chose

to

provide

multiple

forms

of

information.

Please fill in your details if you would like to stay informed and be part of the
planning process for the Glenside development.
99.5%
99.0%
98.5%
98.0%
97.5%
97.0%
96.5%
96.0%
95.5%

Name

Postcode
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2.16

What is your interest in Glenside
A total of 115 responses were received via the online survey.
The bar graph below illustrates the reasons for interest in the Glenside site. As is
evident from the bar graph there is significant interest from local residents.

What is your interest in Glenside?
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Local resident Work or own
a business in
the area

General

Heritage
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3.

Conclusion

The large number of responses received during the community engagement period
demonstrates the strong community interest in the Glenside project. The open-ended nature
of the questions posed to the community in both the on-line survey and at the Glenside
Consultation Day has ensured a wide breath of comments and suggestions regarding the
future use of the site.
There was general support for a number of the project’s key elements, such as retaining and
adapting heritage buildings, provision of infrastructure for passive and active recreational
uses and a focus on sustainability. Most people also supported low-density development of
two storeys or less in height. The importance of ensuring quality in both design and
construction and retention of as much open space for public use as possible was
emphasised.
There were a number of issues that caused concern amongst respondents that may require
further consideration. The most commonly repeated concerns included:
•

Retaining trees and open space for public use - it was generally agreed that further
clarification on the status of trees marked ‘for consideration’ is required. Several
people believed that more public open space than what appeared to being offered
would be desirable and some people were opposed to any development on the site.

•

Concerns over traffic management issues, primarily stemming from congestion on
Fullarton Road, Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road. Some respondents are
worried that an increased population will exacerbate this issue.

•

Potential impacts on existing mental health facilities were perceived as not being
adequately considered. It was noted that Glenside hospital is not included in the
plans for the site. Further clarification was requested regarding the future of mental
health services at this site.

•

Access and egress points into and out of the site was perceived by some as not being
well thought out in some locations, such as Conyngham Street, Amber Woods Drive
and next to the Frewville Shopping Centre.

•

The impact of high-density development on the amenity, character and value of
adjoining suburbs was raised with respondents wanting to ensure no negative impact
on the surrounding community resulted. In addition, several people were concerned
about the impacts on the heritage buildings and wanted these to be retained or reused for community and cultural uses.

•

The burden on existing infrastructure (schools, stormwater, public transport etc.)
resulting from the additional population in the development was raised, with several
people wanting to know what new infrastructure provisions would be made for the
development.

•

The consultation process drew some criticism with several people feeling that they
were being told what is happening at the site rather than being engaged about what
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they would like to see. Some believed that many of the key decisions have already
been made and, as such, the consultation process is only ‘paying lip service.’
Going forward, there was support for the establishment of a community reference group to
enable greater ownership over the project, more community consultation days and use of a
dedicated website and social media as mechanisms to keep people informed and engaged
as the project progresses.
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APPENDIX A –
THE ONLINE SURVEY

Share your ideas

Welcome
Glenside represents a significant and unique opportunity to create a diverse and innovative medium-tohigh density community.
A range of uses such as residential development, shops, offices and high quality public spaces will be
explored to add vibrancy and deliver a connected urban neighbourhood.

You can be involved in planning the inclusive and diverse community that will be created at Glenside.
Your views will help shape and determine the best way for this land to be developed while respecting the
heritage and environmental features of the site.
For the best results, we recommend that you:
read some background information on the Renewal SA website first
complete the survey on a desktop/laptop computer, instead of a mobile/tablet device.
This survey should take you about 20 minutes to complete.
We appreciate your time and feedback.

1

1 / 10

10%

Next

2

Share your ideas

A Connected Urban Neighbourhood
Objective: Create a vibrant hub of well-designed retail, commercial, residential and recreational
uses which are connected and enhanced by high quality public spaces.
The aim is for Glenside to be an inclusive and diverse community.
The existing open space, vegetation and heritage buildings provide an opportunity to create a unique
identity for the community that is created.
These will be key considerations in the master plan developed for the site.
To recap on the 'Connected Urban Neighbourhood' background document, please view it here.

1. Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at Glenside?
(e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)

3

2. To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:
(i.e. good lighting, outdoor seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)

2 / 10

20%

Prev

Next

4

Share your ideas

Housing Diversity
Objective: Provide a range of high quality, innovative housing options including affordable
housing with the potential for 800 to 1000 dwellings.
Providing a range of housing types at Glenside will increase affordability and help to create a sustainable
and diverse environment for families, young people and the aged.
Adaptable designs which meet the needs of all users of all ages and abilities will also encourage social
diversity.
To recap on the 'Housing Diversity' background document, please view it here.

3. Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside.
(Think about the type, materials, style and heights)

5

4. Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?
(e.g. families, people looking to downsize, students etc.)

3 / 10

30%

Prev

Next

6

Share your ideas

Heritage and Trees
Objective: Retain and integrate the site's heritage features and significant vegetation to create a
unique and distinctive place.
There are six state heritage places on the Glenside site; five buildings and the southern boundary wall. All
will be retained.
The planning process will investigate options and potential opportunities for adaptive reuse.
To recap on the 'Heritage and Trees' background document, please view it here.

5. What is unique about Glenside?

7

6. What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse?
(The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this can be done well)

4 / 10

40%

Prev

Next

8

Share your ideas

Transport
Detailed traffic modelling, entry and exit points, public transport and infrastructure requirements were
considered when the land was rezoned in 2009.
This modelling will be updated with the preparation of the master plan for the site.
To recap on the 'Transport' background document, please view it here.
7. Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside.
(You can use the map below for reference in your description)

9

Click here if you need a large version of this map.

5 / 10

50%

10

Prev

Next

11

Share your ideas

Environment and Open Space
Objective: Promote sustainable living through intelligent design and improved walking and cycling
connections.
Renewal SA has set aside 5.2 hectares of land for open space and stormwater purposes in order for the
development to continue to perform these functions.
The optimal configuration and uses of the open space will be considered in the creation of the master
plan.
To recap on the 'Environment and Open Space' background document, please view it here.

8. What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces?
(e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater reuse, recycled
materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)

12

9. How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided?
(e.g. walking, active/passive recreation, family picnics etc.)

6 / 10

60%

Prev

Next

13

Share your ideas

Your Glenside
10. What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?

7 / 10

70%

Prev

Next

14

Share your ideas

Your Participation
Objective: Engage the community to develop the vision for the Glenside site and ensure tangible
community benefits are achieved.
Involving you early in the planning process will help to achieve the best outcome for the future
development of Glenside.
To recap on the 'Community Participation' background document, please view it here.

11. How would you like to be involved from now on?
(e.g. electronic newsletter, social media, community reference group, information days etc.)

15

12. Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement?
Please also describe why it worked well.

8 / 10

80%

Prev

Next

16

Share your ideas

Other Comments
13. Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives below?

Comments:

9 / 10

90%

Prev

Next

17

Share your ideas

Register
14. Did you attend the Glenside Consultation Day on Saturday, 21 February 2015?
Yes, and I gave some feedback on the day
Yes, but I did not give any feedback on the day
No

15. Please fill in your details if you would like to stay informed and be part of the planning process
for the Glenside development.
Name
Postcode
Email

16. What is your interest in Glenside?
Local resident
Work or own a business in the area
General
Heritage
Potential buyer or investor
Other (please specify):

18

If you have registered your interest, we will be able to update you with the survey results and next steps in
the planning process in due course.

10 / 10

100%

Prev

Done

19

APPENDIX B –
ALL FEEDBACK RECEIVED (VERBATIM)

Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Schools and hospitals
A decent sized oval larger than the current one is a must. Suggest one capable of playing AFL
football (N-S) but also being able to be adaptable enough to provide the community with soccer
facilities such as two pitches across the oval (E-W). Lighting to provide after hours maximization of
usage. May make up for the debacle at Victoria Park where no replacement of soccer pitches
previously, has been completed.
I would like to see the open spaces kept as is and not built on.....this whole area is a mental
hospital precinct which currently benefits from the peace, tranquility that the open spaces & the
environment provide. The above illustration is for illustrative purposes only......it is too dense and
totally unrealistic.
parklands
A community/recreation centre with coordinator for on and off site residents and workers to share
A place that encourages a mixture of age groups - for exercise, on site learning for children about
the heritage and history of the site, where U3A and other groups can use the facility,
Sensory garden, hydrotherapy facility, community / library / business hub adjacent to children's
indoor / outdoor play space (adventure play / gross motor development / imaginative play),
geriatric playground (intergenerational). No to pokies: no to sports bar, no to sporting clubs.
Health Precinct [GP, dentist, physio, pharmacy, etc] information hub for all services offered onsite community meeting hall with kitchen facilities open areas for family gatherings secure
[fenced and safe] playground child care centre and community kindergarten central eating areas
under cover and open air
Open space, sporting activities, mental health.
Development (staged as funds become available) of Mental Health Services (which would fit with
the Health Reform process) to world class mental institution for admission, treatment, training and
research in the mental health arena in order to deal with the increasing incidence of mental illness.
Open space for recreation
An historical site, capturing the reasons why and how people were treated there.
The oval should be retained with supporting club facilities. A bowling green and supporting club
facilities should be added. Entertainment participation facilities should be added. A large range of
shopping facilities should be added. The nearby areas are not well served in this regard.
1. Minor retail for residents 2. Recreational park for small field sport.
NO residential development, just open space. Preferably public access to heritage buildings.
Significant open space, develop and keep the oval for community activities. Continue to develop
the arts hub as with the film studios and Adelaide central school of art. Artist studios, a cinema and
contemporary gallery would be compliment to the residential development.
Open space and mental health services
A Reserve and to use the existing buildings as museams and galleries.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Actually I don't believe residential housing is the best utilisation of the Glenside site, whether
inclusive or exclusive of shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities. While Glen
Osmond, Fullarton, Parkside, Frewville, Glenside and the neighboring suburbs already have smaller
scale shopping centres or shopping strips (such as Glen Osmond Rd from the city ring to Fullarton
Road), the opportunity of the Glenside precint is to create a NON-residential, vibrant, cultural and
recreational hub that could with the right management easily match The Parade in Norwood or
Burnside Villiage, Burnside. I see these currently open parklands surrounding Heritage Buildings
(hopefully re-purposed in the new plans and not removed) as being upscaled into better
maintained public gardens, community garden allotments, and sporting fields (i.e. green spaces of
various function) interspersed with sustainable, energy efficient public architecture that houses an
alternative boutique shopping district including cafes, a community theatre, cultural facilities such
as artist-run art galleries and studios (like Fontanelle, Bowden) etc.
NO DEVELOPMENT!
First of all, the above picture is terrible, big, blocky, boring buildings with no character or style
whatsoever. There is no connection to nature in this image. It is too heavily paved and too heavily
populated and is a slap in the face to local residents. To those who appreciate the open space of
the area has to offer, and the relaxed atmosphere of the current grounds. It is also a slap in the
face too the mental health patients who will likely lose the ability to enjoy kicking a ball around on
a field and watching others do the same in a non threatening non-confrontational environment.
The oval needs to be re-instated to offset obesity issues going forward. A meandering edible
garden landscape of at least 1 hectare which will have food for people and animals such as small
birds, a mini-golf area perhaps bordering the current retirement homes. The creek environment
reinstated. Reed beds for purifying grey water and to provide a refuse for small birds (which is
common-sense these days so that cannot be debated). Ten (10) hectares open space and three
quarters of that space should be permeable ground. There should be WELL LIT pathways and for
people to walk at night, again this is common-sense. 175 dwellings MAXIMUM (not 800!) That's
another 400 people in the area. I suggest that is enough population growth in the area. It may
indeed prove to be too much for the local infrastructure and services to handle. In one (and only
one) super-high 25-storey marvel of design and great beauty 75-dwellings could be placed. An
aspirational building that also compliments the existing character of the area with innate attention
to detail which can be appreciated. Many designs should be submitted to the local public (10,000
people minimum) for them to select their favourite design. This process should not just be for this
building, but first for the Glenside development in general. The inside of these flats should have
high ceilings and exhibit great craftsmanship by local craftspersons. They should be a place people
want to live. Parking provisions - In Australia’s harsh climate, cars are an important part of our
lives and in negotiating Adelaide’s sprawling hills-to-sea landscape. Given cars are slowly becoming
cleaner, it is unfair to deny residents the required off-street parking provisions. Each dwelling
should have two off-street parking places at least; a 2-bed should have 2 spaces, a 3-bed 3 spaces
etc. This might also allow for visitor parking. This flexibility means having the option to ride bikes
or walk, which many will anyway, given the proximity of services and the CBD. Wherever
possible, the footprint of buildings should be where the existing buildings are. The existing large
trees must remain. Any removal of a tree should involve planting a new tree of comparable future
size. Any increase in short-wave, heat island radiation caused by building fabric should be offset by
the planting of more trees, or plantlife, in the area. The smell - when I walk around the CBD
streets rarely a time goes…
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
…by where the smell of sewage hits me near a large block of flats. How will this new development
avoid sewage problems? I am a firm believer in retaining heritage, I believe that the former
Cottage Wards R2 and R3, built in 1880 should be kept in some identifiable form, due to its
historical significance. This is another opportunity of architect to make us feel proud about our
history, we are a compassionate city and we supported the best for the people rehabilitating in our
care. Shops are unnecessary given Foodland is 2 minutes walk away and Woolworths/Arkaba is 5
minutes away. I do think that a space to have a food stalls and setup a local craftsmanship market
would be wise. One outdoor cafe space with umbrella's in summer and a more permanent cover in
the winter. A place for perhaps a few high street shops under townhouses could work however it
will be important to think about how the retail strip on Glen Osmond Road, "The Gateway" will be
used. Should we try to link Glen Osmonds "The Gateway" to Glenside with a pedestrian over pass
that allows people to walk over both Fullarton and/or Glen Osmond Road? There should be a
space with renewable energy artworks and experiments and around the world and locally. In
short, this development should not signify a boost for short term gains in employing 130 people to
build a heap of housing we may not actually want or need. It should be framed as a chance to
allow some real revitalisation of our natural assets and a chance to get closer to nature; not push it
further away. It should be a chance for sustainable jobs into the future not unsustainable jobs for
the next 10 years.
In addition to cafes a 'farmers market' for residents and cultural facilities to enhance the
development Glenside Cultural Precinct, such as community gallery, sculpture commissions that
are also sympathetic to all residents including the Mental Health patients that are integrated
within the existing housing development behind the SA Film Studios. Green space for the new
residents to walk their animals, parks with designated children play areas. Also community garden
areas as per below.
NOT office or large retail. open / recreation spaces with shady parklands Mental health services
Community garden Community centre Walking/cycling paths Dog off-lead PARK (not just a
boring square of grass) Children's playground
Historical site.. heritage should be protected for future generations
No residential development. Retain the land as a park or expand the existing building as facilities
to help the mentally ill.
I'd like to see it left as it is. It could become a museum.
Nothing, even the thought of turning this historic site in to residential housing is insane.
Park lands with wetland ponds
A peaceful outdoor retreat to symbolise and respect the lives lost to Glenside Insane Assylm.
Absolutely none. This is a Public site and this thieving, lying, incompetent, spendthrift government
has no mandate to sell it or otherwise dispose of it. It should be redeveloped as a much needed
Mental Health facility, not flogged off to government's developer mates.
More open parks. BBq and picnic areas.
Open green space
Community and tourism facilities. Heritage means history. History once gone is lost forever.
History means tourism which provides funds to the state. Keep buildings of relevant history that
will tell glensides story and social evolution etc.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
housing and services for people with complex needs
None. I would like it left as a lovely open space that does not add to traffic congestion and
pollution.
A relocated Frewville Shopping Centre.
Oval for sporting groups and community Provision for expansion of the hospital Stormwater
retention/wetlands walking/cycling connections to the city and parklands
Who said we want to see residential development at all? Why is this question dubiously
constructed by saying "besides residential development"? Does this mean that residential
development is already a foregone conclusion?? We would certainly like to see more
differentiated shops and restaurants/cafes with integrated office space.
Open spaces, walking trails, playgrounds, dog parks.
We need no development at Glenside - it is the last public open space left in Eastwood or
Frewville, and should be left as public parkland.
Some selective retail (shops/ cafes) to service the new homes and residents. In particular these
should be located toward the South Western Corner where the existing retail hub is.
Recreational facilities to suit the target demographic. This should include some park/ open space
with play equipment and shaded seating. The area should not include additional offices as there
is already ample office space in the immediate vicinity and would have inherent conflicts with
residential development within the confined boundaries of the area in question.
Recreational facilities, eg like what you see in Victoria park. Smaller retail facilities, café
and/bakery. Lots of people already walk through Eastwood every day to get lunch etc. I don't
want to see the area become a really busy place. I walk through there going to the gym and enjoy
the peace and serenity away from the traffic of the busy roads round the area.
Light commercial such as small shops and eateries. The open space is an opportunity for plazas,
which can provide public recreational areas and also service higher traffic, e.g. from nearby office
workers out for lunch.
I prefer open space/recreational space. There shouldn't be any cheaply built, high density
residential development as this is not in keeping with the character and ambience of the
surrounding suburbs. I don't want a Mawson lakes near the city, it will be ugly, full of rentals and
this kind of development will increase crime in the area. I have not paid a lot of money to live next
to Glenside lakes. The traffic is already congested on all surrounding roads and the schools are fully
enrolled, there is no need for thousands of extra people in the area.
So-ho, community library, small cafes
Cafes and restaurants Reestablish open space perhaps the oval and retaining areas for walking in
park lands
small boutique type shops, cafe/restaurants, green open spaces/wetlands
Mix of residential and commercial. Park Lands is across the way, so recreational facilities would be
a low priority
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Open space and woodland to provide breathing space for mental health clients. No offices - there
is adjacent office space on Greenhill and Fullarton Road. Plenty of retail nearby too. Oval for
sporting activities. Picnic areas.
Sporting facility such as a decent sized oval overlaying that which is there (which is inadequate in
size) to accommodate a broad range of uses.... AFL Football running north/south and a size
adequate enough to accommodate two Soccer fields running east west alongside each other
would provide a facility for community and local schools to tap into a community relationship..
After hours this space could be used for general recreation...... walking/exercising pets, walking,
exercising groups etc..... the scope is quite broad. In terms of maintenance, costs could be
contributed to by the more organised/formal users....partnerships
Do NOT want shops and offices, but would be good to have cafes, a community centre, walking
and cycle paths, and tennis courts.
any or all of the above would be suitable. However, large areas of open space are not required
because of the close proximity of the parklands and also the playing fields on Conyngham Street
which are under-utilised on weekdays and at least one of them on weekends.
Shops, Offices, Recreational, Food & Beverage (there are limited options in that part of the city for
pubs and eateries), community facilities where appropriate, medical consulting suites, possibly
private surgery type facilities
shops, cafes community areas and recreational park
shopping, medical, social, community pacifically designed for the aged and disabled,
Recreational Facilities including soccer and football oval (combined on the one oval). Good fun
childrens playground. No dog facilities, as they foul up the area. Cafes and shops will actually
detract from the residential community and make the area subject to the whim of the cafe
operator if they leave the area. You should control the area and leave it as totally residential.
There are many offices that are currently not used on Greenhill, Fullarton and Glen Osmond
Roads.
Open space and recreational facilities with integrated "Town square". Children' play areas.
Effective interfacing of the new development with surrounding areas that is undertaken in a
sympathetic way. Bike ways and shared use paths.
small retail, cafes/coffee shops, bakery, open space/sitting/community gathering areas (eg lke
Mosely square -at glenelg casual and inviting)
Although the Glenside land was officially re-zoned in 2009, there is still on site the major
Psychiatric Hospital of SA, as well as supported accommodation in individual Units and the
Intermediate Care Units. Thus the needs of people affected by mental health issues are required to
be taken into account in planning of further development. Thus with this in mind, any setting up
of shops,cafes,offices, retail and recreational facilities ideally can be established so that profits
accrue to funding required for mental health treatment and care. be takes into account when
consideration is given to planning for future development.
No development, the area should be retained as parkland.
All of the above options: shops, cafes, recreational, mixed use, cinemas, art galleries etc.
Cafes Gym
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
housing and recreational space (oval, parks, walking/cycling trail, ponds etc) and small element of
cafe/shops supporting the area.
Recreational facilities,eg soccer and football fields, cricket grounds, playgrounds
I would like some land set aside for a sports field and facilities that could be utilised by schools in
the locality and the existing bike track maintained
I think maybe using some of the heritage buildings if they are available for shops/ museums. Open
them up to people use them as cafés or restaurants. So people can go in for a nice break/ meal and
also learn about the history.
Recreational uses such as fitness and community centre (e.g. Eastwood Community centre could
be relocated there), cafe/restaurant for the residents and wider community. Children playground,
outdoor chess tables, NO OFFICES. Possibly small interesting shops. Picknic/BBQ tables
Recreational space - active and passive Cafes
child care, parks, recreational, medical/community, bike paths
I would like to see a cafe maybe even linked to a community garden to provide fresh wholesome
food. Maybe a community facility for a gym, yoga classes, meditation, health spa, massage etc.
Given that Glenside has the potential to attract people where health and wellbeing is a focus given
the close proximity to CBD and ability to walk etc having thematics that focus on wellbeing, body's
mind and spirit could be one approach for an investment partner. Maybe even a tennis court with
a electronic paid booking system which $ can go back into maintenance. Having a stormwater
facility that might have the ability to have native fish, yabbies etc would be great and a platform
for safety to enable parents and children the opportunity to fish. Or the product if kept a few days
in a cleaning tank (if needed for health requirements) could be sold at the cafe.
would like tpo see this area left as it is with NO high density living and keeping the open spaces.
Open space
Open space, increased mental health services including a dedicated psychiatric emergency dept.
Recreational facilities - retain afl size football oval with club rooms for community and local school
use.
Recreational space such as ovals is important to us providing for schools I. The areas. Mercedes
college would like to utilise ovals to have a stable base for schools sports teams
There should be some coffee shops, relaxed style cafes and open space with bike paths and
walking paths...perhaps a BMX, scooter and skateboard park. Netball/basketball courts and an
oval.
Minimal buildings and lots of open spaces and trees
I am against any development in this area. I consider the loss of open space, increased traffic
congestion, loss of significant trees is contrary to what most existing residents want. This is a
peaceful area where many people pass through to enjoy the quiet open feeling.
Bars, restaurants, cafes, retail
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
A wider use by the Adelaide community Shops, offices, cafes are becoming boring and now too
plentiful across Adelaide suburbs. A less emphasis on the possible economic gains of this
development and more focus on aesthetics would be good. An educative community hub with
various classes and maybe community garden would be good and would attract people from
outside, preventing this area from becoming a private 'ghetto' How about some innovative
architecture - I note that the precinct idea is described as outdated. think the picture above
reflects outdated concepts and architecture.
Recreation parks, ovals, walking trails, trees, native planting and all with the cooperation of
indigenous people of Adelaide. Some housing in specific areas would be appropriate, but I would
like to see at least half of the space kept as open space for all people to use. Local ovals are
difficult
OPEN SPACE, TREES, OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES, CHILDREN"S PLAYGROUND
agree with the examples
Cafes, shops and recreation sporting grounds
I am thoroughly disgusted by this government's grab for money regardless of future needs of the
State. I attended the "consultation" at Glenside on 21/2/15, and was shocked to find no one was
prepared to discuss the problems this community was worried about - just a pushing of the project
regardless of the eastern suburb's opinions. It's obvious that the Premier and Mr Rau are banking
on the SA population will be too busy being entertained by all the festivities to think about serious
matters such as our State plunging further debt while grandiose schemes such as removing open
spaces (Glenside), messing up our health system, building Obahn tunnels, secret deals with
developers (Gillman) etc. Open space with recreational facilities should be the option.
Maintain the oval as a community space
easy access to e.g. chemist, supermarket, post office, doctor, for residents.
Recreational facilities, playing areas for adults and children. Sitting areas and good walking paths.
youth centres, sports centres, community halls, arts studio spaces, hobby shops (ie. table top
games) private tutors/colleges for arts/media/music, venues that promote local live acts
I do not think that this area of Glenside hospital should be used for anything else that what it is
already. I will not use any of the shops, offices or cafes and I do not think that you should invade
the space of the patients that are having treatment there. You already have spent far too much
money to put the SA Film Corp in the beautiful old building. All of the different buildings that have
been put on the site is a disgrace.
Provide services appropriate to village.
There needs to be open space - there is a lack of sport amenities in the area.
open space-sportring facility space for adjacent schools and the local community
A truly mixed use development - shops, cafes, community and recreational facilities. No offices as
they don't activate the space and there is plenty of office developments along the major adjoining
arterial roads
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
No residential development at all. Only community and recreational facilities such as
parks/parkland, sporting ovals, playgrounds, recreational areas and open green areas. The heritage
buildings should not be knocked down and instead should be a centrepiece and developed for use
as recreational/community facilities.
Purely open space. Leave it as it is. Or even better, develop the current open space to make it
more accessible to the public. Bring the oval back up to standard, have picnic areas, recreational
spaces.
Shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities. Public Transport hub and connections
to other centres including the city. School and child care facilitities.
Leave the open spaces as they presently are. I would have thought that the current open space
utilised by patients at the Glenside facility would be more conducive to rehabilitation than urban
infill of this area.
Open Space
Recreational facilities e.g. playgrounds. Community facilities such as small halls for community
groups Cafes Banks
Coffee shops and funky urban cafes and restaurants. small shops that cater for a younger market.
No snobby burnisde shop labels
Open space leased out to local schools.
Offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities without any more shops. There are pleanty of
places fro shopping within a stones throw of this precinct incliding Fullarton Shopping centre an
Burnside Shopping centre. Recreational and sporting facilites are depleted in the area owing to
lease arrangments with private schools where some other school users are unable to access those
facilites due to the maximization of usage. A Football ground facility with clubroom facilities
(change room, toilets and a small social area) that also offers the community a picnic/barbeque
and recreational options for dog exercise is desperately needed and can invite communal
partnerships with such users. Current buildings to the north of the oval precinct could be
converted to such useage. The current clubroom would need to be demolished to generate
approximate oval dimensions of 165m X110m
Open space, open space, open space. There are already ample shopping precincts and cafés within
walking distance or via car within 1-3 km of the site. Unnecessary to develop even more shopping.
As much provision for open space for recreation and therapeutic reasons as possible given: 1. The
loss of open space as a result of this development (including the cricket oval); 2. The decreasing
amount open space in the community more generally; 3. The need for Glenside Hospital mental
health patients to have access to meaningful areas of peace and tranquility.
I think the area has the potential to be a cultural and artistic precinct. A real destination for local
communities ie somewhere to cycle, walk, catch public transport or drive toin order to visit a range
of art galleries, art supply shops, cafes, parks, entertainment and activities. And, to just enjoy the
unique built environment and peaceful outdoor spaces and beautiful vistas.
Shops and cafes
Open spaces for community and recreational facilities but certainly "natural" spaces which we
need more and more due to medium/high density housing in inner suburbs.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Cafes, community and recreational facilities.
I disagree with the basic objective. The space being considered at Glenside should be used as an
opportunity to show SA is not determined to cover all open space with buildings but that space can
be retained for the good that open space does to the wellbeing of humans.
Consider a new primary school to cater for increased population
No shopping or office space.
Turn the oval into oval for recreation and sporting use. Put lights on the oval.
Tourism in at least one heritage building e.g. Elms. History is inside a building. Public are
fascinated. Tourism worth 9.5 billion a year in Australia.
Open spaces essential in the big city. Don't concrete over every space.
If the project must happen, halve the whole project and save the trees.
Burnside Hockey Club's long awaited hockey pitch please!
Consider mental health accommodation needs long term - later expansion?
The need to retain heritage and significant trees is essential
Considerable open space for a variety of community usage.
Cafes, restaurants, retail and office.
School. The schools in this area are already above capacity. Where are the children meant to go to
school? Already over 1000 kids at Linden Park Primary, which is this development's only zoned
school.
School. Current facilities overloaded.
Community garden. Oval space upgraded for use by community groups.
Open space. Freedom to roam with trees!
Outdoor fitness apparatus for areas around a walking circuit.
Maintain green areas. Plant more indigenous trees. Shady areas. Some sort of rainfall catchment.
Maybe another school?
Don't want residential development. This area is for natural health.
Maintain open space, piazza, outdoor shops and cafes.
Well constructed and established green areas, cycling tracks, sports field and bmx track
No shopping or commercial buildings needed. Except perhaps a corner store or coffee shops.
Maintain more open space rather than mass infill. The new residents also require that, especially
in high density.
Sports oval - maybe 2 soccer pitches and 2 netball courts.
Frewville shops part of design - a must!
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Recreation - bbq area and playgrounds, open space, shade and room to play small games.
Leave it as is!
This site should be developed as a specialist mental institution, so as not to expect a number of
public hospitals to duplicate specialist mental health resources. And to avoid having mental
patients mixing with normal public patients.
Car parking
While there is still space, extend the mental health facility into a centre of excellence, rather than
at RAH.
No more commercial property needed. Already vacant office space in the vicinity.
No way! Leave it as open space.
Upgrade and beautify to utilise as parklands for the people. Utilise the heritage buildings.
Enhance with shops, cafes, lake, picnic areas etc. Bike friendly.
Establish a village feel with cafes and shops.
Art use - develop 'Arts Centre.'
Connected to art school and film studios. Art/film hub with associated business.
Local primary schools have no substantive oval space! Why not an oval for broad use by schools?
None. Leave it as is! Don't destroy this beautiful piece of land.
At least 50% of the previous oval should be kept as open space. My personal thought is that the
oval should be turned back into the oval that it was, as it was being used by many different
community and sporting groups to improve the health of citizens. It is not impossible or hard to do
this.
Open space - parks and play areas. Sensory garden for people with mental health issues.
Communal vegetable garden.
Promised wetlands, oval restored and open space kept.
Incorporate open space with housing the doesn't compromise traffic congestion. Incorporate
community hub e.g. clubhouse around oval for change rooms. Smart planning!
Doesn't really need a lot of mixed use/commercial areas. A mix of medium density housing and
open space would be fabulous.
Already enough shops in the area. No more shops. Cafes are okay.
The existing open space is under-utilised. I don't even mean for building development. All you see
are joggers around the periphery. Plus, the enormous Park Lands are just a few blocks away, past
Greenhill Road.
Open space and not too urban.
Save open spaces.
There are far too many people living here who need help. Don't change it.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Current use of site is what the majority of residents want. No development.
Gardens, bush tucker, community vegetable gardens.
Play, sports grounds; for trees, playgrounds. Open spaces. Keep nature our future.
Some interesting shops. Not just Burnside and Foodland. I work in the area and it is pretty dead
otherwise.
Limited residential areas, more parks and a few small shops (restaurants, cafes' etc). Sushi Bar
Amberwood Estate - we need back access to our properties. No access (even pedestrian) through
into Amber Wood Estate.
No more shops or offices.
Sporting facility provision, open space and recreation space
Don't build housing developments that restrict the height and kind of trees that can be grown.
The whole area must have open areas of green belt, as well as good, not old design.
Open Space
GLENSIDE IS MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTION- HOW CAN YOU MIX 800-1000HOUYSES AMONGST
MENTAL HEALTH PATIENTS. PROF McGORRY (AUSTRALIAN OF THE YEAR) STATED "THE BEST CURE
FOR MENTAL ILLNESS IS OPEN SPACE".
The concept anticipates far too much residential development. The very dense Bowden Village is
an inappropriate model for Glenside. There needs to be less residential development and more
open space. If necessary the additional open space could be developed for outdoor sporting
facilities.
this public space could be surrounded by 6 storey building, if I am reading the briefing documents
correctly ?? that would mean a high concentration of singles, couples and families. that could
mean GP services and medical specialties in this area. it is also time that burnside library escaped
from their bricks and mortar building. perhaps their office in this area could be exclusively digital
This land belongs to the public. This must be left for the future of mental health. Hands off.
No additional office/commercial, as there is already ample to service this area.
Retain all of the trees "under consideration."
We want to be able to keep seeing the old Asylum clock tower building from Fullarton Road.
shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities
Urban infill should be redevelopment of existing built space. Not reducing open space.
The development should integrate with the current centres on Glen Osmond Road in terms of
shops and cafes, as a single precinct as opposed to spreading people around the site and creating
too much commercial competition. The Fullarton Road and Glen Osmond Road intersection needs
to be upgraded to cater for increased movements in and out of the centre area including provision
for local movements on and off the road. There should be a high level of open space provided
along Fullarton Road which is currenlty there to cater for community use - there is not a lot of
open space in that area,
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Open space to be used by residents and their children. Close density living can lead to social
problems especially if it is to be shared by Housing Trust Tenants who may have their own social
and health issues as we see most frequently read in the papers. People will not be prepared to buy
into this type of housing without some guarantee that it will end up a cohesive integrated
community. Plenty of open space is a definite!
Majority open space - retain bushland/parkland Protect heritage buildings. Traffic management
control in existing areas around Glenside.
More recreation areas, walking tracks, keep oval, keep trees and add more greenery, no high-rise.
Plan traffic flow - Greenhill Road and Fullarton Road already clogged.
Permanent Clipsal race track.
open space, no residential development. The inner east/inner south is open-space poor, and traffic
congestion would only worsen.The vast majority of Australia's population do not want higher
population.
Strong integration with existing shopping centre.
A few boutique shops, a couple of cafés that are linked through potential walking trails through
and around the site. Sport facilities would be great, but it would need to incorporate lighting and a
small secure storage area if to be used by community organisations. BBQ facilities would be great.
small village type retail with cafe, IGA or similar, hairdresser similar to Dulwich or Leabrook
centres. a village "square" shaded with seating for eating and conversation to encourage
community spirit.
No roadway behind Victoria Grove.
A minimum of 50% non-heritage listed trees must be kept during development. With preference
given to bigger trees.
Specialty food shops, small offices, cafes, restaurants, children's playground. Community facilities
e.g. Mens shed.
There are enough shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities nearby. Please
consider established retailers trying to make a living in cash strapped Adelaide. These are the ones
that I will support.
Exercise area for people and animals.
Community garden, bbq and picnic, men's shed and coffee.
Leave as free space for rehab and health. Stop taking our land for money.
Open spaces
Make sure to keep trees and open space.
Redevelop for mental health. Centre of excellence!
It should be run as a new campus by the University of Adelaide.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
I would like to see some community services, such as a recreation space for children and the
elderly to use and help create a community. Some shops (such as a café) would create a great
community focal point, and I believe that some offices/ industry should also be encouraged,
although I believe there are already some there.
Recreational facilities
Keep to single height on Victoria Grove boundary.
Save at least 50% for open space. Just for people's wellbeing and health.
Link to opportunities with SA Film Corporation.
Any housing development should be limited to low quality density, inclusive of a quality retirement
village. We do not want the likes of parts of North Adelaide or the typical southern near beach
regions (i.e. Seaford etc) creating another housing ghetto. We do want to create an area of park
land (beautified) available in this area. Bicycle friendly, walks, lake, cafe and boutique shops. A
major egress/exit onto Fullarton/Greenhill Road is an absolute folly.
A flower bed with different colour flowers.
Some retail to service new homes and residents. Particularly near south western corner where
existing retail is situated.
Innovative open space. Not just wetland and lots of footpaths.
Innovative open space. Not just wetlands.
A nature corridor for native animals from Park Lands to the hills.
Water playground
Not convinced! Don't necessarily believe developers have purchased the southern boundary. To
see trees and have a view of black Southern night skies.
On behalf of the Glenunga Tennis Club, we are concerned to be told there is no provision in the
plan to increase the capacity of our nearby tennis club (or indeed any of our other sporting
facilities) to cater for an increased number of residents you will bring to the area. It is not
appropriate for State Government to palm off their obligations to new residents onto existing
clubs, already fully extended catering for existing residents. Our existing club rooms are crumbling
away and are too small currently. Unless you can provide us with help to increase the size of our
club rooms, we most oppose your plan. Jacqueline Jacobs President Glenunga Tennis Club
(jacquelinemjacobs@gmail.com).
Childcare centre and community kindy
Considering that Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Unley Road are already set for massive
growth, where will the State Government end?
Native bee hotel (Waite)
community garden(s); wetland or lake; gardens that feature some colour from native and/or exotic
plants. Areas of existing very old or mature trees set aside to create a few small parks within the
entire development.
Dog Park.
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Besides residential development, what other types of uses would you like to see at
Glenside? (e.g. shops, offices, cafes, community and recreational facilities)
Offices, cafes, restaurants and a gym
Cafes, small retail, some green space
Parks, oval, play areas barbies and gym
Plenty of trees, shade and water. Park and ride!
Offices. I am a local resident and would love to move my business to this location. Also a broad mix
of other uses would help diminish the stigma associated with the site over time.
Community garden.
Consider tennis courts to be shared with community arts and health facility.
Charity/art spaces, exercise areas for animals and humans.
A development of thi size and density will require quality food provision areas, cafés and
restaurants. It needs good tree coverage and gardens to enjoy. Good walking and cycle paths that
link out to Conyngham st.
no, just keep current site with green land
shops, cafes, restaurants, swimming pool, gym
Offices makes sense as they would be an extension to the Fullarton Road and Greenhill Road office
strips.
We have enough facilities in the Glenside area.
Open space, facilities for the existing SA Health patients to be able to rehabilitate in quiet non
threating surroundings.
cafe, gym,
Leave the site alone. Perfectly happy with it as is. Don't create an urban ghetto.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Footpaths and bike lanes and places where cars cannot go
All of the above around the facility and in particular around the oval is imperative. BBQ, club
house, storage areas for equipment that needs to be housed to maintain oval by community clubs
with a vesting in $ input
Open space, green space, trees, tennis courts, baseball ring, and the existing cricket oval on
Section 264 remain and be rehabilitated & landscaped as a community park for school and
community use.
open spaces
Play equipment for different age groups. Outdoor recreational and fitness equipment as at Lochiel
Park All of the above mentioned items
Silly question when you you already know the answer. Commercial vehicles to use Fullarton Road
entrance only. Speed limit of 25kpm on site and in Amberwood Drive. Separated bikeways,
pedestrian walkways, motorised vehicles.
all the above [lighting, seating, play areas, shared use facilies like bbqs] lots of trees to provide the
shade increasingly to be needed water features
ovals, tennis courts, lawn bowls greens, good lighting, outdoor seating, play equipment, shared use
facilities
Yes, but as part of the above development
bike paths
Green space, trees, community facilities
Good bright lighting, ADEQUATE toilet facilities for women and children, seating
All the above, plus wide roads; no parking on roads; visitors' parking areas;
All those, including footpaths along streets.
Good lighting, outdoor seating, junior play and adult exercise equipment, adequate yet
appropriate signage, cultural (i.e. arts, music, entertainment) facilities to encourage pride and
community ownership that underpin socially responsible behavior... parklands, open green spaces,
gardens, trees, grass... adequate FREE parking (especially if your going to make the place yet
another developer's dream and residential nightmare)
NO DEVELOPMENT
All the things mentioned are public goods that are common sense in new suburbs. Please don't
condescend the public into thinking these things are anything more.
All the things mentioned above.
Shared open space and good design that encourages safety for everyone.
Of course all of the above are necessary. Public spaces could also include garden allotments for
residents as the density may preclude individual gardens allowing residents to be more self reliant
and generate positive community interaction and sharing of produce, recycling garden waste,
creating compost, worm farms etc.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
trees, trees, birds and trees Maximise open space Walking and cycle paths Quality design and
materials
Benches and bbq's, an oval and play ground. As for lighting we don't need even more light
pollution people should be encouraged to look up at night.
Lighting
No residential development. Retain the land as a park or expand the existing building as facilities to
help the mentally ill.
I agree that good lighting should be used, but no play equipment.
its history, its fauna and flora and a government who wont sell off south Australian history to pay
their debts.
cctv , less confined walkways and some extra public phones
Great lighting, safe environment for people to share space.
Good night lighting. Shelters for family gatherings. Suitable parking to prevent congestion and risk
accidents of people getting in and out of vehicles.
Lots of trees
Good lighting areas to relax and exercise
a network at a level surface to enable easy walking and movement, and yet with planned steps for
going up/down
Appropriate public spaces should include the above. But this is not appropriate here unless it is
turned into a public park, which would be a much better use of the land than more high density
housing and shops. Shops and cafes are already in abundance in the area. We don't need more.
low level lighting that does not spill into neighbouring residential areas.
drought resistant landscaping

walking/cycling tracks

Excellent lighting, outdoor seating and a quiet oval.
Lighting,seating, play equipment, open spaces, walking trails & water fountains
Public spaces should have CCTV where possible, be well lit and have shared facilities (bbq facilities,
seating, shade, play equipment) to engage the local community and cater for community events.
Seating for the elderly Play areas for children Barbecue areas for family and small groups The
oval returned to its former uses Greater space allocated to the mental health facilities, they seem
to be squashed in one area nowand very little space has been left for their outdoor use
Small to medium-sized open spaces with good lines of sight, similar to the open areas within
Burnside village.
As long as it's open/recreational space whatever suits.
to make it vibrant, not the empty park it is now.
Shared facilities play areas for children, shade, seating
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
solar powered lighting, picnic areas with bbq, significant trees retained especially for shade
people
Good lighting is obvious, as is sufficient outdoor seating at a spacing adequate for people who are
ill or who can't move freely. Broad footpaths, wheelchair friendly. Some play equipment, including
spaces where children can play without too much structure.
This space could have decent lighting to accommodate the winter early sunset (5.15pm). Car
parking could be accommodated on the south-western fringe of the space but exiting at the
current Fullarton Rd exit enabling some work to occur at the Glen Osmond Rd/Fullarton Rd
intersection "out" lanes-a bottle neck for outgoing traffic around peak hour. Outdoor seating
could rim the facility together with play equipment enabling exercise and interaction for the whole
family in the immediate vicinity. Barbeque facilities could be annexed to a change room/toilet
facility built to accommodate the needs of formal games on weekends and also mid week training.
The need for facilities such as these will burgeon as Adelaide increases in size. These types of
facilities (i.e. buildings) are not permitted in the green belt of Victoria Park.. next door!
Play equipment should be kept to specific zones. Shared gardens with seating and perhaps some
tables would be useful so that people living in small spaces can read outdoors. Good security
lighting is essential.
any or all the above would be ideal. Concentrated shared used exercise equipment - such as
placed around the Victoria Park racecourse since redevelopment - would be an excellent choice
Good variety of spaces, overlooked and interacting with building uses and dwellings in a
comfortable way, clear connections to public transport stops, nearby shops etc on natural routes
through and around the site
good lighting playgrounds picnic areas
seating, with shaded or covered areas mobility scooter, wheelchair, and walking frame friendly
no steps, stairs,or steep rises and no narrow paths, no car zones
As above the oval is the main priority and a childrens playground that covers a large area that will
bring the community together.. Very good quality lighting, creative seating and amphitheatre for
events would contribute to the area positively also.
Facilities such as play equipment, sporting facilities, open space that promote an integrated
community.
lighting, seatin (shadedd), recreational/play areas, separated wal & cycle paths, clear visibility of
teh public areas from the surrounding roads/homes
The value of open space has long been recognised and appreciated as conducive to human wellbeing. Thus the development should not be crowded with too many dwellings. 800 - 1000 is far
too many. Once extensive space has been secured for "therapeutic" pursuits, then plans can be
made for seating, lights etc. If the site is filled with retail, commercial,residential "busy-ness",
most,if not all of its open space attributes will be obliterated.
Vigilance on the increase in crime rate in the area following the development.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Pedestrian plazas and walkways/ malls etc that are quite separate from vehicular roadways/
service roadways. Use of apartment and commercial building rooftops for communal outdoor
recreation areas and gardens. Lots of green walls- vertical landscaping as per the Panda enclosure
entry in the Zoo (growing fruit and vegetables) Zero carbon footprint. Use of wind and solar
energy. Conceal carparks in undercrofts or under solar cell shades/ pergolas with vines. Require a
% of shade for pedestrians in the design of these outdoor areas. Create a lake and water features
with the stormwater detention basin. Require private balconies in apartments to be at least 16
sqm, to act as an outdoor room Require land division to orient blocks and development sites for
passive energy efficiency (unlike Lightsview) Allow up to 10 storey apartments, but require front
facades to be stepped back from front boundary to create roof gardens and allow extra natural
light into streets. Require all common access areas in apartments to be naturally lit during
daytime. Require all apartment development sites to be sized such that individual apartment
developers can achieve economies of scale (say 50-150 apartments per site) Require designs for all
residential to maximise passive surveillance, and view to hills and parklands. Designated Bicycle
paths.
good lighting wheelchair access at kerb etc
lighting, play equipment, head tenant for oval (if it is used constantly it will deter undesired use). A
walking/cycling trail within the precinct with exercise stations at the oval would be beneficial.
Good lighting Seating Shade for some of the seating Play equipment Active zones, eg soccer,
football, bocce, fitness equipment similar to Victoria Park
Play equipment and seating and shade/weather protection for people using any sporting facilities
Good lighting, grassed open areas for families
Play equipment, good lighting, commercial activities like cafes open till late at night, outdoor
seating and chess tables
Be as natural as possible, utilizing the existing shade trees & with minimal paving/aspalt
clear signage, shelter/shade, play equipment, seating/bins
Above ideas is probably appropriate here to.. Definitely good lighting given the number of
heritage trees to enable women to feel safe walking, jogging home in early winter. Outdoor
seating, lawn or picnic, bbq area. Tennis court, acivity at the stormwater site. Safety and design
would need to be considered but could the stormwater area be designed such that water activities
such as rowing or paddle boats could be used. Or a pond in the middle with some lawn to provide
a space for reading, meditation, quiet time. I guess closeness to traffic and noise screen would
need to be considered if close to a main road. Again fish to keep down mossie population would be
required for this to work. An outdoor or indoor gym for residence would be an idea. A bit out
there but having a feng shui design to the layout if at all possible would be great as deals with
wellbeing of body and spirit. Also design should consider health around electromagnetic fields.
Positioning of mobile towers etc. electricity boards on houses need to be away from where people
sleep.
keeping the open spaces for public use, but making them more accessible to the public.
Good lighting, innovative playground eqipment , bbq . Tennis courts.
Afl size football oval with lighting
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Playgrounds
Play equipment for ages from 10-14 years, some outdoor seating and well lit areas for walking
home from public transport.
outdoor seating and open air cafes. Play equipment and barbecues
The current site is a public space which should be retained. Please do not change anything.
Recreational sports facilities
Places for reflection with peaceful setting with trees, maybe pleasing sculptures and water space
(not just fountains) Spaces with educative approach on natural environment - a demonstration
model with use of native plants in suburban garden situations. Spaces encouraging the wider
community who have a right to learn and enjoy the history and heritage of the area. A large water
area where enthusiasts and kids could sail their model boats etc
Outdoor seating, appropriately blending into the natural surroundings, toilet facilities located in
subtle places, play equipment, shade trees, picnic areas for families. This is vital as the
surrounding suburbs become more densely populated.
NO motorised vehicles except disability and child carriers. Clear responsibility for who/what is
responsible for maintaining these spaces and ensuring public safety.
Shared Use facilities - including sports grounds
Play spaces, use of natural environment, security,
Shared use facilities, maintain community engagement
family gymnasium facilities, outdoor fitness equipment, bbq's, seating. children's playground &
family areas, tennis courts
Good lighting is essential as many older folk will use this area. Plenty of outdoor seating.
existing trees, adequate parking (ie. motorcycles, bicycles), no playgrounds please. please aim at
children in their teens.
DO NOT change any of those things, you have already built some very ugly buildings at the end of
Flemington Street and I don't trust you to do anything good to the site.
Ensure 'village' atmosphere. Provide noise buffer between property and Greenhill Road and
Fullarton Road.
An oval facility capable of enabling AFL and cricket.
good lighting, outdoor seating, trees, nature strips
A mix of uses for all ages - exercise equipment, playground, skate parks, passive and active
recreational areas
Good lighting, seating areas with pavilions, etc. Areas for functions to be held.
Public spaces should be left as public spaces.
Buildings that are orientated to the public spaces. Public spaces that have land uses that
encourage day and night activity. CPTED standards.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Leave the open spaces as they presently are.
large open space so area does not become a getto of compressed housing
Playgrounds as mentioned above Good lighting Seating with backs on it for elderly people
Good lighting bike paths bike racks
Mr Damien Walker (SA Health) has assured residents that "Landscaped areas that include security
lighting will be created between new buildings and existing homes surrounding the Glenside
Campus." (David Liljegren)
Leave a leafy, green perimeter around the edge of whole development. All quality and healthy
trees and shrubs to remain onsite and buildings and structures established around them.
An adjunct to the recreational space mentioned above is outdoor seating, play equipment, shared
use facilities like change room, toilets, barbeque facilites provide an inviting communal facility that
would offer sporting groups an oval and a critically needed recreational space.
Lots of open space! Vital to retain this in inner urban areas with high density development.
Playgrounds and open space including barbecues and seating would be ideal.

Agree with all of the above but also a program of activities suited to the seasons and encouraging
people's usage and ownership of those places. Well used places eg 24/7 ensure safety.
Trees which add to the beauty and are in keeping with Adelaide's eastern suburbs. Specifically
these include London Planes and Jacaranta's. Please please please avoid planting ugly natives!
All of above plus well- maintained footpaths. Maintenance of all areas should be a priority.
Outdoor seating with tables, some located in shaded areas (for summer) and some in sunny areas.
Play equipment appropriate for a variety of age groups, including older children. Free, electric barb-que facilities.
To encourage the wellbeing promoted by open space SA desperately needs to retain some.
Glenside could be the start showing our intent. Has anyone been to the UK where small areas
within towns and villages are retained just as 'woods' with no man-made facilities involved. My
experience suggests that many people use these areas just to 'contact' nature and to be away from
traffic and other intrusive parts of urban life. Glenside could be more 'wooded' and become an
example. The Glenside area is small and one would never be more a few hundred metres from an
edge if one was concerned about so called 'safety'.
How about a park area that includes some fitness equipment e.g. chin-up bars.
Transit paths for cyclists to the city, avoiding dangerous roads (Glen Osmond, Fullarton and
Greenhill).
Open space must remain next to all housing currently adjacent to the site.
Mandatory use of solar energy. Upgrade roads - Conyngham Street, Amber Wood Drive.
Improved footpaths Speed reduction.
Retain as much open bushland space as possible. Minimal increase in residential.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Keep the trees please.
Playground.
Ripstick park.
The whole structure and atmosphere of a suburb/community must be taken into account. Traffic?
Open space, heritage, history and landscape.
Amber Wood Estate residents bought into a closed estate and want no access (even pedestrian).
No high-rise over looking Victoria Grove
Oval - sporting and recreational facilities.
Cycling tracks combined with roads should be clearly marked. Also a shared cycling and walking
path for residents.
Keep as much green as practical, but please activate the space.
Keep all significant trees! No fudging as was done recently i.e. build a house near a significant tree
and then declare it a danger and cut it dow.
Two to three storey maximum.
Lots of lighting.
Main heritage building (with clock tower) must not be surrounded with housing.
Don't have on street parking.
Have bbq area and covered gazebo like structure in the field near the storm water basin/wetland.
Retain heritage buildings. They need to be maintained. At what costs?
Lots of footpaths/bike tracks, solar lighting, easy to maintain grass areas.
Ensure large percentage of development includes homes inline with Burnside Council.
A pool.
Retain all the trees along Fullarton Road at least.
Retain the significant trees of our area.
Sustainable, not too high density, mixed age appeal, not too much retail or commercial.
Provide ample green space/community garden areas, to reduce need for traditional backyard
spaces.
LEAVE AS IS - WHEN GLENSIDE WAS CARVED UP BY HEALTH DEPT THE 4 LEADERS WERE DAMIEN
WALKER (PROJECT MANGER SA HEATH,) DEREK WRIGHT (DIRECTOR MENTAL HEALTH SA)
MONSIGNOR DAVID CAPPO (MIKE RANN' SOCIAL INCLUSION ADVISER) & JANE LOMAX-SMITH
(HEALTH MINISTER) NOW NOT ONE OFF THESE 4 HOLD ANY PUBLIC OFFICE IN SA
I would like to see dedicated bikeways and plenty of bike parking. perhaps there could be a bike
rental scheme like they have in many other cities.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
Varied housing design. Excellent concept.
The only access to the rear of homes on Cedar Crescent is along the fence line of these grounds.
Do not build over that access road.
Both active and passive open space. Keep in mind this is recreational open space.
Aesthetics and open space, real planning with people in mind.
good lighting, outdoor seating, play equipment, Bike tracks separated from cars and walking
tracks.
Retain public walking/bicycle path along Fullarton Road.
Public spaces need all of the above - and be planned well - the playgrounds on South Terrace are
good examples of well planned play areas. Coke Park in Norwood is a good example of public
space for playing and passive recreation - this feeds of the neighbouring retail centre.
Parking is going to be the difficulty. With accommodation being so expensive and this estate being
so close to the city you must consider there will be " shared " accommodation so there could be
anywhere up to 4cars to one apartment with little or no garaging or the drive ways and garages are
too small to accommodate a number of cars or the cars like four wheel drives don't fit which is the
case in Amber Wood Estate. It is also very dangerous when there is close density living with the
number of children increasing in apartment living. Many families rent in this area so their children
have access to the best public schools.
Footpaths and walkways so you don't have walk/gopher on roads.
A playground for kids
Cycle and walking tracks need to be well lit at all times to continue to encourage car free lifestyle.
open space, nature, wildlife, fresh air and water. Trees!
Good inward and outward connections. Speed limits for traffic management.
A large scale kids park would be super - like a Greenhill adventure park but smaller and attracts a
mix of ages. Any ideas that attract people to gather - meaning safety in numbers - such as BBQ
facilities, fitness equipment stations, general picnic areas and enough green to play group games
like volley ball and bocce! Certainly lighting is a must.
as suggested above lighting, seating etc., but also another larger green area for picnics, family style
games, toilets, BBQ's to encourage resident participation in things like fetes, fundraising or special
ethnic days etc.
Retention of as much open space as possible and large trees. Two and three storey apartments.
Skate park.
Public spaces should have a reason to visit them, contrast with the south Park Lands which have no
facilities and are only visited to play sports. So cafes, restaurants, plenty of shade/shelter maybe
small space for performance/buskers, art exhibitions. Car parking to be separated from open
space.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
You have already committed to residential development without existing resident consultation so
there is nothing much that can be done. Go ahead with your dense residential building plans and
stop pretending to care what we ratepayers think.
High quality urban/landscape/architectural design needed to make place work.
Safe bikeway all the way to Glenunga High School.
Off leash dog walking areas (similar to Victoria Park). Encourages people to walk with their dogs
(healthy lifestyle). Space to walk around or through, rather than contained/isolated spaces.
Shady playground for children.
Oval
Permanent wetlands. Stormwater acquifer injection.
I believe that a separate bike path/walking path to the roadway is great for residents, they have
some in Unley that are well used. Park spaces with active and passive play areas encourage people
to go outside, and good lighting is essential for people to be safe at night.
Facilities to encourage use of area by clubs / groups / organizations
No recreation! This should be park lands.
Green walls and green roofs.
We need gardens and trees for shade and coolness in this hot land.
Beautiful trees, heritage, open space, mental health and art/culture.
Some open space for people within mental house. They are already trapped in their bodies - don't
need to be physically trapped.
Give prominent role to the original Glenside heritage buildings, especially SA Film Corps. Integrate
housing character and height so as to enhance the role of the heritage.
800-1000 houses is unacceptable.
800-1000 houses is unacceptable.
Keep all trees, especially the maritime pines.
Too much housing and units. If it must be done halve it.
Any new development should have no fences. Open with garden for pleasant walking.
Development of shops - yes!
Open space. More trees.
Open space in Parkside, Unley and Glenside is limited now. Please keep to/maintain current
standards.
Cafes, picnic areas, outdoor chess boards, small shops. No McDonalds or other chain outlets.
Children's playground.
Keep the trees.
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To encourage wellbeing and safety, public spaces should include:(i.e. good lighting, outdoor
seating, play equipment, shared use facilities, etc.)
A network of meandering, well- lit pedestrian pathways
No more than three storeys. Heritage style to fit with the area. Keep as many trees as possible.
What about schools?
Running track
Bike Park.
Nightlife, pop up venues and good lighting in community areas would encourage people to visit.
Nothing is less safe than an area with no visitors in it.
Site map is misleading as shows Amber Woods Estate access to site closed. However, informed by
staff that secondary access will be through Amber Woods, which is unacceptable and dangerous.
Site map is misleading showing secondary access point through Pine View Village. Cannot have
traffic going through a retirement village.
Continue bike paths throughout.
All of the above plus a buffer from Fullarton road and facilities to enter the traffic flow but
improvements at greenhill road , Fullarton road for pedestrians and people who choose to ride
bikes into the city
good lighting, outdoor seating
seating, good lighting, gardens
1. Medium density housing no higher that 3 stories 2. Good lighting 3. Open spaces with shared
use facilities
Public space in Glenside is invaluable and the current areas should be left slone
Open space, plenty of parking, sound barrier walls around the development, shade trees- not
plane trees which create allergy problems.
good lighting bike paths and walking tracks as those of us that currently use glenside for open
space walking would still like to have access from supermarket through the site to home. It means
exercising and not taking the car to the shops. Encourage young people to walk to do family
shopping and learn responsibility
Open space with shade.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
single and two story dwellings with a mix of one two and three bedrooms. Thought to public space
and gardens and less reliability on cars and more on public transport and bikes.
2 storey max not high density
Just because this space is owned by the state government and has been labelled a mental hospital
precinct since Col Light planned the colony, why does the current gov seem compelled to build on
precious open space......I do not support housing being built on this precious 'open community
space' and it be sold to fund this government's budget deficit.
single storey
A mixture of housing - in style and materials on reasonable sized blocks - not too pokey so medium
sized trees can grow. Different size houses to cater for different requirements Height the same
as existing heritage buildings - not in excess of 4 storeys.
You have a design zone to work to - the height of the clock tower. You are going to get screwed! the developer will be looking to maximise return and will tweak the guidelines for their purposes.
eg The building must be another 2 storeys higher to accommodate the luxury penthouse suites
which will offset the burden of low cost housing, meet carparking requiredments etc etc) (Note
Unley Road's 5 story height limit) The height guidelines will mean nothing when the form and
mass of the building designs are established. Therefore drop to 4 storeys at maximum point.
Building design should be geared to minimising the effects of climate change, designed for
permanent dwelling (ie include good size rooms and storage spaces), be accoustically treated, not
overlook surrounding residences, provide privacy for those leaving on site, present a series of
blank walls to the west that can be used for architectural interest and public art spaces.
Varied materials, styles and heights to appeal to a wide variety of people and their choices Lots of
verandahs and sensible hot-weather styles Building positioned to make the most of gully breezes
and no direct western sun on windows I believe 4 storeys is sufficient in a block of units/flats
plenty of private parking as well as provision for visitors. As many access points as possible to
alleviate use from/to main roads during peak hours
None - keep it as open space!
The ONLY housing would be part of the development of the mental facilities (see 1 above) as "half
way" housing for patient recovery BEFORE they are returned to the community.
low height
Sympathetic to open space and heritage buildings, low density, low rise
Unsure
No more than two stories; various designs; a variety of sizes.
1. Residential housing of diverse designs (not available from a developer), on land no smaller than
present legal sizes. 2. Various brick or masonry design. 3. Of size and quality in medium price
range. 4. No apartments. 5. No high rise.
NO DEVELOPMENT
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
My apologies but I will think about what I believe to be most important regarding housing
diversity. Given that the State Government have already decided to build upwards on existing
places around the area which are ALREADY built up, such as Greenhill Road, Fullarton Rd (Unley
and Burnside), Unley Rd, Kent Town, and they have elected themselves the power to approval
whatever developments they wish, I argue that we should not approve more than 175 new
dwellings for this space at Glenside. Oh and the above picture... I am dry heaving in boredom.
None, or single story only to avoid detracting from heritage buildings nearby.
Architecturally designed low income housing and co-ops for students, artists and their families are
very necessary, using recycled and environmentally responsible building material. Maintaining and
incorporating existing significant trees.
This is making an assumption that there should be housing at Glenside and no open space and
mental health services. If housing has to be built it should be of the same density as surrounding
suburbs.
Buildings and choice of materials should all be determined with a view to maximum energy
efficiency including water collection, recyling and storage, solar panels and planning and siting of
buildings to maximise sun collection and using other other energy saving devices.
Quality contemporary sustainable architecture and landscaping (to the aesthetic standard of the
recently added accommodation and other mental health facilities on site). A focus on
indoor/outdoor connections rather than large internal spaces. Medium density housing designed
so as to maximise open space rather than too spread out, eg, 2-3 stories/apartments but all with
access to outdoors, decks/balconies for example. This is probably not compatible with traditional
'Burnside-sized' blocks but that wouldn't matter if the design was clever. To ensure quality of low cost housing it could be subsidised by higher cost housing
Public housing with gardens. Single story in brick or stone.
No residential development.
None, no development whatsoever.
Less box type and more in league with Glensides open plan housing
Cluster type setting for people not so financilly advantaged ... Balance
Rebuilt Mental Health facilities.
Very limited. No more than 2 storey high, well spaced. Certainly not high rise, cramped areas.
Suitable parking. Not modern concrete slab sided building. Plenty on open pathways, gardens and
trees.
None. This is a terrible idea
Bungalow style in context of historic buildings
critical thing is savvy design. you can get really good quality housing in a surprisingly small space.
I'm not that fussed if it gets to 6 - 8 storeys
I would not like to see any housing built at Glenside. Keep the existing buildings and turn them into
apartments if you must. Do not build more housing or shops.
varied styles, varied densities and of a quality that fits the surrounding suburbs.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
We do not want to see any housing, especially "a range of high quality, innovative housing options
including affordable housing" which will only attract lower socio economic groups with attendant
problems into an otherwise quiet and safe area. If there must be housing, why not more
upmarket homes for people who have a higher level of income which can be spent locally.
Low density, low rise buildings aimed at high income earners in an estate that retains the spacious
heritage feel of the area and which will not offend the existing residents and homeowners. A 1,000
new properties is far too many.
Low to medium density residential combined with some standalone and townhouses to maintain a
sense of openness and reduce density. Any proposed high rise residential should be kept toward
the centre of the site and away from main arterial roads. High rise close to main roads creates a
negative barrier to the site and reduces the interaction between and connectivity to the
surrounding areas. High rise residential on main roads provides a significantly lower quality of
living and would be detrimental to the perceived standard of living promoted by a newly
developed precinct.
I think that to put 800 to 1000 dwellings in this area is far too high a density. I do not like the idea
of 6 storey apartments as they would look over other houses and would spoil the ambience of the
place. You would need to space the houses to maintain the feeling of privacy and not living on top
of one another. Anything built here should fit in with the surrounding area. ie Eastwood is a
heritage area and consequently has building restrictions. Would the new buildings be subject to
the same restrictions?
A mix of multilevel, predominantly 2 to 3 storey with modern styling and sufficient spacing to avoid
the cramped feeling of narrow laneways.
None as I've mentioned I would prefer open/recreational space. If any hosing is built it has to be
quality, low density housing.
4-5 storey, utililsing a mixture of local materials - brick, limestone, sandstone, render
Double storey housing with parking for vehicles. Living in Amber Woods most dwellings only have
a single garage hence the second vehicle is parked in the narrow street making access difficult for
all cars including collection of rubbish bins which when out for pick add to this problem
individual dwellings, Town houses, apartments no higher than 4 storeys. Built in brick
Use up to the six stories allowed. Already a lot a single family homes in the area for the market
that prefers them.
2 - 3 story max. Ecologically sustainable, energy efficient design, including appropriate orientation.
Variety of housing styles to suit different budgets.
No greater than two storeys is more than adequate. Sustainable materials re maintaining heat and
cooling levels with out great usage of air-conditioning... solar a must
Sustainability is important - for both construction and living. Windows should have eaves, roofs
should have overhangs for shade and protection from rain. Existing trees should be retained and
each dwelling should have at least front and rear garden space. Good quality architecture essential
- with a variety of styles and levels. Height no more than two storey. Please, no long rows of
identical dwellings.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
A maximum of 12 stories would be acceptable, but their should be a mix of heights from two
storeys and up - do not want to see a series of multi-storey blocks.
Variety of heights from single level through to higher. When sited and handled appropriately
heights are not a significant issue, there is little difference between a 6 level building and 12 when
the ground level human scale is established properly - this does not mean all faces of the buildings
at ground level need to be 'activated' as this is unrealistic and often results in empty spaces which
are worse than appropriately screened and articulated other uses such as car parking and the like
no higher than one storey single level
no multi story apartments
Single and double storey homes that are stand alone. Solid Brick Construction, or stone in keeping
with the area. No weatherboard or aluminium building material (except for aluminium roofing).
Single storey homes should be a minimum of 2.7m in ceiling height. The Glenside area needs to be
preserved, not turned into a hovel like Bowden is with high density homes that will become an
eyesore within 10 years.
Low to medium density. Mixture of materials. Open front yards. 3 stories or less. Detached and
semi-detached. Affordable housing is mentioned frequently. If this is to be included, it should
consistitute only a small percentage of the housing provided (less than 10%) and should be
provided in a way that is sympathetic to surrounding areas.
I would lkek to see a real mix - duplex, villas, row cottages, simple single story houses, 4 storey
apartment blocks, 2 storey townhouses, smaller 2 story houses (NOT huge mega mansions like at
Mawson Lakes).
Reduce drastically the number of houses planned. Provide landscaping that is sympathetic to the
use of open space and to the heritage buildings. High quality houses of solid construction are
recommended for enhancement of the site. Having affordable houses is essential and these also
need to be of quality construction. Styles could be in keeping with heritage buildings. Height
would preferably be no more than two storeys.
No development. No development over 2 story height.
Multilevel apartments- but not shoe boxes- designed such that each apartment looks out in at
least 2 directions. Townhouses- 2 and 3 storey, across all income brackets. A site for a medium
density retirement estate up to 6 stories, with 140 minimum units + internal community facilities.
Separate houses on lots are too inefficient this close to the city: to me this shunts less fortuneate
people out to the fringes of the city and increases utility costs per house too much- essentially its
unfair. However we need better designed apartments and townhouses- with improved utility,
energy efficiency, l and acoustic privacy.
Brick, stone, render, timber Buildings/apartments above 2 story to be adjacent Fullarton Road
only Elsewhere a mixture of single story and town-house style, attached and detached (ie like
Amber Woods). Open spaces are very important
Higher density housing - the urban spread is too vast in SA and this puts too much strain on
services and state budgets - we need to set an example of spectacular, environmentally sensitive,
inner city living with circa 500m sq blocks 3 level capped properties. Preferably no units/flats.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Higher density, multi storey, stone, timber and metal exteriors Eaves and possibly verandah/
balconies A range of heights and dwelling sizes Limited car parking to encourage less car use,
maybe some car parking at edge of development because people who are prepared to walk ther,
may just walk that little bit further Bike storage sheds Water tanks Vertical gardens Community
garden Community sitting area with trees and/ or shelter
We do not want homes like this. We need forward looking design, not just the old recreated.
High density achieved by building to 7 or 8 storeys on the main roads.
Make sure housing has adequate outdoor areas
Single story buildings with room to move. Not cramped up to get as many in as possible
In order to conserve as much open space as possible and retain all the trees "under consideration"
and as many of the others as possible two or three residential towers, set well back from the road
and well hidden by the trees, may be acceptable. No low density housing makes sense in an area
already rich with this type of housing. It is important, indeed paramount, that any car parking be
UNDERGROUND and a CAR-SHARE system be put in place as PART OF THE DEVELOPMENT
Building materials which complement the heritage buildings nearby ie neutral colours - no stark
white or penitentiary grey please. Maximum 2 story in height with soft, treed landscaping in small
groups.
In keeping with new housing that has been included in Glenside, 2 story maximum for houses
Affordable housing that is designed for energy efficiency don't go hand in hand necessarily
(hopefully isupply and demand factor might bring costs down) but it would be great to see houses
designed to use aspect, wind etc to allow natural energy benefits. I don't know much about type
an material but would be great to see materials that complement aspects of the heritage fabric
where important. Where the heritage wards(3&4) towards conyngham street is more about the
story not the fabric the developer has more opportunity to expand building form. Regarding
height whatever design has to consider that people in high rise view can not view into another
backyard etc.
none
None
None ThankYou.
Preference would be to have open space - not dense housing which reflect the aesthetics of the
area.
Low set modern Eco friendly
A mix of housing types...units up to four storey near to Fullarton Rd, play spaces adjacent to these
and lower level dwellings near to the rear. No two or more storey development adjacent to
Pineview and Victoria Grove.
No higher than 2 stories. Not blocks of apartments, perhaps two joined together each with a
garden area.Solar panels, rainwater tanks . Colourbond roofs and privacy
noneMedium to high density. Modern style.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
It seems that the results of the survey of future preferences of existing residents of the area have
been used to justify the extremely small blocks of land on which some of these dwelling are to be
built. Surely this is just commercial exploitation and the government needs to establish clear limits
- 800-1000 to a private developer probably means 1000 without issue. A mixture of styles and
population is good in a community. But housing in particular areas should be harmonious in style
and position and not packed together. Cars for 1000 households is frightening! Surely there would
be a restriction of one vehicle per household.
Two to three storeys is my choice, not in the grey stucco with colourless surroundings that is a
style creeping into the suburbs. All housing needs its own outdoor 'green' space - a combination of
ground cover, small trees, possibly vegetable patches (even if small) and family space. Car parking
could be subtle rather than dominating, as it currently does in suburban areas.
I have seen so many of these 'wonderful' housing types in 28 years working for the Housing Trust.
Not only tenants but some of the unfortunate families who were lured to purchase lower cost
housing in these areas to their eternal detriment. One noisy/ irresponsible neighbour ruins a whole
development. Take a drive around some of these 'redeveloped' neighbourhoods.
Modern single and double story homes
No housing at all. Before you ruin the suburbs, put more high rise buildings in the city limits for all
those people who you imagine are going to flock into the State. I only seem to hear about people
leaving, not coming, especially the young
High Density Apartment living
medium density housing eg 3 stories maximum. mix of single story housing, high quality
sustainable materials, energy efficiency e.g. solar electricity, underground water tanks, double
glazing with good roof and wall insulation. built in NBN internet access, efficient heating and
cooling
Keep the multi-story buildings off the boundaries of the development. These could back on to
Amber Woods as they already are at two storey. Brick and render - not so much emphasis on the
render as this will date and become typically early 21st century.
none. this is a quick cash grab that I disagree with on a fundamental level. we need to create
opputunity for community driven projects to emerge, not just put up fences and ignore our
neighbours.
Nothing like the buildings that you have built at the end of Flemington Street. You have removed
the oval that was used for cricket and other sport from local schools.
I don't believe there is a need for any more housing rather there is a need for green space.
Not cheap materials but materials that will stand the test of time and the environment. Materials
that meet safety and zoning regulations. Preferable single story but no more than double story.
A mixture of heights ranging from single storey to 5 stories. Also a mixture of tenure i.e. don't just
locate the affordable housing in one pocket. The style should be modern but also reflect the
housing in adjoining suburbs. The housing should cater for a wide variety of people from single
storey homes for families, townhouses/duplex and flats/apartments.
No housing at all. The surrounding area cannot support an additional mass housing estate which
would massively detract from the entire Eastern suburbs as an attractive area to live.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
NONE
Personally I feel there is too much urban land released that is under developed to warrant the
release of this land at this time. I feel densification of other strategic priorities should be sought
first i.e. Bowden, intensification along transit corridors and city should be focused. There are many
private sector developments that are unable to be fulfilled, due to the avaliable land supply and
lack of demand. Whilst i think this is a great option, it should be land banked for the future. In
any case, I believe that medium to high rise mixed use development should be developed here.
This large parcel of land should not be used for low scale development. There is a great
opportunity to develop a liveable community with both housing and employment opportunities.
This should be an important economic hub.
None. Despite all the rhetoric and spin delivered by well scripted Renewal SA staff at the
"Consultation Day" should the plan infill go ahead, I predict it will be low quality, cramped
housing to enable the developer to maximise his return. With this density comes the obvious
traffic issues on roads such as Fullarton and Greenhill that already struggle at peak times. Despite
the advice given that ."..we have allowed .75 cars for every proposed household" it is realistically
in this day going to be 1.5 to 2 cars.
6 star enery rating - 2 story townhouse or Terrace house. Any highrise in centre or along Fullarton
Road well away from any existing dwellings.
Range of housing suitable for all age groups to provide a diversified populations not just one age or
socioeconomic groups
Town houses 5 story max apartment building.. no plastic bright colours like they have used at st
clair as this will date.
Prefer cap at three to four storeys, but six storeys too high. Density okay, but not the height.
Stagger heights = not ghetto.
Interaction with existing homes surrounding the development will be critical. Assurance has been
given (see August 10th letter from Mr Damien Walker, SA Health) that new houses to be close to
existing residences will have a maximum height of two storeys (David Liljegren). This is reinforced
in the Glenside Campus Redevelopment Plan p.52 " The need for development adjacent to existing
residential areas to be sympathetic in scale and setback." It is of interest that the Plan, when
discussing precinct development, states (p70) "Achieve building designs adjacent to existing
residential areas that are in keeping with the traditional styles located in these areas." Several
photographs of areas in Amber Wood Estate are included to support this proposal.
As the majority of existing neighbouring residents would like to retain the open space and trees, it
appears that a high density solution with 3 or 4 towers (set well back) would achieve the housing
objectives. While allowing the retention of all of the existing trees to screen the new buildings
from the road.
Pyramid of the tallest building of many apartments, the building in an off centre location, slightly
placed nearer to Fullarton and Glen Osmond roads. Deep balconies to all apartments. Drop the
height down as coming outwards all around from the pyramid, until only two storey and single
buildings - All with deep verandahs to provide privacy from higher central apartments.
High-rise to the height of the clock tower is far too excessive. It should remain a feature not lost.
Density proposed is too excessive.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
I am vehemently opposed to high-density multi-storey housing. I understand the need to use
some of the land, but if you are going for creative housing why not a Mawson Lakes/West Lakes
scenario?
A limit on height is an imperative as well as the density aspect of the development. Sustainable,
environmentally sensitive buildings: solar energy utilization and smart water storage and collection
capabilities are critical. Medium density two storey max!
Definitely no higher than 2 storeys. We want to see tall trees, not tall buildings. Maintain the sense
of open space by not having multi-storey complexes crowding the skyline. Stone or Masonry finish
would be preferable. The surrounding suburbs are characterised by stone and brick heritage
buildings and its important to maintain this solid, quality, and classic feel in this part of Adelaide.
Environmentally sensistive designs where possible; energy efficient; rainwater capture & re-use;
solar PV
Unlike some local residents I strongly believe Glenside should be developed for higher density
housing. It is consistent with the existing area and us baby boomers need somewhere to move to
when we downsize. I also think the site is suited to vertical aged housing. It is close to so many
services eg walking distance to shops, doctors, bus, park lands and parks etc.
Ideally period homes that are in keeping with current homes in the east. Most importantly for the
streetscape, and for the 'look' of the development I think the quality of the gardens of homes and
parks need to be of high quality. E.g. Formal in nature with hedges etc.
Village- green style.Not rows of similar little( or big ) boxes.Limited height- no more than 2 storeys.
A variety of styles and materials used,bearing in mind energy efficiency.Something colourful and a
bit different would be nice. Remember,some people like gardening- even if it is a shared area!
Driveways and paved areas cannot be considered open space. Permeable ground should constitute
as the bare minimum. Forty percent of the area.
Taller buildings near Fullarton Road and Glen Osmond Road intersection, near shops and buses.
Taller buildings near Fullarton Road and Glen Osmond Road intersection, near shops and buses.
If the houses are the same quality as those built on the site recently for mental health, the area will
be a slum in 12 - 15 years.
Not Bowden dog boxes. Better design.
Mix of well designed apartments, townhouses and shop-top.
Graduate height from existing dwellings.
Variety of roof designs including pitch. Multiple external finishes. No clear, windows overlooking.
Adequate off-street parking, minimising unattractive street parking. Varying heights, to the
maximum equivalent of existing heritage buildings to be retained.
Building height should take cues from context - mature gumtrees on Fullarton Road and 'Clock
tower' building.
High rise buildings should be on Fullarton Road. Good gateway to the City.
Luxury retirement buildings like Fisher Street, Malvern complex. But with much more open space.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Please put high-rise along Fullarton Road, as not to overpower heritage buildings.
I believe there should be no buildings whatsoever. Why destroy open space with buildings. Your
picture above fills me with horror. I have seen developments similar very quick become car parking
areas and the trees and greenery deteriorate due to lack of maintenance and an excess of bad car
behaviour.
Maybe one tower like in Fisher Street, may save more open space. As long as it is well set back.
800 to 1000 houses is unacceptable. People will be living in boxes. There are major traffic, noise
and garbage considerations. It will be a very poor community!
Hills views need to be retained. They are what makes Adelaide special.
Bigger blocks and smaller blocks to avoid the area looking like a concrete ghetto.
Keep taller buildings along Fullarton Road. Otherwise this is unfair to current residents.
Six storey is too high. There will be traffic problems. Look at other cities to see the design mistakes
and problems.
How is this kind of density a fit with the hospital?
If you buggers insist on housing: small, fewer, more upmarket. Not the trash that you are
marketing!
800-1000 units is way too many. Development is supported, but low density with open spaces.
Cheaper housing will result in poor design. Good design is essential. Not apparent in cheaper
housing (for instance Bowden).
Heritage means more than the preservation of a number of hospital buildings, buried in phoney
"reproduction" Victorian villas with double garages, shoes boxes with no garden or open space.
The vista from Fullarton Road to the heritage buildings is a very important asset. Design should
preserve this vista.
Multi-storey above 2 levels not on!
Put in a tree (big) house.
1000 homes amongst mental health patients is a disgrace. Refer to Prof Pat McGorry.
No high density or high rise. No affordable housing options.
No micro boxes e.g. student accommodation seen in the CBD.
Low density detached.
Apartment building along Fullarton Road, good design and walled gardens.
Resi will activate the Park Lands! So medium to high rise should be constructed. Why not match Air
Apartments - reduce carbon footprint.
Low rise medium density only! Considerably less than current proposal.
Higher density in south western corner.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Mixed residential. High levels near Fullarton Road. Some light commercial e.g cafes and shops.
Buildings no higher than two storeys. Protect open space.
If any houses are to be built, keep it to two levels only. Amber Wood Estate with trees, parks and
low level housing is just acceptable.
Affordable housing. We need more information on the proportion and affordability (for whom?).
Agree that a range of housing types is needed.
Limited high rise. Maximise open space.
Housing big enough for car parking off street.
State Government Design Review Panel must be involved and be the arbitor of design quality.
High density, low income housing will devalue existing properties - don't do it.
Housing and style needs to compliment the size and scale of the clock tower building.
Height limit no higher than clock tower.
We do need forward thinking design in homes, not old design and thinking.
Six storey height limit is too high. Single to low. What about two with high ceilings?
800 to 1000 houses cannot be "comfortably accommodated within the site."
No higher than two stories.
If this plan goes the way of Bowden/Brompton, it will be a sterile ugly development. So avoid that
at all costs. No houses that are cupboards for cars!
At least one car park per bedroom for properties.
Compromise postion: keep as much open space as possible. With the precedent of the 'EISA
building.' Have some 6 storey along Fullarton Road with open space behind. Set back building from
Fullarton Road to retain trees and prevent overshadowing in Eastwood to the west.
Less housing density.
Forget selling off public land to developers. Maybe low density houses and plenty of open spaces.
No private housing.
Not too many dwellings. Slums of the future.
Would not want to see a high density, high rise slum with graffiti, litter and unkempt green spaces.
How do you ensure pride rather than abuse?
Lower heights and less housing. Keep more open space. More affordable housing and sympathetic
to local residents with mental health issues.
Units with forward looking design you can be proud to stay in. Mixed with medium density
housing/other styles, so it does not seem too uniform. Lived here in unit before. Great place,
would stay here or buy here no question.
Car parking underground please!
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Don't subdivide land sizes too small for individual blocks. Otherwise it will be like other areas in
Adelaide that have 'no soul.'
Buildings should be capped at 3 stories (I would actually like them to be capped at 2 storeys, but I
am willing to make a concession). The height of buildings should be staggered between 2-3 stories
to break up monotony in the look and keep an appealing character.
Single to two storeys to maintain serenity of area.
Not convinced that is quality housing - looks like "Little boxes on the hillside/little boxes made of
ticky tacky." We have worked hard for retirement peace, not investor's tenants.
800-1000 units is just way too many. Low density is preferred.
No high-rise housing dwarfing heritage buildings and trees.
Sustainable, adaptable and unique designs acknowledging heritage and considering lushness of
area.
No low cost housing adjacent to Victoria Grove. Have had trouble in past in 1999/2000 with
invaders stealing and breaking in.
High density - current fad and slums of tomorrow. Keep number of houses in style of surrounding
suburbs if we have must have them.
No dedicated open space to mental health only!
Large houses that suit the eastern suburbs. Not high density boxes like the other developments
(Lightsview etc).
Melbourne is overbuilding rubbish accommodation. The market will collapse. Don't make the same
mistake.
Is this about changing electoral demographics? It looks like it.
None. More places for mental health.
Keep the gardens for children or should we not have any in the future?
Family homes. Mostly single storey, maybe a few larger houses. No townhouses or units, the area
is already over-crowded.
More tasteful classic architecture.
The proposed max height of 6 storeys is far too much - should be left at 2 storeys at most. Create
an urban development not an urban slum. There is not and never will be the infrastructure to
support a population density as proposed. An Amber Woods style of development would be
sustainable and in keeping with the character of the suburb. Or is money the prime objective?
Restrict development to 2 storey high housing.
1000 houses? Not possible.
Mixture of housing. Not too crammed. This has happened in other developments (e.g. Mawson
Lakes) and it starts to look 'messy' with small streets that are full of parked cars and difficult to
drive on. Wider streets and larger blocks give a better feel.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Get creative architects, so buildings don't look like a dive as some new or not very old smaller
apartment buildings in CBD do.
WE DONT WANT HOUSING (800- 1000) THEY WILL BE LIKE DOG BOXES LOOK AT BOWDEN, OLD
CHANNEL 7 SITE WHAT AN ABSOLUTE DISGRACE
High quality construction need not mean high cost accommodation. Europe offers numerous
examples of high quality and relatively dense development - take, for example, the cities with
excellent quality terrace accommodation looking on to attractive squares. A planned development
such as Glenside offers the opportunity for a variety of accommodation types and sizes but styled
fairly consistently in high quality materials and finish, so that the area has cohesion and is
attractive. The design should aim to minimise the open parking of cars (unlike the illustration
above).
I think 2 storeys should be the limit in a housing development. many 'modern' building make use of
different textured materials in different colors. in my fathers nursing home they have used
different size, color and textured bricks. this contrasted with various drought tolerant plants makes
a pleasant place. I don't know if it possible to 'legislated' against mc mansions.
Higher buildings should be towards Fullarton Road. But not at the expense of the Significant Trees.
Lower scale housing should be located as an interface towards the existing low rise housing.
Lower density (400), not 800 dwellings. High rise to height of clock tower is ridiculous. It can be
designed very attractively.
Green roof and green walls
Use of small block size for houses. Apartment/unit development suitable for city workers/
retirees. Maximum height 2 stories. Good treescaping.
Single storey on Victoria Grove boundary. Not overlooking retirement units.
Any housing needs to be supported by increased public transport on Fullarton Road in particular
(as there is none!!) - public transport to the east on Greenhill Road is poor and almost non-existent
- this will need to change and be improved -only then can higher density housing be supported this is not Bowden with trams, trains and buses, as well as walking distance to the city. Few people
will walk to the city from this location - few do now!
A mixture of mostly single story residents, town houses and two storey apartments integrated
around open green spaces with sufficient parking and wide roads to cope with the volume of
people and traffic. Entry into this space is going to require building an entry off Greenhill Road and
other entry points off Fullarton Road. I do not think it requires shops or offices to be placed on the
site as there are sufficient shops etc locally.
Please ensure Glenside remains an open suburb with Parkside and Eastwood, and does not
develop into an enclosed area like Victoria Grove and Pineview Village.
Basement underground for temperate climate on a hot day.
Provide quality retirement village surrounded by park lands. Totally against any high rise
development, cafes, lakes, bike friendly areas.
Nil housing
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
Prefer to leave as open space. Less people and cars. Save all trees.
Funky but elegantly designed 2 and 3 storey town houses and apartments. Definitely some
affordable product but it needs to be considered early on and so they do not stick out - so these
too should be well designed. I like driving so would want the car still to be considered as part of
the planning - a carport for a 3 storey townhouse would be cool.
Environmentally aware, water and power efficient inside and out, private backyards, 1 and 2 storey
single houses, apartments with access for disabled and aged. low cost for single young, old and
single parents, disabled pensioners.
No concrete jungle. Make buildings blend with nature.
Less houses may be an option?
Land has a great deal of value and so multi-storey apartment style buildings need to be used to
create maximum opportunities for people to enjoy the lifestyle and to create the vibrancy needed
to sustain cafes and other facilities. Double story dwellings of various sizes should be also included
that provide shed space or sufficient space for hobbyists. The development should be a premium
standard and designed from a holistic perspective i.e. not random styles of housing.
We have paid market rates for our properties so affordable housing is a sure way to create
division.
2-3 storey high rise like in Fisher street, but more affordable. Retain all trees.
High rise should be banned. Doe not fit profile of area. Air Apartments stand out like proverbial
sore thumb.
Small house like the Amber Woods development. Not Bowden trash!
Brick housing no more than 2 storeys high
None
Low rise housing options. Provide master bedroom on ground level to meet ageing population
needs for close city living.
Minimal housing if any and definitely not high density 800-1000 houses.
The Bowden development (from what I have seen), is the epitome of the "modern day slum"
concept. It is substandard and should not be contemplated at Glenside.
Please get the building design right - no more eave-less boxes.
I would like to see houses reflect the quality and materials of the more established areas of
Burnside, but in a way that makes it more affordable so people who are down sizing or entering
the housing market are also able to purchase in the area. Some high end housing would also be
great to ensure there is a diversity of people who come to the development. It would also be great
to have some subsidised or community housing available for people who have needs. I believe that
there should be some low level apartment blocks (say 4 floors) available. There should be a great
mix of housing types will ensure a diverse community is established
Public facilities to support public activities. Buildings of low height similar to those in the Adelaide
parklands.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
"Attractive investment opportunities" and affordable housing not compatible.
A combination of low and medium height residential dwellings. Any high rise should be toward the
middle of the site and not near main roads.
Prioritise energy efficient buildings.
Don't let it look like Bowden.
Two storey buildings overlooking single storey is a problem. What will be done to ensure privacy
for those existing houses?
Underground parking with housing on top.
Good design. Good architecture. Not cheap (see Bowden/Brompton). High rise on Fullarton Road
only.
Good design Good architecture Not cheap housing (see Bowden/Brompton) High rise on
Fullarton Road only!
We are desperate to downsize and stay in this area close to family and friends, public transport,
city and shopping centres. A single storey villa type house would be appropriate, with two or three
bedrooms and a courtyard. Because of health reasons easy access would be great. Looking forward
to the development going ahead as soon as possible. Janet and Barry Smith 18 Morland Avenue
Stoneyfell 5066. Genuine interest.
Varied housing to appeal to diverse age groups, lifestyles etc. Include affordable housing.
15% affordable housing is not enough. Should be 50% overall and less housing.
A minimum number of single storey house, instead 2 & 3 storey apartment housing and retaining
all major trees.
Have attractive 2 storey houses. Not square boxes for houses and cars. Room for garden and
greenery. We need trees in this hot land.
Medium density 3-4 storey apartments/terraces with lots of tall lush trees for shade and privacy.
None.
The photo above should represent a typical level of density across the majority of the area
designated for housing. A small minority of multi-storied housing could be included in the mix. The
existing housing development to be seen in nearby Plane Tree Drive, just to the east of the
proposed Glenside site provides a good example of a variety of well designed medium density
houses and small public spaces (e.g. the public square that is incorporated into this development)
Lower height (no higher than 2 two storeys) adjacent existing housing.
town houses, units, apartments
Classy, timeless
Housing that blends into the surrounding, and mainly single story with a few double story Plus
some housing for people who are working on low incomes. My kids grew up in Glenside they
would love to still be living here but can't afford the housing.
The entire area should be Heritage Listed and left as open space. Reinstate the oval.
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Describe the housing you would like to see built at Glenside. (Think about the type, materials,
style and heights)
I think we need to allow a broad and eclectic range of housing to be built. If we dictate or set too
many parameters we will end up with fake suburbs or slums. Let people decide what to live in and
let the area evolve naturally.
Higher apartment style buildings along Fullarton Road - west side. But retaining large trees and as
much open space as possible.
Quality low density detached housing. Not low cost housing.
Why not leave some of the redbrick "wards". Convert them to units/apartments.
no do not want to build any house , keep current one
maximum 2 storey, townhouses
Medium density up to a maximum of 3 stories should be the limit. This will reduce the number of
dwellings below 800. Changes should be made in adjacent areas to encouraged urban infill instead
of building high density housing in this proposed Glenside development. The area bounded by
Fullarton Road, Kensington Road, Portrush Road and Greenhill Road should be rezoned to
complement this proposed Glenside development. That is, this area should also be rezoned to
allow medium density up to a maximum of 3 stories. The benefits of urban infill in this area
include lower transport costs due to proximity to CBD, and established infrastructure - basically the
same benefits as are being touted for this proposed Glenside development. Existing property
owners will complain about losing their old homes on large blocks but when they start selling the
rezoned land to property developers, they will be happy as well as the government in encouraging
urban infill close to the CBD.
The housing development already being allowed in Glenside is destroying the charecter of the
area.
single or double story homes only, no high rise buildings. Materials that discourage graffiti - that
will be a problem when the demographc of Glenside changes.
sympathetic to the site and complimentary to the heritage buildings. Only 2 stories - a variety of
different designs. Quality as opposed to cheap cheek by jowl.
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
Wealthier people will move in and poorer people will leave as demand to live closer to the city
centre increases.
Families looking for sporting facilities and recreational space
Mental hospital patients, birds and fauna.
students, immigrants
Hopefully a mixture of age groups. Retirees. Students if the facilities suit their needs. Basically
people have to be able to afford the housing, Low cost housing should be available. People who
can't afford to buy and could only rent cater for them too.
Those that can afford it.
I would like to see the same diversity that most of Adelaide offers. Only by sharing a
neighbourhood with others do we learn to be tolerant.
Hopefully nobody as it will have been kept as open space!
See Q3 above
Depends on the housing. Lack of open space is a deterrent to families
Unsure
All the above.
NOBODY KNOWS UNTIL THE NATURE OF THE ESTATE IS PUBLISHED
NO DEVELOPMENT
It will be a ghetto by then. If the Federal Government follow the Intergenerational Report there
will be 5-6 people per dwelling sleeping on floors. If you allow building 800-1000 homes they will
be undesirable, so poor people will live there and I imagine we'll have beggers on the backstreets
of nearby areas. Food will be scarce and people will thieve nearby shops. When I say poor people I
actually mean the current middle-class who will be negatively affected by the effects of population
growth and climate change combined. So probably you and I will be forced into these ramshackle
places; that have aged terribly in 20 years I might add.
Various
Mental health patients and some families
A diverse group of residents would be a wonderful achievement, therefore activities and facilities
for both aged residents, younger families and professionals looking to live close to their work
environment in the city and those without children and looking to downsize.
if this whole project is done well there is potential for a diverse, healthy and well-functioning
community which includes those accessing mental health services
Upper middle bogan. Just like what's happening in Campbelltown.
Hopefully more wildlife.
people trying to sell off their homes cheap.. after many years of being looked down upon for
purchasing and re-developing a site of historical importance.
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
Yuppies with massive incomes !
Hopefully NOT just the wealthy!!
People wishing to be close to the city and the hills. Should be retired people.
I have no idea. I'm not a fortune teller
people looking to downsize
No one, I hope, unless it's in the existing buildings turned into apartments. Then it could be a
retirement village. With the ageing population, that is what is needed, not what is proposed.
A mix of all the above. Generally people who have some connection with the city and need to live
close but who want a good quality of environment.
"Immigrants", creating their own enclave!
Housing Trust tenants if you make it too dense ... all the other residents will sell up and move on if
you develop a ghetto.
This will largely depend on what type of accommodation is developed. The site should provide
housing that will cater for a broad mix of users from young singles to families and retirees looking
to downsize. This will assist in creating a well balanced community.
The affordable housing will have been sold to the highest bidder so you would end up with a high
turnover of housing and no feeling of community. see Air apartments!!
Mostly singles or couples in their 20's to 30's looking for housing with the convenience of quick
access to the CBD, without the hassles of living in the CBD. Not looking for the large land area or
backyards of the eastern suburbs, but also liking close access to green areas, small open spaces
and the shops and amenities of the eastern suburbs.
If the high density housing goes ahead it will be a slum full of rentals and immigrants wanting to
get their children into good eastern suburbs schools. If it is low density, which I would prefer then
professionals and working families. Keep the eastern suburbs more exclusive!
sustainable places require all types of demographics.
Students, downsize families
People looking to downsize, professionals, small families
would hope for families and people looking to downsize. Not the most convenient location for
students
Entry-level families, as current occupants move on. Students, hospital outpatients, some
established professionals / families.
A broad range of ages including some higher density student accommodation along with facilities
to cater for the elderly and the young... sport recreation etc
Mainly couples - young married, also older downsizing.
Singles, families of up to four people, and couples downsizing.
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
Probably downsizing eastern suburbs dwellers. More likely to be at the older end of the scale as a
result. May also include Exec type dwellings for people looking fow new housing options in
established eastern suburbs location. Not well located for student housing as public transport is
poor and this is potentially a higher socio-economic environment that may not align with students
(ie cheap eats, etc).
couples that will downsize families
families, students, the disabled, night shift staff from local hospitals and supported
accommodations.
Families and older couples with money, looking to live close to the city.
Retirees. Young couples. Singles.
small families, retirees, executive couples single people (widows, divorcees, 1st time out of home
etc)
This beautiful area could attract people from all walks of life. Keeping in mind the ideal aim of the
site --The health and wellbeing of the PRIMARY residents (those in the Hospital and those in
Rehabilitation programmes) --people with various ranges of skills would be suitable;artisans,students,accomplished tradies, teachers, community skill builders, local workers and
professionals from local business houses, those with" green"interests. But NOT too many
dwellings!
No idea.
All of the above hopefully- suburbs with one socio economic group are dead suburbs, because they
all residents grow old together creating diminishing density and homogeneity.
Families with teenagers, professional couples and professional middle aged (empty nesters)
Small families and young executive/professionals working in the city - walking and riding to work dining and shopping in the city.
Young families, couples of all ages, singles of all ages, some student dwellings. many different
generations, not just attractive to one social or generational group.
People wishing to live close to the CBD and families wishing to enrol their children at Glenunga
High School
Families
Young singles and old retirees possibly students, possibly families with secondary age children
All of the above
Elderly, supported accommodation
I currently live in Northern Suburbs but would like to live here in the future given the vision for the
site. I see it could be families, young professionals mostly, with active retirees looking to downsize
(empty nesters).
too many people if this government gets it's money grabbing and wasteful ways.
Families.
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
Inner city gentry
Families
Older people looking to downsize but stay in the area (one storey or need lifts...problems of aging
can bring more limited mobility and use of stairs) families, particularly new migrants and some
students. Young first home (unit buyers).
Mixed population.
hopefully no development is allowed after your community consultation
More likely to be small professional families and singles. People who are reasonably well off
There will be many investment properties as well as retirees buying after downsizing. Reflecting
our present population needs, occupants will be probably retirees, migrants and new arrivals,
student groups (local and foreign), groups of unemployed youths sharing costs, and some families
with parents who work in the city. A mixture of people living in high density arrangements can
have adverse effects. For that reason I would not consider the area for myself.
People looking to downsize, considering the numbers in this social group who will be retiring or
who have retired and want to leave the concerns of the old family home behind. i would see a
variety of single-dwelling and shared-dwelling residences.
Nobody by choice only those unfortunate souls who have no alternative.
I believe it is important to encourage a diverse group, including the above. Being close to the city
will suit many different family units
I'd like to say families if the environment surrounding them suits safe play for children
If they realise the traffic difficulties, the already full schools and shops, any houses will be empty, if
built. So long as the government gets the money from developers, it will be happy.
microcosm of the community - families, students, retuirees
single people, younger couples, older people, students, very hard to predict a trend 20 years
ahead. Must be good quality residential and affordable for younger people to purchase.
Who knows? Is it to become a ghetto because of "affordable housing"? I would hope not.
hopefully no-one. if you want to develop residential buildings, provide high rise permits for along
other sections of fullarton road.
Unless you move the current patients you should not have any of the above.
couples, small families, retirees. I can't see large families existing on shoebox land plots
There should be housing provided for everyone at different stages of their lives - should not
categories who will be living there
Hopefully no-one because it won't become a mass housing estate.
NONE
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
There should be a range of people. No particular sector of the community should be targeted.
Diversity should be the key driver. Diversity in housing sizes should be provided to ensure options
for people i.e. apartments should be both small and large.
In 20 years time I predict it will be slums and low cost housing, bringing with it the usual issues.
Families
Hard to say but suggest downsizing people, city workers, single people and hopefully small families
Young proffesionals. 20 to 30s if apartment families in town houses
A blend of the above is important. If student accommodation is to be considered it must not be
hotel sized multi-storeyed monoliths. Medium density two storey max for private housing and no
higher than three storey buildings for student accommodation in limited densities that allow
concentrated open space for sporting facility. This provides a blend of population ages in the
development in a concentrated area so that it maximises open space
Depends on size and quality of buildings available.
Unless Adelaide changes its preference away from traditional housing on a quarter acre block I
don't think the area is likely to attract families. I think it has appeal for people looking to downsize,
young adults, students and the aged.
Hopefully affluent families. This is prime real estate close to the CBD. The development should be
pitched at this demographic.
Mainly people looking to downsize but there could also be professional singles and couples who
like the proximity to the city.
Families, semi and retired people. Not students, as I think they are more than adequately catered
for already.
In 20 years time it would be good to think that the storm-water process is still very successful at
Glenside and that the wooded area was still respected and responsibly cared for.
Families.
WE WANT IT TO REMAIN FOR MENTAL HEALTH- THAT WHAT IT WAS DESIGNED FOR OR DONT
MENTAL HEEATH PATIENTS RATE WITH THIS GOVERNMEMT
As happened in the East End Markets development, which aimed at a varied and lively market,
there is every prospect that, by virtue of its location, the development will end up as housing for
the comfortable wealthy. The international student market is very fickle and may not exist in
twenty years; it would be folly to plan for that market.
people looking to downsize is a possibility. I doubt that students could afford this area unless there
educational facility was based in this area and provided student accommodation. looking around
the area right now I suspect the students would be from overseas. that is fine and adds to the
diversity of our city. perhaps something like an animation specialist facility could be a possibility
where advanced students stay for 6 months.
families, people looking to downsize, students
Who knows it depends on the housing product - for the space available one would assume only
high density will be possible to achieve returns for developers.
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
I personally think it will end up a ghetto if the apartments are not deemed as strata as
maintenance will not be kept up to a certain standard over a long period of time and this also
encourages owners to take pride in the community as well as investors to maintain their
properties. p.s. I am not sure whether it is strata, but I hope you know what I mean!
Possums, birds, lizards, maybe even echidnas!
With heaps of open space being planned, I could see families there definitely. A lot of new
developments does have this a part of the attraction - plus Victoria park is across the road. So close
to the city would attract students and couples that work near or in the city
a mix of university students, down-sizers, low income earners, small families probably single
parent for access to jobs and transport at lower cost.
Hopefully a full cross-section of ages.
It will become a ghetto. Student accommodation? God help us!
all of the above
For middle class people.
Ideally there should be a mix of society living there in 20 years time - In houses that don't need to
be knocked down because they are such poor quality. I think the streets should reflect the local
area, not the design in Brompton/Bowden and other new developments, it will stop the Glenside
development from blending in with the local area that has already been established.
All of the above but NOT on the Glenside site.
All high density housing creates is a future ghetto. Slums are not needed in Adelaide.
Hopefully young families or empty nesters with visiting family.
Mental health redevelopment.
Those who don't want a traditional home with half a plot taken up by the yard. Renters who can
afford a place so close to the city and who like modern design.
No one will be living here in 20 years time. It will be derelict.
Yes...who will be living here in 20 years??
Keep it how it is.
Keep it how it is.
Tall apartments will suit better for the environment near Fullarton Road.
If the State economy does not get better, no one!
Develop as park lands. No residential buildings.
Design brief must be visionary. Anticipating an aesthetic and environmental outcome of world
class standard.
Mental health....not housing!
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Who do you think will be living here in 20 years’ time?(e.g. families, people looking to downsize,
students etc.)
CBD fringe = density. Put pressure on currently under-utilised Park Lands. In line with the 30 year
Plan.
Depends on who you talk to here. There is a lot of confusion amongst the staff with regards to
height, type, density of housing. Just how do you get 1000 houses on such a small site? What
about more houses for mental health?
All of the above.
Mental health, not housing.
young families, people wanting to live close to the city, students
Small families, retirees, those looking for simple convenient living
A mix of all of the above
Younger and older people. Need more people in this area and Adelaide. Good site for density.
If we allow the market to evolve we should end up with a good mix of families, seniors, students
and singles.
Similar to that in adjoining existing residences e.g. Amber Wood Estate.
Mental health not housing.
None
family
young couples, retirees
There will be a high proportion of migrant families living (or just owning and claiming to live) there
in order to get into the school zones for the better schools in the area. Most locals will not be able
to afford to purchase.
Families and retired people
Students, renters, low income/welfare recipeints
A good mix of young professionals, working families including working from home, retirees.
If your development proceeds, students, low income tenants and welfare recipients.
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What is unique about Glenside?
The mental asylum history. Z ward is an important building that needs to be maintained. The blue
stone wall around the perimeter. The remarkable trees and gardens that once made glenside a self
sufficient community.
The oval space that needs to utilise the southern aspect to increase the size to approx 165-170m X
110m
Open space that has been on Sec 264 since 1836 and the heritage precinct that it is.
the asylum history and large open space
It was a place for the vulnerable members of society. Their history and that of the buildings and
significant trees, including native and introduced vegetation,n can be explained through a plaque
and interpretive signage program
Its open spaces, tall trees and heritage stone work. I believe it was described by our planning
minister as a "barren site."
It's probably the last large area so close to the city and parklands to be developed It's heritage
seems to be very important to the majority of those who visited on the Open Day Fear of damage
to the old buildings and water catchment areas is real
Trees, buildings, open space, mental health
Apart from heritage buildings, the unique feature is its geographical location as a prime land asset
to be developed as a world class mental institution for patient admission, treatment, training and
research that is centrally/equally located north /south and only 3.0 Km from the new RAH health
offices and other infrastructure. It is a case of unnecessary duplication to have mental admissions
at each of the major hospitals where they mix with general admissions causing stress and
sometimes violence to hospital staff and patients (viz. the recent Noarlunga Hospital incident).
heritage aspects. history. openness.
It's layout and historical significance.
The history, the stonework, the buildings, the stories
The size and location of the site. Its proximity to the city of Adelaide.
1. Historic value 2. Excellent samples of 19th. century architecture 3. Reminder of the old
treatment of mental illness, and more recent progress 4. The diminishing parks.
NO DEVELOPMENT
Regarding heritage and trees, open space and edible garden landscapes and a place for nonconfrontational rehabilitation please read my previous comments.
Beautiful architecture, tourism potential, mental health history.
It's history and the space it provides. The buildings at Glenside were built to last and whatever
happens this should be kept in mind. Make a beautiful and sustainable space for the future not a
developer driven, shoddy, superficially 'cool' environment. Look to the new developments built in
the Netherlands to drive this project. Not short term gains - long term pride should be the if big
picture plan of this development.
The peaceful environment surrounding accommodation for mental health and drug and and
alcohol patients. The space for local children to play sport. The remaining heritage buildings.
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What is unique about Glenside?
This a question best answered by those with an understanding of the buildings Heritage listing and
my understanding is that the entire site was previously a mental health facility for over 1000
patients. It has a tragic and sad history when one looks at the people who were incarcerated
within these buildings at Glenside, many of whom did not have any mental health issues; such as
those who were homosexual, women with menopause, women with post natal depression.
Magnificent trees in extensive open space with interesting heritage buildings so close to the city
centre
Heritage
The park setting. This should be preserved.
what isn't unique about glenside?
Its rabge to city hub and eateries , and her mental health background !
The grandure of the main buildings set in an idealic surrounding.
It has history that is fast being destroyed in most places. Australia is young and our heritage is also
young, but compared to other countries, we are fast loosing what we have. Glenside is a typicle
example of early settlement starting back at 1870.
Its history
the mental health history
It is a lovely open space with nice old buildings. To clutter it up with housing and shops is a pity.
Open space close to the city, lovely tree scapes, bluestone heritage buildings, tranquil setting for
the mental hospital, good buffer of open space is good for mental health for all. Lovely symmetry
of the original buildings and how they relate to each other. Good walking/cycling access to city
connecting in a green corridor to the parklands.
Not a lot really!
It has some rare open space other than the parkland ringing the city, well the bits that aren't being
used for horse and car racing and festivals and fringes and womad and sports fields ...
The significant amount of open space within close proximity to the CBD and amenities such as the
shopping centre and Burnside. The existing heritage buildings throughout the site also make the
area unique.
It's peace and tranquillity in a space very close to the CBD. It's history
Compared to other suburbs: Jacarandas, Burnside Village, the upper middle class and retirement
homes.
Glenside is geat the way it is, don't ruin it by building a modern day slum, which it will be with
rentals and immigrants.
historic buildings.
Heritage grounds, trees, open space, close proximity to all facilities
It's History
The history of the mental ward
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What is unique about Glenside?
HIstory, location close to city and parklands, heritage architecture, proximity to excellent shops.
Open space (rapidly suffering encroachment).
The opportunity to create more sporting and recreation facility
Garden environment so close to the city.
It's proximity to the CBD and the parklands across Greenhill road; its proximity to the 861 bus
route on Glen Osmond road. On site, its existing large trees most of which should be preserved.
Gardens type feel, street trees with open spaces, open spaces are not large in a singular sense and
do not need to be, small parks and places are appropriate to Glenside
the heritage buildings
the parks and greenery walking trail connecting to city parklands
The fact is is close to the city and has high quality homes. It is quiet and the through roads need to
be limited to keep this as a quiet community, not a thoroughfare.
The space. The buildings.
the aesthetic appeal of some of the older building facades
It is the site of the major Psychiatric Hospital in SA., the Burnside HASP Units, Intermediate Care
Units.
The open space close to the centre of Adelaide, that has historically provided a "healing
place" for those who visit and for those who have had treatment and care provided there. It has
been important for people from country regions who have also been assisted with mental health
needs. The presence of very tall trees and historic buildings provides a unique aesthetic
experience. It is very tempting for developers who would appreciate the chance of gaining land
close to CBD.
Glenside was unique, but is now about to be destroyed with this development and become like
Lightsview.
Proximity to hills and city cultural attractions. Urban cafe lifestyle. Near business for executives.
More trees than other suburbs, cleaner. Heritage homesteads / manor houses
Quiet and safe History and character
Location is key differentiator - key inner city space
History and old buildings Significant space close to city Big trees
Heritage buildings and open space
The history of glenside is part of Adelaide history and should be available for everyone to look at
and learn about
the history and beautiful Victorian buildings. the fantastic trees especially the beautiful umbrella
pines, the openness, the soothing environment
Beautiful trees, eclectic mix of buildings, historical significance
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What is unique about Glenside?
A development close to the CBD which has some unique stories and heritage places, significant
trees and open space. It has a living culture which needs to be harnessed and marketed so that it
attracts people whose values align to caring for our heritage, environment and social fabric live the
experience. As I said earlier that is what I am wanting and why I want to live there. Being it is
Glenside, just not sure I will be able to afford but I hope so.
it is a bit of an oasis in a busy part of the city area.
Open green spaces
Beautiful old trees with heritage buildings
It's proximity to the city and the Adelaide foot hills.
Houses
The heritage buildings and open space and significant native trees.
the open space
it's old
The old buildings and the history and the large space
Its space - and this could be under attack from over-development. If there is housing on the site, it
must be secondary, contained, and surrounded by treed areas and native gardens, good lighting at
night, seats and clear pathways. The stone of the building pictured above is a fine catalyst for the
colours that would blend with the existing site, enhanced as they are by the tall native trees and
the possible addition of smaller bush areas, with creeks or ponds, shallow with stones or pebbles.
Let's not lose sight of the troubled souls for whom this was 'home'. Glenside has provided the
space and peace that so many people need in these busy times what a shame to lose it.
The large trees on site
Open space
close to Adelaide CBD, public transport and shops. Heritage buildings, grounds and trees. Open
space should retain a restful ambience.
Of course Glenside is unique for its green open space. The trees provide a pathway for the many
birds and if the open spaces and trees are removed we will lose our native birdlife.
it's location nestled in a great, safe, and ideal distance to the east end of the city. it would provide
cheaper alternative space for local people to achieve great things that can keep young people out
of mental hospitals, especially since those are the things it is replacing.
The beautiful old buildings and the open space. You could remove some of the hideous newer
buildings - the government has already made the place look awful.
The trees, bird life, the wall, the open space.
A mix of traditional character homes that is now seeing a lot of new infill development. Trees and
landscaped streets; good quality open spaces
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What is unique about Glenside?
The open spaces/green parklands and heritage buildings are the only things that are unique about
Glenside. If a mass housing estate is built the area will be no better (and probably) worse than any
other area. That would also have a significant negative impact on infrastructure (roads, etc) in all
surrounding suburbs.
The history and heritage of the area - not just the area by history for the entire State.
Some of the great buildings. Its closeness to the city.
Proximity to the city and numerous facilities.
Apart from the buildings, the mature trees and the peaceful atmosphere for walking
love the old buildings... these are a feature
Trees take much longer to grow than high rise buildings and should be treasured, not removed. In
particular, pine trees are very beautiful and a feature of the district.
Trees. Any large scale development must have established trees, home to multiple black
cockatoos. They east and rest in the hundreds.
The heritage buildings, the southern wall and the trees are critical to maintain. The opportunity for
a wetlands in the northwestern corner is also important to engineer. Again, this is a community
facility and there must be provision for organised sport and recreational activities... dog exercing,
football, soccer, change room/toilet & barbeque facility for the general public. We have lost too
much oval space.... Glengowrie High school, part of Flinders Uni oval to car parking, part of
Pasadena High to housing..... the list goes on!
Open space!!! in an inner urban area - imperative to retain this. Leafy, treed. Heritage buildings
and surrounds.
Besides its heritage buildings, Glenside's quiet places, natural streetscapes and associated bird life
as well as the vista to the hills are what makes Glenside unique. The co-location of arts
establishments and the potential to integrate mental health services into a community setting also
have potential to make the development unique.
Proximity to the city. Burnside Village Shopping Centre Close to Victoria Park for exercise etc
The open space so close to The city
The outstanding heritage buildings enhanced by the open space.
Glenside is one of very few (if in fact not the only) piece of inner urban land owned by the SA
government that has not yet been handed over to developers. Would be it be so bad if the 'public'
retained it and managed it and placed no more buildings upon it ? That indeed would make it
unique.
A mental hospital on the same site as a film studio. The history of the old buildings with the
modernisation of the film studio.
Trees. Enough trees have been cut down. Keep the rest of them.
The large trees that remain on the site, especially around the edges. They are huge assets. So is the
open space around the hospital buildings and the Film Corp. These must not be sacrificed for profit
from housing.
Unique heritage and history.
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What is unique about Glenside?
Very keen to see area continue to have open space. Development needs to be very carefully done don't need overcrowding and ghettos.
WHERE IS THE HERITAGE LISTED MORGUE- HAS THIISLREADTY BEEN DESTROYED THE OPEN
SPACE & TREES ARE PRECIOUS.
The main thing which is unique about the Glenside site is the large amount of open space - which
this project intends to destroy! The main building is striking and deserves not to be compromised
by new buildings close to it or so high that they destroy its profile.
I think its heritage is unique. although some of its past practices in treatment of medical conditions
is not something we would ever repeat I don't think we should ignore it. there must have been
many people who were healed by their stay at glenside. I think a wellness theme could be very
overarching.
Lovely trees along Fullarton Road and you are going to chop them down. "Under consideration"..I
don't think so!
Trees. No more tree loss.
Do the job for birds and animals.
Save this land. No redevelopment. Shame.
It offers a unique opportunity to redevelop a near CBD site with a combination of medium density
housing and retained space
Trees - "Trees under consideration" leave alone
The trees and the wall on Fullarton Road is unique - the open space as wooded area is also unique
for this part of town - this needs to be retained. Widening of Fullarton Road will be impossible
without massive impact on trees. Without widening there will be increased congestion and delays
in this area
Everything is unique about Glenside the land, open space, history, closeness to the City, Parklands
and the architecture, it is truly a wonderful place and has been a haven for people with psychiatric
problems over the years, it is a terrible loss for them and their families and the destruction of the
empty wards which are so badly needed and will be needed even more in the future .
Trees. Try understanding why trees are so damn important.
Trees and heritage. Show some soul in the redevelopment. Buildings must be retained - great
historical value. Other countries preserve and utilise these buildings.
Heritage, open space, the abundance of bird life, peace and quiet. It belongs to us - they payers of
SA tax.
It hasn't been developed! Keep it that way
Lush trees and cooling shade.
It's got to be the heritage buildings - well the Elms building in particular . The SA Film Corp building
is stunning - probably the most beautiful building in SA. The Glenside location as a site for
development is also unique.
the old buildings, the trees, oval and park environment with access paths for people and bikes. the
history of caring for those less fortunate than most.
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What is unique about Glenside?
Quality older housing and large blocks make this a wonderful area.
That 'Nimbys' feels it is a sacred and untouchable site.
Proximity to the city. Large parcel of land allowing a high quality precinct scale development to be
planned and implemented. Heritage buildings are excellent examples of institutional architecture
and must be protected and given a sympathetic treatment in terms of what happens around them
but they should not overly restrict the opportunities presented by the site. Preserve trees where
possible.
What was unique about Glenside before the State Govt. who cannot manage anything let alone
sign off on cosy deals for the future of Glenside was its open spaces and beautiful trees.
The bush lands. The magnificent historical buildings.
The bluestone buildings and the trees. The open space, already reduced, must be kept - as much as
possible.
Part of the area appeal is our significant trees. I urge you to keep them.
The green trees and well kept houses and gardens and well kept leafy streets.
Historic buildings, open space providing a balance for the developed area surrounding
Trees - "Trees under consideration" should all be retained.
Trees. Please preserve as many trees as possible.
Trees under consideration. Leave alone
There is a 'unique' history with its mental health facility reputation. Not in a good way! I think most
people drive past the area and have no idea what is in there. I walk along the Fullarton road path a
couple of time a week and what I have noticed is a lot of underutilised land close to the city!
Obviously the storm water retention basin should be retained as it is an important part of the
stormwater network.
It has a unique history and heritage buildings in an area that is largely open space
Alcohol and drug facilities. Who cares?
Trees. Keep the trees. Birds need them.
Trees and open spaces
Open space! Provides the community with facilities that are diminished such as oval/sporting
facilities. Victoria Park has provided zero from what it was 6-7 years ago.
No housing.
Trees. "Trees under consideration" no guarantees few earmarked for consideration will be spared.
Keep all pine trees, they are a refreshing change from gumtrees and spikey grass. No bushes
please.
Mature trees that would take 50 years to replace. Habitat and food for Sulphur-crested and
Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos.
Mature trees that would take 50 years to replace. Habitat an food for Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
and Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos.
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What is unique about Glenside?
Heritage buildings. Use other red brick for public.
Open space, trees, buildings, oval and parks. Leave it as it is!
Open space, somewhere to 'breathe.' Hands off of the trees
A city of parks! What a joke. We need a lot more open space, trees and recreation space. Not dog
boxes built eave to eave.
The old orchard should become a tranquil garden (no road).
Trees. "Under consideration" means no guarantee that they will be protected. Not good enough.
Trees! Trees are the city's lungs. If the Govt is serious about Climate Change this is the key.
The heritage buildings, some of which have been well restored such as the impressive sandstone
buildings occupied by the SA Film corporation, and the brick and bluestone buildings that house
the Adelaide Central School of Art. The chapel is well worth a sensitive and full restoration. It is to
be hoped that Z ward, one of the best examples of early architecture on the original site, will be
sensitively restored by the new owners.There is a small area of remnant trees from the original
orchard near to Greenhill Rd that could be considered for preservation. It adjoins the very
important Glenside Stormwater Basin that provides an essential safety net for potential major
flooding of adjoining suburbs. There should be an embargo on building on any part of this basin.
Stands of mature eucalypts should be set aside in small reserves, and individual mature deciduous
trees preserved wherever possible.
Keep vistas and heritage buildings.
its history
Sandstone and gumtrees
Close to the city and the ability to walk to work, mix of different people, fantastic Foodland
Trees. "Trees Under Consideration." Please think carefully we love them.
The only thing unique about Glenside is the stigma surrounding its horrendous past. For this
reason we should bulldoze anything we can associated with the mental hospital and rebuild the
area to replace this history with a new era.
Tourism. Heritage buildings (especially asylums area) fascinating to people. Stats: Tours at Z Ward
1400-1500 people in 69 days. Aradale 18,000 pa and Beechworth 12,000 pa. Long term income for
the government and heritage kept in tact for future generations. Win/win.
Heritage of the area. Need to pay tribute to the Unley community history.
Amazing heritage buildings. Will add atmosphere and impressive style to the development.
heritage, proximity to cbd
It has large open space close to the CBD - mess up this development and it will take another 50
years before corrections can be made.
The trees, the early buildings and the ambience created by the available green areas
Quiet open spaces, low crime rate, access to shopping centers and the city. Peaceful low density
living. No high rise developments
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What is unique about Glenside?
It's history including trees, buildings and unique haha wall. The reuse of heritage buildings for
South Australia Films Corporation
Trees, peace and quiet close to the Adelaide CBD. Basically everything you are setting out to
destroy.
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Mental health is a use. Artist studios and schools.
Multi purpose facilities for community groups
Uses that complement the film and art precinct and the mental hospital.....all are current uses of
this heritage site.
used by community groups
Heritage and history related organistions. A museum documenting the Parkside Lunatic Asylum
and Glenside Hospital should be created, After all Mental Illness is so common now and talked
about. It would eliminate the stigma further by showing what progress has been made since the
1860s.
Conversion to art spaces to accommodate part of the collections of the SA Museum & Art Gallery
that are unable to be displayed. Conversion to railway station to accommodate new
underground railway site connecting to 1. St Andrew's Hospital, 2. old RAH site. 3. new RAH site. 4.
Adelaide airport. 5. Keswick interstate railway station. 6. Adelaide showgrounds. 7. Waite Institute.
There are many community bodies seeking affordable rental, sporting, neighbourhood watch,3rd
Age University lectures, etc a Community hall or area for winter markets would be appreciated I'm
sure
Community groups, sporting clubs, charity groups.
Offices and function areas which together with the current Film Corporation faciulities can be
cordoned off as separate public free access areas to a properly developed mental institution.
Should remain fully accessible and available to the public and be properly conserved. Reuse of
these buildings should be determined through community consultation as heritage belongs to all
South Australians and should not be sold off to developers.
A museum - especially in Z Ward - something similar to the Alcatraz experience in San Francisco where history is told and stories re- lived, but in delicate and thoughtful way
There will have to be extensive upgrading (lifts; toilet; lighting and heating etc.). Separate uses
could be made according to the various sizes (eg entertainment; ofices; services; etc).
This question can't be answered until each is inspected and my innovative brain put to work.
NO DEVELOPMENT
Keep them for services wherever possible. If not for mental health then for a local dentist or GP.
etc. It would be in-keeping with the area. Please don't touch the Southern Boundary Wall if you
must make a gate from Chessington St please take the cutaway part of the wall and use each half
of the cutaway part to border Chessington St such that it sits parallel to Chessington St on both
sides. To stop people taking shortcuts though Glenside please build a nice big wrought iron gate
that opens automatically for the local residents. The only entrance and exit for the general public
should be via the current main entrance to avoid rat-running. Each property should get the same
number of automatic opening systems as they get off-street car-parking. No more and no less.
Please see my previous suggestion in Q1 regarding parking provisions.
Medical museum (RAH museum has no home when the old hospital closes). Community centre.
Film set. Backpacker accommodation.
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Contemporary galleries Artists studios Community meeting place Community childcare/ early
learning centre Performance space
Heritage hotel Student accommodation Halfway houses for mental health patients
Accommodation for homeless people
A Film School run along similar 'atelier model'* used by the Adelaide Central School of Art, so to
better utilise the existing and excellent facilities at the Adelaide Studios. * Employing Film Industry
personnel as sessional lecturers, tutors, technicians etc. Artist studios, and attached gallery, a food
and produce market, new home for Country Arts SA, musicians and writers in residence and a
strong cultural presence to enhance the existing cultural precinct.
A well run, multi-use community centre/activities hub Tourism/ educational facility - the old
asylum building Mental health services - staff and patients deserve to be in a lovely environment
An artist workshop/studio/gallery with flexible spaces for work, collaboration, social connections,
commercial aspects
Anything to do with the Arts, eg gallery, musuem, etc
Managing the parkland, and also becoming available for Hertitage SA staff..
the government and rich could steal history from the public for profit.... hold on that's already
happened.
Depending on size, perhaps a historical activity centre , Library etc.
Definatly arts and community based learning facilitys.
No it isn't. It is an excellent example of a "Hey look at ME !!!" big noting Premier's publicity stunt.
History. Museums: For the medical field. For early sttlement examples. For the local area. Early
medial transport. War time - home and away - transport and equipment.
Adapting' buildings for re-use can destroy heritage qualities. The National Trust of SA should be
consulted about anything to do with use of these buildings.
mostof the good uses are low payers of rent but possibly a digital based art and education group.
depending on the space, it could, if not should be, shared with a theatre group, possibly also a
church group who can all share a space and share the costs
Retirement housing but only if no new buildings are built. It would then be totally unsuited to
retirement living.
school/kindergarten consulting rooms tertiary institutions
Create an equivalent to Faneuil Hall in Boston; two tiers of heritage style shops and restaurants
where people can buy fresh produce and have it cooked on the spot.
Museums, art galleries, community centres and meeting places
Creating a hub based around the arts building on the existing successful adaptation with the SA
Film Corporation.
Community use to be used by local clubs. Childcare centre
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Beach Energy is refitting the old Z-Ward building to serve as offices, and it seems like a good way
to retain some historic character while serving a useful function.
We need more mental health facilities, we should not be shutting them down!
Adaptive reuse for creative corporations, startups, community use - library or resource centre.
Community Centre (with adequate parking facilities). A secondary campus could be used in the
out buildings to cater for specialty student centres, pre-school centre
Library, museum
anything but what it was
Residential, SA health - offices if architecture does not lend itself to modern mental health
practice. Educational.
A wide range of community facility for the Arts, museum items and so on! Meeting places for Lions
etc etc
Educational and arts functions. Perhaps some divided into apartments.
Heritage buildings are notoriously difficult to work as commercial entities given the limits on
changes that can be made to them and also the cost in making those changes. One may be suited
to a boutique, up-market hotel or long-stay accommodation.
Community Uses, support facilities for any portion of the site that might be retirement living
accommodation or similar, medical clinics, offices, perhaps some retail/food and beverage outlets
subject to relationship and design of precincts of these uses
art school community centre medical and dental centre
a museum of the local history in medicine, from glenside to julia farr, stow court and the people.
Government offices.
High tech incubation hub.
apartment/retirement living, retail, offices
The establishment of a TAFE college could be a starting point for the development of skills and of
encouragement of a range of varied occupations for the site. This could also be of value in
provision of activities aimed at rehabilitation of residents. Offices Make available some "respite"
accommodation for country patients needing some further time of "healing".
N/a
Art gallery for modern art (to work in conjunction with the North Terrace art Gallery), film
museum, community facilities and cafes,
Reception/function centre (eg Elms Building - weddings etc) Unique cafe/restaurant community
hall or facility eg library, multipurpose hall (ie yoga)
library - health club - cafe - meeting/function venue - kindergarten
Community art space Further education facility, community learning,
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Restaurants, place where people can go and relax and also learn the history without changing the
building. Be open with them. Place plaques and photos around. Historic walks around the area.
Then people can stop at these places for refreshments
Community centre like the Eastwood community centre; Dining cafe services, Gym and other
activity areas; children indoor playground
Community hall, medical centre or child care centre
A cafe with a community garden attached. Heritage building 1 would make a good site gym,
meditation, yoga, spiritual spa type precinct. Building 2 would make a good serviced apartments,
or made into apartments and sold. 3&4 depending on the ability to adapt could be refreshed and
sold as homes, or shops. 5 might be a good spot for the cafe and community garden. Ability to
have some outdoor tables, even licensed. A state flora garden centre outlet would be great, save
having to go to Belair.
Community centres, arts centre,
South Australian film corporation
No comment
Art School....Norwood Art School could move here. A local theatre for live performances and a
drama school? Develop this as an arts precinct.
possibly office space
Retail, offices, hotel, bars, art gallery
Why not encourage more of the arts? Using ambience of these buildings as venues for various
events. A prestigious competition for ideas and uses including foreign inputs (eg European
companies/investors) Please no more offices in these precious venues.
Clearly function centres are in great demand and there are few in the near-city, so this could be
one use, as could be new museums, art galleries, art workshops, seminar areas for WEA perhaps,
and even a small convention area (similarly subtle as the site on South Terrace in the parklands).
Given the Govt also intends to destroy another piece of Heritage at Daws Road provision of some
facilities and open space for people with special needs should be considered.
Not sure
Library and on line facilities for residents, medical clinic, community meeting rooms, Indoor
recreational facilities. small multi use theatre
Community meeting halls.
recycled stone for somebodies dream mansion somewhere else in adelaide.
I believe that there is already an Art School in one of the old buildings. Please do not put shops on
the side.
Mental health facilities could be reopened/expanded.
Depending entirely on building type and business opportunity at the time
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Function halls, information centers, State Government offices, restaurant/café.
The SA Film Corp adaption looks pretty but the facilities are barely capable of making actual films
so saying it is excellent is a bit rich.
High end residential.
I doubt they will survive in the medium to long term.
Art galleries, theatre groups, specialised librariers (e.g. film library), small cinemas
museums/art gallariers community rec space pilates dance gym classes funky shops or
restaurants. anything that ensures they are maintained
Flexible as long as the buildings are retained and maintained in as original form as possible, as part
of our history
Well, the site as a whole and the buildings used to be part of a hospital dedicated to the care of the
mentally unwell including those from rural and regional areas. As evidenced by the increasing
numbers of these mentally unwell turning up in other hospital emergency departments, the
shortage of dedicated beds and the forecast increasing demand for these services, one can only
deduce that we need improved and expanded Mental Health facilities at Glenside.
Uses include: cafes, restaurants, art galleries, performing arts, community meeting rooms,
retirement living, aged care, child care.
Apartments Commercial use Museum or Art gallery of some sort
Community Centre and Recreational facilities. Perhaps a cafe/restaurant.
The buildings could retained purely as historic buildings for use in film sets.
Utilise some of the existing heritage buildings for cafes, shops, halls etc. Develop the remainder as
beautiful parklands and include a low rise retirement village.
Integrate heritage buildings into new buildings.
A museum of the history of the Old hospital. Would fit well in the old OT building.
The heritage buildings should be preserved and the open space and the heritage wall. Keep the
supermarket as is.
Youth centres. They are non existent in the modern environment.
Heritage means more than a number of exceptionally beautiful buildings overshadowed and
hidden by 5-6 storey apartment blocks.
Reuse heritage buildings for commercial/community uses.
Adapt and reuse heritage buildings. Promote best of modern design with sensitive interface with
heritage.
THE FILM CORPORTATION WAS MIKE RANN'S PET PROJECT WE DONT WANT TO SEE A PET PROJECT
FOR JAY WEATHERILL LEAVE AS IS.
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
I have talked about specialist education facilities and short term accommodation facilities. in other
cities they try to match young people with ideas for apps to entrepreneurs looking to invest. could
you do weddings in the main building ? great photos on the steps. Adelaide writers week ? part of
the fringe ?
Community facilities, senior citizen's meeting places, youth facilities and environmental
organisations.
I am generally in favour of the development (including residential properties), but not in favour of
turning heritage buildings into private residences. I'd like to see them retained for either public use
(e.g. library, theatre space etc), or other uses related to the local community e.g. doctors rooms
etc.
Use occupational therapy building as a restaurant/cafe.
Put out tenders for potential users of these buildings as part of the planning process. If there are
no takers, consider their renovation as museum pieces or their removal for better development.
Fuck off. Leave Glenside for mental health.
There should be forms of community use including art colleges and technical workshops for people
to use - young learning new skills and elderly keeping in touch - (the Men's Shed). Race car
workshop precinct being so close to Victoria Park? Heritage car museums to be part of the
workshops?
That may be your opinion, but there is no room for the facility to be extended if necessary and it
could not look more unlike a film studio if you tried, looks more like a museum and quite ugly!
They could be converted into apartments. Best adaptive form of conservation.
The retained heritage buildings must be maintained and used.
Volunteer house.
Library, gymnasium, cinema, theatre, indoor pool?
Boutique hotel and gallery. Cafe and special exhibits in existing (refurbished spaces).
Former cottages could be a private specialist school - artists etc Bed and breakfast facilities for
tourists - even support SA Film Corp accommodate actors etc while filming Elm - exclusive, classy
and top of the range apartments
community hall, similar to the Eastwood Centre. medical centre with pharmacy, physio dentist
etc. also another building to help with drug and alcohol counselling,depression and other health
issues. child care centre
What heritage? Rau changes it as he wishes to suit developers.
Community spaces, cafes (like how Bowden train station is used) and community garden.
Occupational Therapy centre look like it could be a great exhibition space.
No comment
Arts and cultural venues. Fantastic setting.
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Look at how East End Market readapted. One of the best greenery/heritage walkways.
Update heritage buildings for community use.
The film corporation building was done well so similar
Residential
Get clever with usage options. Don't bar access. Commerce and heritage can work.
The open space and good mix of health works well and should be left as is.
They make kick-ass offices. Actually speaking from experience.
Retaining the heritage buildings will help the development to reflect the broader Burnside area. I
would like to see spaces that help to build community, a space where kindergym is held, then
perhaps after a fitness classes for retired people, then students etc. Perhaps the space could be
used as a café? The loose caboose café is a good example of a heritage building being
reinvigorated.
Public events, exhibitions etc.
If there is a community space in an old heritage building, Basketry SA would like a permanent
meeting place and would look after the garden plants.
Use existing buildings for cultural/cafe function. Develop and beautiful as park lands.
Keep the old operating theatre please.
Should be developed for mental health, if developed at all. Do not want to see heritage buildings
overshadowed.
Also consider adaptive reuse of two red brick Canberra style 1920s buildings north and south of
entrance to Fullarton Road.
What is happening to Chapel? Not restored as yet - needs to be a tranquil place of reflection.
Used for community use i.e. educational (WEA) and recreational (yoga).
Used for community use i.e. educational (WEA) and recreational (yoga).
The 'Elms' would be perfect for a medical museum.
Adelaide Central School of Art needs a better gallery.
What about preserving the old mortuary? Such a little and unique structure.
Apartments, dining halls, art gallery, recreation/activity rooms.
Museum facilities, arts, tourist interest, open space.
Community workshops and gardens. Edible landscapes.
Turn the former 'Operating Theatre' into a community workshop for Basketry SA. With shops to
sell baskets and workshop facilities. Google: Basketry SA Inc.
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What new uses could you imagine for any of the five heritage buildings that are to be adapted
for reuse? (The South Australian Film Corporation adaptation is an excellent example of how this
can be done well)
Some could be used for community groups and clubs. Others could provide workshop spaces for
artists and craft workers. A larger one could be converted to an art gallery or perhaps a community
hall.
Why can't these heritage buildings be developed for mental health care? Mental health is the
biggest growth 'industry'. Lets facilitate the cure.
a leisure centre, a public library, offices
Character cafes, restaurants and bars
Restaurant, hotel
None. Urban consolidation requires more open space for more people. Victoria Park is now an
event space and is inaccessible for significant periods of time, with more events planned. For most
of the year Victoria Park is a blight not a park. Now it is proposed to build over the other open
space in the vicinity - Glenside.
I'd love to see this area become a creative hub based on SAFC's success. We have so many creative
professionals in Adelaide, I am one of them, struggling to find good, affordable office space. I tried
to get in to the SAFC space but you need to be in the Film Industry. Why not expand it to include all
creative enterprises!
"Trees under consideration." What does this mean? There is a magnificent gum tree at the
entrance of Glenside from Amber Woods Drive. Save.
Incorporate an oval and a plaza into the design.
Are the heritage buildings going to be maintained and given a credible use?
for tourist
restaurants, exhibition space
As a general rule, buildings should not be heritage listed. All buildings have a 'use by' date after
which there are increased maintenance costs which are usually borne by the taxpayer.
Community use. Public theatre, school program's, conservation offices, art group use eg studios,
public forum spaces
Schools, Child Care centres, cafe, church
Offices, commercial business including the possibility of a gym where the outside is preserved but
inside it is fitted out accordingly. Medical or allied services. Arts and Cultural activities such as a
small gallery space
Museums, Art Galleries, Cafes, Restaurants.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Rush hour vehicle traffic on main roads such as Fullarton and Greenhill Roads are congested.
Shave 15m off the SW corner to improve out traffic at the Glen Osmond/Fullarton Rd intersection
Perhaps another lane but no more. Keep the space open
Fullarton road and Greenhill road are currently 'parking lots' in the am and pm. If this grab for land
goes ahead, this will further complicate the traffic problem that currently exists, as these are
feeder roads for the eastern and southern suburbs. The entry and exit points through the remnant
orchard onto Greenhill Road, Amber Woods Drive and through the tiny local road west of the
current shopping centre, are totally unrealistic. They are local roads only and will not cope with
the proposed numbers of cars that are being dreamed about entering and exiting this new
'Village'!! The transport system is currently ill equipped to cope with the existing demand as it is &
this proposal is going to create traffic mayhem if it goes ahead.
Bottlenecks at Fullarton and Greenhill Roads and Fullarton and Glen Osmond Roads during peak
hours. This will increase and with vehicles entering and exiting the Glenside site. There will be 2
sets of traffic lights in a short length of Fullarton Road fi/when lights are installed at the western
entrance of the Glenside site.
I travel frequently on Greenhill Road, which becomes immovable at peak hour. If the State
government is serious about multi-storey buildings abutting the parklands it is going to have to
think more strategically about moving people. This can either be by developing employment and
quality infrastructure in the suburbs to the north and south and address why, at the dawn of the
technological revolution, people are throwing their smart phones, and their laptops together with
their children into the car, so there is a great wave of moving humanity in the morning and the
evening, or the government can start undergrounding some of its public transport ( copying
Melbourne and Sydney - 2 cities still experiencing the same problems) and wait for someone
smarter somewhere else to come along. If we are forward-looking we will also be providing
important infrastructure and rail to our major country centres.
Fullarton Road, between Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road, is often a bottleneck, especially in
peak hours The rear of the Foodland supermarket is a hodgepodge of narrow streets, broken walls
and inaccessible areas. Is the road at the Eastern boundary between Pineview and Z Ward, to be
left as an entry point to/from Conyngham Street and the new development?
Traffic conditions on Fullarton, Glen Osmond and Greenhill roads are often very heavy and are
already struggling to cope with the current volumes of traffic. Putting housing in Glenside will
make this far worse and negatively affect the amenity of existing residents.
Current traffic volumes are almost at peak for the current road infrastructure and should not be
impacted by a large number of residential occupancies on the site.
if any entry/exit points are to be on the southern boundry, this will cause excessive traffic on the
back streets around glenside and frewville, including main ave, which is already quite busy.
Major road congestion at peak hours.
None to note
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
1. Greenhill and Fullarton Roads both carry very heavy traffic at peak traffic times. This
development will only make it worse. 2. There is only one primary access point marked - for a
development of this size!! 3. The two secondary access points are ill-considered. One into the
two retirement villages with very narrow roads; the second into Flemington Street. 4. The
proposed secondary access points are also hopeless. One into the back of Foodland, which has its
own parking & traffic problems, the other two onto Greenhill and Fullarton Roads. 5. Main
Street (south side of Foodland) is hopeless also - very narrow, with parking allowed!
1. Difficult exits to Greenhill Road, particularly at busy periods and the Clipsal race 3 weeks. 2.
Difficult exit to Gel Osmond road, if travelling north. 3. Further blockage to Frewville streets,
particularly the narrow Main Street. Has there been any discussion with Burnside Council?
Probably not.
Traffic banks up between Greenhill and Glen Osmond Rd. Fullarton Rd is narrow in that area.
All I can say is I avoid the ENTIRE AREA LIKE THE PLAGUE during peak hour. It is BAD! I hope you
understand this. Do not develop more than 175 new dwellings (400 new people) here. Anything
you do to the traffic systems will have a trade-off / negative effect. Please weigh up whether you
want a livable city in Adelaide for future generations or not, the choice is yours and if you screw up
you will be relegated to a very bad part of Adelaide history.
The traffic congestion from the Clipsal effects anyone travelling to or past Glenside. The exit
turning right on to Fullarton rd at peak times from the Glenside site is difficult.
Heavy traffic especially around Fullarton Rd, Glen Osmond road and Parkside school. Buses only go
down Greenhill Rd every 2 hours during day
A bus stop on Fullarton Road at entrance to Glenside Precinct at 226 Fullarton Road would improve
access.
Congestion on Fullarton, Glen Osmond and Greenhill Rds and at their intersections
At the moment none, however if housing is to be developed, this means more cars per household
and more traffic on the road which means the main roads may not be able to handle the excess.
None
none at the moment... its a lovely location. but that could all change with this re-development.
none
Parking and traffic congestion on surrounding roads. In that order
The section of Fullarton Rd between Greenhill and Glen Osmond Rds is quite busy and any
enterance to the Glenside area needs careful lead in and out. Also Conyngham St is quite narrow
for carrying more traffic than exist at present. Also the intersection of Conyngham St and Glen
Osmond Rd get quite busy and further traffic from any housing would cause major problems and a
safety risk. Also more traffic aroung the high school will cause conjestion and a safety risk to
pupils.
I'm constantly stuck in traffic on Fullarton Road and Greenhill Road during peak hours. Developing
the area for residential purposes will further compound an existing traffic problem in the area.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Highly congested traffic, particularly at peak periods. One tiny car accident can cause chaos and
greatly extended commuting times, as I witnessed yesterday. Adding more traffic lights to impede
the flow of traffic will only make it worse. In fact, I can imagine a total gridlock occurring, with no
vehicles able to move at all.
On 21st October 2013 The Premier released the Integrated Transport Land Use Plan (ITLUP) that
identifies an upgrade to the Glen Osmond Road / Fullarton Road intersection as well as bus priority
measures and super stops along the Glen Osmond Road corridor. My client, as the owners of the
Frewville Shopping Centre have recently received advice from DPTI officers that the proposed land
requirement for the widening etc is a strip of land in the order of 10 metres. That means, the
Government proposes that in the future it will acquire a strip of their land (along Glen Osmond
Road) up to 10 metres wide to accommodate their road widening as part of its infrastructure
plans. This will result in the loss of 110 of the 203 car spaces and will have a devastating affect on
the business, making it unviable. Although the Renewal SA announcement for the sale of the
17.1 hectares of land at Glenside refers to developing a master plan, it seems that Renewal SA may
not have been aware of the State Government’s own plans (through DPTI) to widen Glen Osmond
Road by compulsorily acquiring a substantial portion of my client's land. This is a crucial
consideration for the Government in any master planning for the Glenside development. I am
advised - to minimise compensation costs that the South Australian Government may well have to
pay in the future after the widening of Glen Osmond Road makes my client's shopping centre
redundant, it is essential that sufficient land within the 17.1 hectare site, immediately adjacent my
client's land, is “reserved”, or set aside, and not offered up for sale at this time as part of the
Glenside land sale, to accommodate a replacement shopping centre and enable the Glen Osmond
road widening. The portion of land that needs to be held back from the Glenside land sale is a
relatively small portion of the 17.1 hectares. It represents approximately 10% of the overall
landholding. We do not believe that by keeping this parcel of land to one side, and not offering it
as part of the land sale, Renewal SA’s proposal to the market will be any less successful. The offer
to the market will still exceed 15 hectares of land.
We note that in the interim report it incorrectly calls Main Avenue "Main Road" This is a narrow
residential street which is already suffering from the increased traffic due to the upgrade of the
Frewville shopping centre. The access point into Flemington Street from the hospital carpark was
supposed to be for staff only and have a card operated boom gate. This has not happened and is
increasingly used by traffic into and out of the site. Traffic travelling south or west feeds into Main
Avenue. Making this into an access point and the proposed additional access point into Main
Avenue via the Frewville shopping centre will put intolerable stress on this residential street.
There is far too much traffic in the area already, especially in the early mornings and late
afternoons! The crossing between Fullarton and Greenhill and Fullarton and Glen Osmond roads
will need to be completely re-developed in order to ensure a steady and continuous flow of traffic
that is not constantly backed up at the lights!!!
Glen Osmond and Fullarton Roads are congested at the best of times, when you add in a road
accident or truck breakdown or the Clipsal or something like that and travel becomes an absolute
nightmare with everyone crawling along at a snails pace and getting frustrated. I don't know why
you would want to add potentially another 2,000 cars ( 2 per household ) to the area.
There is significant congestion along Fullarton between Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road.
There is also a significant lack of public transportation in the area which would need to be seriously
addressed to accommodate a new residential precinct.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
I can't get onto Fullarton Road from Eastwood in the morning or after 3.30pm If you make an
entrance next to Foodland off Main St the large trucks that bring supplies to Foodland will
experience great difficulties trying to turn in what is a very little road. Vision is restricted and it's
already VERY busy. There will be accidents!! The proposed entrance off Fullarton Road close to the
Glen Osmond intersection will be almost impossible to get out of for most of the day.
Off the main roads, any difficulties are mostly due to occasional roadworks. These are minor
inconveniences. During peak hours, Fullarton and Glen Osmond road experience some congestion,
which makes it far easier to go via Conyngham to Greenhill if you want to travel westwards.
Increasing traffic to the area could also put significant pressure on Main Rd, between Glen Osmond
and Conyngham, which often has cars parked on both sides of the road.
They need to build a Fullarton Road underpass under Britannia roundabout! I've lived in the east
all my life and have driven for over 20 years and never seen any improvement in traffic, in fact it is
worse. A high density slum in Glenside will just aggravate the traffic situation. The second
roundabout is a cheap distraction that has not done anything to improve traffic flow.
integrate as part of bike network.
Amber Woods Drive which has access to the Glenside grounds from Connyngham Street is very
congested particularly since Beach Energy has expanded there site. There should not be any more
traffic allowed through this entry point or other entries off Conyngham Street.
Congestion especially at peak hour along Fullarton Rd between Greenhill & Glen Osmond Rds
Crossing Fullarton and Greenhill Roads on foot or on a bike
Main Avenue is frequently blocked, and could not cope with extra traffic without rearrangement.
Glen Osmond road has heavy traffic already.
Traffic issues at Fullerton and Glen Osmond going out in peak hour
Turning right from Fullarton Road into Glen Osmond Road. Traffic delays on Glen Osmond Road.
None. This is a part of town that works well. However, new traffic lights will be required to
provide for smooth exit and access to a largely residential development on the site. Not a problem
or great cost to do this.
Greenhill Road from Fullarton Rd through to Portrush is difficult to get on and off of and turn right
onto or off of most of the time (including weekends). Traffic queues are often large on Greenhill Rd
heading west at the Fullarton Rd lights. Limited public transport options. Parallel slip roads to
offices on Fullarton Rd are okay in themselves but a little difficult to access. Pedestrian Bike
crossing of Fullarton Rd to the parklands is difficult other than at Grant Ave or Greenhill Rd (for
pedestrians only, poor for bikes at Greenhill also). Clipsal500 set-up chokes completely, should
consider opening of the old road through to corner of South and East Tce during Clipsal set up
periods only. Access in and out of Frewville shopping centre difficult in terms of gaps in traffic and
sight lines
bus service need more and different routes going down fullarton road to north along greenhill
road to the city. need lights at the sa film corp entrance.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
fullarton road, has one of the worst footpaths in the state, both sides of fullarton road between
greenhill road and glen osmond are not disability friendly. both intersections are not safe for
mobility scooters or the frail. the footpaths around byhurst ave are also not disability friendly
infact most of fullarton, parside, burnside, and eastwood do not have disability friendly streets. I
am hopeing this new development will be.
Limitations of Fullarton Rd as it is too congested. Glenside is ok for traffic currently, but putting
1000 new homes in will be a disgrace. Limit it to 400-500 homes, make them quality and everyone
will be happy.
I live in Glenside. Very poor cycling infrastructure. Poor public transport in to the city. These will
both need to be addressed with the increased population burden being placed on the area by this
development.
I like that overall it is a pedestrian fiendly area, however there is a lack of crossing faciliites along
Greenhill rd. Could build an over walk. Bus service down Greenhill Road is excellent to get into
town - must keep this.
At present, there are few transport difficulties. There is opportunity for current residents to walk
around the open spaces comfortably. Some days , when there are meetings and /or gatherings at
the Film hub, there is much parking required. However if hundreds of dwellings were built there
would be much undesirable congestion .
Conyngham St is congested at all school hours and is to be avoided completely. Driving on Amber
Woods drive has become congested owing to Beach Energy. During Clipsal the traffic was at a
stand still on Greenhill Rd. Every evening there is complete congestion on Fullarton Road between
Greenhill and Glen Osmond Rd.
It is already very difficult/un-safe to get out on to Conyngham Street in the mornings - and that is
just for the few Amber Woods residents (not many exit from Victoria Grove). Cars parked on
Conyngham St on business days obstruct the view. If Amber Woods Drive was to become busier
then the exit to /Conyngham St would need to be reviewed. Additionally, to turn right from
conyngham into Greenhill Road - the lights take significant time to change. If there was additional
traffic (even now) this would need to be reviewed.
Fullarton road can be congested at peak hour but not a big issue compared to the road adjacent
Victoria Park
Traffic jams on Fullerton road going south in the late afternoons
As long as there is ample bus stops available. That should be fine. Also clearly marked roadways to
enter and exit. No of these no through road areas
Fullerton Road is VERY CONGESTED during peak hour, not enough pedestrian crossings on
Fullerton Road. The issue of Rubbish collection and the amount of rubbish trucks that would have
to use Fullerton Road has to be STUDIED CAREFULLY and alternative rubbish disposal systems must
be studied. NO CAR PARKS should take up the space. Underground garages and CAR SHARE should
be integral to the project.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Narrow bike lanes, poor connections, transformer in middle of path near SA Health Congestion on
Main Ave (should have parking restricted to one side only) Busy periods of cars entering and
exiting from Fullarton Rd/ Flemington Street. We commute through Glenside to the city daily as it
is a beautiful site/has no traffic lights. Generally good, but has a few safety issues as described
above.
Don't live here so can't offer. The ability to have an electric scooter or similar and walking track
from a Glenside depot to a city depot, park and walk the last stretch might be an idea. If as part of
the Obhan extension a safe way for bike, scooter travellers to get to city and park would be worth
considering to stop cars. A tram would be great but probably in future adelaide renewal plans. I
think you will need to consider more exit points.
the traffic in this area is bad enough now. If we have up to 1000 extra places of residence it will be
irreversibly worse. THINK AHEAD for a change and don't just keep seeing the dollar signs.
Green hill road is a planning disaster especially at the por trust road green hill road intersection
which causes traffic issues at least 3 times a day back to Fullerton road. ( mornings, school pick up
time and after work peak hour)..
The Foodland shopping centre is very popular already and access in and out is traumatic at times,
especially off Glen Osmond Rd at peak hour. Better access at the northern/northeastern end is
essential. No further access through the deadend street next to Foodland shopping centre.
Fullarton Road, Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road are all heavily congested most days, and
the traffic is constant through out the days. The area has many schools where parents drop off
and pick up their children through out the year. These road users will not take the bus, walk or ride
their bikes to drop off their children. Any development of this area, will increase traffic, posing
risks to all residents and those who need to travel through this part of the city. It will be a worse
nightmare.
On Fullarton road opposite the Arkaba shopping centre there is a problem of people trying to turn
right before the Glen Osmond road turn off, causing traffic to build up there. There is sometimes a
problem getting ion the right lane to turn from Fullarton into Greenhill Rd. 1000 extra cars coming
and going would have a huge impact whatever plan is followed.
Just the usual, try moving along Greenhill Road at peak hour and don't mention the car race! More
housing, more cars will mean it only gets worse. It will be a better man than you are who can
convince Aussies to give up their cars.
Main avenue has significantly increased in popularity with the expanded Frewville shopping centre.
I believe the exit to Glen Osmond Road may need some remodelling. Parking on Main avenue - to
be one sided may also help traffic flow the turn right onto Glen Osmond from Fullarton road
heading north may need dedicated turn right arrows
None for me
None - I am a cyclist
The exit from Amber Woods Drive is already difficult to negotiate because of the cars parked along
Conyngham Street - what will it be like when hundreds of new cars are trying to exit? Currently an
right turn arrow is needed at the intersection of Fullarton and Glen Osmond Roads heading north.
This would ease a little of the congestion at peak hour.
huh?
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
I think traffic congestion is going to be a big problem with such a large scale residential
development. particularly Fullarton Road, Glen Osmond Road and Greenhill Road.
Well the traffic lights at the corner of Glen Osmond Rd and Fullarton Rd need to be sorted, I have
already written to the government to get right had turn arrows with the lights on Fullarton Rd into
Glen Osmond Rd but nothing was ever changed. To turn into GO Rd to go up to the hills you could
wait for 3 changes of lights. I avoid the lights at this intersection at all times.
The government of the day must pay more attention to the needs of the residents already here.
There are long periods of ‘gridlock’ on Fullarton, Glen Osmond and Greenhill Roads – so there must
be NO MORE infill housing. It is unsound thinking to increase population of city fringe.
Continuous North/South bus on Fullarton Road for access to Bunnings, Arkaba (doctor) Highgate
(dentist), Cross Roads. Right Turn arrow essential NOW
Ensure adequate parking to any commercial property.
While visiting friends at Amber Woods Estate we were shocked at traffic nearly blindsighting us as
it left the Glenside complex via Amber Woods.This was very dangerous and upsetting. I can see the
dangers of congested traffic causing accidents or worse. The intersections of Fullarton/Glen
Osmond Roads are already very long and dangerous. More traffic will obviously add to stress and
danger. With the number of elderly people also living in the area currently, this is a recipe for an
accident to occur.
Glen Osmond Road has very heavy traffic in peaks times; Conyngham Street is now a major cut
through
I have experienced massive transport difficulties around Glenside. I live just very close to the
intersection of Fullarton and Glen Osmond Rd and any of the routes I have tried to use to get to
the city during peak hour have been extremely slow moving and frustrating. All roads in the area
are constantly busy outside of peak hour too. The negative impact that a mass housing estate
would have on the traffic/infrastructure is hard to comprehend and if I had know in advance that a
mass housing estate was being planned for the area I would have seriously considered buying a
house in a different location.
All streets proposed for secondary access are already small/not suitable for heavy transport use.
There is not enough public transport as it is now, let alone for 1000 more houses.
Fullaton Road and Grenhill Road are major roads with high traffic volumes. It is difficult to cross
and the sense of place is damaged by the road corridor and lank of crossing points for pedestrians.
All streets should be designed for bicycles and pedestrians. Adequate offstreet parking should be
provided to reduce the pressure on street making more space avaliable for pedestrians and cyclists
and more on street activity.
Glen Osmond, Fullarton and Greenhill Roads are currently not coping. Refer to my previous
comments.
Traffic is already an issue in the area. adding any additonal cars will make it a traffic nightmare
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
I live at Victoria Grove Village and in the two years I have been there the traffic on Amber Woods
Drive and Coningham Street has increased in volume and speed. Also the sight lines from Amber
Woods Drive into Coningham Street are poor because of the number of parked cars there since the
new building on the corner. Also on entering Cator Street off Coningham Street cars are parked too
close to the corner. The traffic on Amber Woods Drive now travels a bit too fast since the inception
of the Film Studios and the Art Complex. Many of the retirement villages' residents walk in the
peaceful area around here and it is now quite dangerous at times.
bus that take forever and take you to north terrace
Traffic problems loom large; even larger now that the scale of the residential development appears
to be bigger than envisaged in earlier discussions. A new lights-controlled entry and exit to
Greenhill Road has been proposed, but it could create significant problems. The existing Amber
Woods Drive was considered too narrow to be part of the solution. A related problem relates to
parking, as many residents commonly require space for two cars.
Any parking should be underground and a car-share system encouraged amongst residents.
Provide parallel roads leading into the 'Estate' from Conyngham, Hemington and Fullarton Roads,
to remove built up pressure of queuing traffic on the outer ring roads. Underground car parks
everywhere possible - 2 car residential limit. Wide roads throughout to provide short term
parking for visitors, trades people etc.
Traffic congestion is already unmanageable with Glen Osmond Road impossibly noisy, fast and
dangerous. Fullarton Road is fast becoming similar. At work time and home time periods, both
roads are already over-used and cannot sustain any further access or egress to traffic lights.
Furthermore, minor roads like Main Road are already hazardous to negotiate.
Fullarton from Greenhill Road to Glen Osmond Road and right turn into Glen Osmond Road.
Intersections onto Greenhill Road north of Glenside as far as Conyngham Road.
Fullarton, Greenhill, Glen Osmond, Conyngham and Main Road - issues.
Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Glen Osmond Road - issues.
Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Glen Osmond Road - issues.
Long waiting periods (arterial roads) during peak hours. Heavy congestion at most intersections.
Secondary access point east of Frewville shopping centre an issue.
Concerned about access (Amber Woods Drive from Glenside through Conyngham St). Already too
much traffic in area. Particularly along Conyngham Street.
Exit only possible from secondary access point at Victoria Grove, but will clash with exit from Gate
1 Victoria Grove and with left turning traffic - so ideally not at all! Primary access point Fullarton
Road and intersection Greenhill/Conyngham.
Fullarton Road from Kensington to Greenhill Road is an issue
Glen Osmond and Fullarton Roads.
Bottleneck at Fullarton/Glen Osmond Road and Fullarton/Greenhill Road intersections. Putting
medium/high density in this area is stupidity in the extreme. Roads are too congested
(intersection of Glen Osmond, Young, Main and Kenilworth).
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Heavy congestion most hours of the day. Impossible during peak hours. Fullarton Road, Greenhill
Road and Glen Osmond Road issues. Five key intersections in area are issues.
Secondary access point (on northern boundary) is not a viable access point. Left turn out and in
only (secondary access point) Traffic lights (main access point from Fullarton Road) Left in and out
only (proposed secondary access point Fullarton Road) Cycling access for communities to avoid
Greenhill Road.
Permanently close gate (Amber Woods Drive) that leads out to Conyngham St
The gate into Glenside Hospital from Amber Woods Drive has to be locked (no access). Can't get
into Conyngham Street because of traffic as it is.
No access via Amber Woods Estate - with additional Beach Petroleum traffic in area and narrow
street - would be hazardous to families and community. This entire area is heavily congested most
days and most times (Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Glen Osmond Road).
The gate onto Amber Woods Drive needs to be locked and used only for pedestrians to get to
Conyngham St.
Too much traffic Main Avenue. Amber Woods Road - already open access - will this be closed?
Protect access i.e. lock gate (Amber Woods Drive)
Beach Energy parking the length of Conyngham Street
Feed into Main Avenue
Main Avenue is already a very tight, congested street. Main Avenue from Glen Osmond Road
through Glenunga International High School.
No right turn from Greenhill Road into Gate 2 Victoria Grove. Junction of Greenhill Road and
Victoria Grove.
Flemington St and Main Road access and through traffic.
Secondary access point behind Victoria Grove conflicts with privately owned land and existing road
outlet to Conyngham Street. Seems totally impractical and undermines any confidence you are
wanting to instil into the public. Think you had better go back to the drawing board.
Fullarton signals won't work. Shouldn't have access to Pineview or the secondary access to the
south. How will access to shopping centre work? Glen Osmond/Conyngham St signals - lot of
delay. Keep the trees. Where will rubbish trucks go?
Fullarton Road signals won't work. Shouldn't have access into Pineview or the secondary access to
the south. How will access to the shopping centre work? Glen Osmond/Conyngham St signals lots of delay. Keep the trees Where will rubbish trucks go?
Traffic on main roads for six weeks in February and March is already unworkable because of stupid
car race - extra traffic and access points will only exacerbate this. Access point beside shopping
centre is unworkable because of small size of street. Concern about considerable traffic past SA
Health facility. Access behind Pineview Village is too narrow to be expected to carry much traffic.
Access points onto Fullarton and Greenhill will exacerbate current traffic problems. Traffic on
main roads is already extremely busy (i.e Greenhill, Fullarton and Glen Osmond)
Fullarton Road is used by heavy transport. How will this affect this?
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Access to enter and exit from the proposed site will be extremely difficult with additional traffic.
Already it is extremely hard to drive down Amber Woods Drive and almost impossible to turn right
onto Conyngham Street - even turning left Monday to Friday is hazardous. It would be imperative
to close access from this site to Amber Woods, as far too much traffic already. Development is
going to cause major congestion to areas and access that has been proposed is not sufficient at all.
Are lights being proposed?
The corner of Fullarton Rd and Glen Osmond is problematic now so a small area could be shaved
off the eastern quadrant to affect more efficient traffic flow out of the city. Currently, traffic is bad
with the shopping facilities already present.
Fullarton Road & Greenhill are both a slow crawl with frequent queuing, around peak hour
Monday to Friday
Access to the major arterials (Fullarton, Glen Osmond & Greenhill) could be problematic at peak
hour times. Residential streets such as Main Avenue are already congested - additonal traffic
load could make street parking on both sides unfeasible.
While the area is surrounded by arterial roads, it has existing traffic lights to assist access. Unlike
some reports, I do not expect that Conyngham Street south will be greatly impacted (Glenunga
High School). Residents are likely to have low car ownership levels and if using vehicles will access
and egress the site via primary access point (which would need traffic lights unfortunately but they
could be synchronized with those on Greenhill and Glen Osmond).
N/A
At the moment we don't experience significant transport difficulties as we avoid peak hour
traffic.However,this could be a major issue if there is a significant change of use ie permanent
residents.I can only imagine the problems of access and egress if too many houses are constructed
in thé area! We walk and use public transport to avoid some of the problems that are already
evident in the area.Unless public transport is improved ,things will only get worse . Maybe a "Park
and Ride" depot could be considered.
Crossing Greenhill Road from Eastwood into racecourse is impossible and dangerous for kids. Build
a bridge!
Your current plan for traffic won't work. You need to rethink whole plan.
To have a main exit onto Fullarton Road is absolute folly!
We have too many traffic lights in Adelaide now. This will create new dead spots not needed in the
area.
No turning lane on Greenhill Road.
Noting the green arrow on the east should be Amber Woods Drive. It is not wide enough now!
Too many big trucks on Glen Osmond Road. Not enough public transport.
Beach Energy are planning an entry/exit point on Amber Wood Drive. That is a bad move for local
estate traffic. More traffic along there will be a nightmare.
Traffic control at entrance points.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
The walking trail at the western side of the site is an important part of the walking trail to the city.
It must be kept and enhanced.
Exit to Greenhill Road and Main Street will cause traffic problems on already busy roads.
Existing side streets - extreme safety concerns. Especially with cars parked as roads too narrow.
Walking/bike routes way from rushing, cars, noise etc.
Public transport is already an issue with the 147 route currently inadequate. Then there is the
current congestion on Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Glen Osmond Road. The development
will create chaos.
Greenhill and Fullarton Roads are now choked with traffic. Difficult to imagine how to manage
added vehicles.
Great site next to city. Prioritise walking and cycling. Reduce parking requirements. Forget about
traffic, drivers can wait.
Traffic density on Greenhill Road is bad now! What upgrades are proposed? When Clipsal is on
traffic is chaos in this area. What is planned for this time?
Some underground parking necessary to accommodate vehicles.
Bike paths essential for safe transit to Parklands and the CBD. Avoids dangerous roads and
intersections.
Bike path essential for safe transit to Park Lands and the CBD. Avoids dangerous roads and
intersections.
Currently use of backroads in Glenunga is chronic. With people trying to avoid the arterials. This
plan will make it worse.
The proposed road through old orchard a mistake. Greenhill Road too busy.
Ask the Department of Transport head to travel along Fullarton Road in peak hour. Then make an
informed comment.
Ask the Transport Department head to travel along Fullarton road at peak hour. Then make an
informed comment.
Traffic management. The proposed secondary access point at the Frewville shopping centre will
lead traffic into Main Avenue, which already has significant traffic issues.
High density housing will increase current traffic congestion.
Access next to shopping centre will make the chaos of Main Road and the shopping centre worse.
Traffic! Even a one bedroom unit has two cars. So 2000 cars on this site or more?
Limited timetable for buses travelling along Greenhill Road.
Traffic on Glen Osmond Road is congested between 4:45pm and 5:45pm.
More pubic transport for the area is required.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Current vehicle numbers are travelling from areas nowhere near Glenside. Live in Glenside? Walk
to the CBD.
There seems to be an assumption people will go out without cars. If they don't there needs to be
consideration for ample off street parking.
I am fortunate enough now not to have to use the Fullarton Road part of your map during business
hours. When I did it was very 'trying'. I can only guess how bad it is now. More entrance and exit
movements in the area in the future if considered would give me horrors.
Greenhill Road creeps along. Now this flanks one of the busiest intersections in Adelaide.
Living in Elizabeth Street, it is often very busy on Fullarton Road. Difficult to get in and out of our
street. As a pedestrian it is difficult to cross Fullarton Road.
Current bus services are hopeless.
Simply getting out of my driveway onto Conyngham is very dangerous. Parking lines mean that the
line of sight is seriously compromised all the way from Greenhill Road to Windsor on Conyngham.
With the expected high number of houses, what planning has gone into the traffic along Fullarton
Road at times other than Clipsal (which is horrendous enough).
Increased traffic in Amber Wood Drive. Already congested with Beech P cars.
This wasn't photographed at 7:45am to 8:45am, nor 4:45pm to 6:30pm.
When the hospital site went through community consultation, the access point into Flemington
Road was to be a boom gate restricted to staff (card entry).
Bike traffic already uses Amber Wood Drive and Glenside to access the city, and avoid Greenhill
Road. Ensure that a cycling path is part of plan.
The fact of the matter is that people drive cars. Adelaide is large and sprawling and not everyone
goes to the CBD.
Minimal public transport and not enough bike lanes.
Allow for good cycling/pedestrian shared paths. I cycle to the city through Glenside daily.
Require at least two extra entry points to avoid traffic congestion. Greenhill Road entry and
another via Fullarton Road.
Make sure traffic is diverted to and from Conyngham Street.
No access to buying metro cards. Only top ups.
Getting anywhere on Greenhill Road and Fullarton Road is already problematic, especially now
with changes for Clipsal and Fringe. Parked cars effectively remove a lane. This won't help.
Gate from Amber Wood Drive into Glenside must stay open.
Major congestion now. Do not increase traffic.
Wide roads to reduce traffic congestion.
Need off street parking. Not everyone works in the CBD or will have less than two cars.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Even cycling tracks will be congested.
Synchronise traffic lights on arterial roads.
Tram down Glen Osmond Road.
Poorly controlled access from existing estates.
Road widening of Glen Osmond Road and Fullarton Road part of the planning.
Secondary access point through Pinewood Village (a retirement village) is unacceptable. Amber
Wood Drive also has egress issues due to poor visibility and volume of traffic.
Need access road behind Amber Wood town houses.
Building 1000 houses will create too much traffic.
Access and exit, narrow roads, speed limits.
Underground car park.
Need to ensure more entry access points to the site.
Glenside is a useful cycle route to city, avoiding busy roads. Need to improve crossing of Fullarton
Road. Retain/expand cycle paths and facilitates.
Southern entrance behind Foodland not practical.
Access to site from Conyngham St should not happen - road already too narrow.
In the past 30 years for me (and 58 for my wife) living in Glenside, we have experienced incredible
growth in traffic on our street (Conyngham). The childcare centre, GIHS, Beach Energy and
Alzheimers are major hot spots.
Local main roads already congested during rush hour. Development/housing will hasten gridlock
Rear entrance into Frewville would become a way to avoid congestion on Fullarton Road.
Disastrous for Frewville!
Will the southern boundary wall allow access to Chessington Avenue? Along side the Fullarton
Shopping Centre?
Putting traffic lights at the main entrance on Fullarton Road is too close to Greenhill Road lights.
Keep rear access to the homes along Cedar Crescent.
How will the redirection of traffic affect residents who use either Greenhill Road or Glen Osmond
Road?
Keep green and foot/cycle path along Fullarton Road.
Boom gate not being closed at Flemington Street. Leading more traffic to Main Avenue.
Fullarton/Glen Osmond intersection to Greenhill Road takes 20 minutes in peak hour as it is. This is
already an issue and any extra cars would cause huge travel times.
Roads need to be widened and upgraded before any development starts.
Current shopping parking and business parking tremendously undersized and safety concerns.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Increased volume of traffic on Amber Wood Drive! The street will not cope, too narrow.
800 residents = 800 more cars. Traffic plan is flawed. Should be revisited before determining
ultimate use of space. Developers are greedy and will apply pressure.
If anything, the traffic complaints justify a widening of the arterials, not a deterrent to
development.
I live in Eastwood and there are often problems getting onto Fullarton Road. It will be impossible
with this much development!
There is so much traffic congestion in this area already. The proposed access points are near major
intersections. Already small narrow streets cannot hold more traffic.
Main Avenue is already too busy (plus speeding cars an issue) - needs consideration for access.
40km p/h speed limit - whole area.
See 264 Thomas Freeman 1839
No footpaths on some roads. Amber Woods Drive gate never closed.
Fullarton Road is a 'parking lot' now. Issues of traffic cutting through Eastwood and public safety.
The proposal appears to impose a very high population density, with minimal traffic management
dealt in.
Two access points onto Fullarton Road, no good.
Back access to Amber Woods Estate is essential for repairs, building, fence repairs etc.
Any egress from the proposed development to Conyngham Street is just plain dumb. With a parent
in Pineview, I know of numerous near misses and at least one death in recent years as traffic
increased.
147 bus doesn't cope now - Dulwich Avenue.
Glen Osmond Road - can't turn right into Fullarton Road/Conyngham Street (travelling north along
Glen Osmond Road).
Traffic on Fullarton rd is horrendous around 4.30-6.30pm weeknights. That's with limited traffic
coming out of Glenside. Greenhill is just as bad west of Fullarton during the same time. Putting in
secondary access points on Fullarton rd won't do anything.
Greenhill Road exit will need a lot of work to stop it shutting down in peak traffic flow.
Proposed primary access points onto Fullarton Road must have traffic lights.
Inadequate road access already for Amber Woods.
Already major congestion in the whole area - Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road and Portrush Road.
Concerned about Amber Wood Drive becoming a major access road.
Strategy will have to be found to increase ability to travel to the north. Suggest consider exit to
Greenhill Road or Conyngham Street.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
FULLARTON ROAD IS ALREADY A NIGHTMARE IN THE MORNING 8-9AM) & AFTERNOON 4.306.00PM) HOW CAN THIS ACCOMODATE ANOTHER 100 homes (possibly another 1500 cars)
None. But any more traffic on Conyngham Street should be avoided. More traffic lights on
Greenhill Road will have significant impact back at The Fullarton Road/ Greenhill Road intersection.
fullarton road heading south a peak hour can be slow, esp around the glen Osmond intersection.
Traffic problems are a joke now! What will 1000 extra homes do?
If housing goes ahead (as my cynical natures tells me it will!), local transport options (bus routes
etc) need to be anticipated now.
Exit onto Conyngham, bollard, one exit, sign.
Traffic control - entry/exit etc.
Increased parking in narrow streets in the area.
Traffic is a nightmare now. Nothing will be done to improve it.
The traffic congestion is impossible currently - additional traffic will overload the current poorly
planned road network - there is no priority for this area ti improve in particular Glen Osmond Road
and Fullarton Road as key routes in and around the city. Additional signals on these roads for
these access points will further congest in peak hours and around peak hours. Buses suffer
massive delays as a consequence and associated with increased buses/traffic to/from Mount
Barker will cause massive delays and congestion in the very near future (drive the roads now and
you will see what is going on - what is the response to this?) Will the government take on a
massive injection of funds for better transport infrastructure - should levies be applied to each
dwelling to pay for this infrastructure as occurs in other development areas? I do like the one page
background paper which basically gives no information on what should occur even from 2009 - this
should be released for public review along with new modelling for robust debate as occurs in other
growth areas.
There are no difficulties regarding transport, they are excellent, but roads and traffic volume and
access are major issues around this precinct. Amber Wood Road is already clogged due to recent
expansions with Beach Petroleum and Conyingham Street parking up during the week. Plus the
new petrol station "On the Run" which has created further issues regarding traffic and parking.
This is then compounded by the close density of two large retirement villages and the Amber
Wood Estate which has major parking issues.
Get your map signage correct.
Massive traffic problem along Amber Wood Drive.
Concerned about traffic along Conyngham Street. Feel the area will become more congested than
it already is.
traffic congestion on Greenhill, Fullarton and Glen Osmond Roads.
The traffic congestion and parking issues from Beach Energy's 250 workforce (I know an
employee) are very bad now. What will 1000 extra households do to traffic?
just normal peak hours traffic - usually ok for me out of those hours
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
as i shop regularly at Frewville getting in and out of the carpark is already difficult from either Glen
Osmond Road or the Main Street entrance, especially if delivery trucks are entering or leaving.
There is often a queue to get out on to Glen Osmond Road from Main Street with people turning
right towards the city. Many times cars cut through the fish and chip business to turn left up Glen
Osmond Road. Turning in to Glenside property is also limited by the length of the turn right lane,
heading north on Fullarton Road. When turning left to enter Glenside, the traffic behind you has
gained speed after leaving Greenhill Road and is held up, particularly as most of that traffic is
about to turn left on Glen Osmond and go out to the freeway.
No cars! Use a community care share instead.
Eastwood street - narrow, a lot of traffic, kindergarten, older people and animals.
Main Avenue Frewville, is too narrow for the current volume of traffic it takes. Any increase in
traffic on that road would be very problematic. Conyngham Street is also very busy in the
morning peaks and access from the development ought not cause people to use that rather than
direct access to Greenhill and Fullarton Roads.
Connyngham Street is chock-a-block with parked cars on either side making it impossible for
residents to have their bins emptied.
All roads around Frewville and Victoria Grove are too narrow for two way traffic.
Traffic problems need addressing. Already close to capacity on Fullarton and Glen Osmond Roads
(from a resident!).
Main Street (Frewville) is already a traffic problem and Burnside Council seem unable to address
this issue.
The parking in Conynham street is capacity due to new businesses in the street. No parking would
be available and the traffic on Fullarton, and Greenhill Rds is extremely heavy on weekdays.Also
Glen Osmond Road and Conynham are almost gridlocked on weekdays.
Gridlock traffic congestion in peak times, and school terms
What amount of traffic uses Fullarton Road, Greenhill Road, Glen Osmond Road. How will this
impact residents?
Currently some residents from Pine Grove have to do a u-turn in front of Ascot Avenue, as they
cannot turn into Greenhill Road. Already hazardous.
Consideration must be given to the existing traffic congestion on Fullartion Road and Greenhill
Road.
This area is a public transport dead spot. Services do not run regularly enough. A sealed bike path
that is separate to the road would help people to commute to the city. Traffic in this area is
especially bad during Clipsal when roads are closed, increased population would further increase
the congestion on the road
None - but an influx of thousands of residents could certainly create some.
No access next to shopping centre.
No access from side road by shopping centre.
Current roads overloaded. Major safety concerns.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Main Avenue can't take much more traffic.
Amber Woods Drive is not a suitable access road into the proposed site/development. It should
not be used as such.
Access via Conyngham is already congested with narrow roads to Amber Woods. Secondary access
to Greenhill Road will create massive traffic/pedestrian difficulties for Victoria Grove residents,
who already have to wait endlessly to access/egress the site.
147 bus line does not cope. I have lived in Dulwich for 43 years. With extra housing on Glenside
you/the government will have to extend the 147 service. Wake up you fools and stop this
development.
Traffic concerns for Fullarton Road.
More frequent public transport and quality of service.
What impact will the new development have on streets like Flemington St and Conyngham St?
Fullarton Road - no parking Greenhill Road - no parking Save the oval!
Congestion will be ridiculous. Glad I don't live here.
Greenhill Road can get pretty congested. Not enough parking.
Movement along Fullarton Road in either direction at peak hour (7-10am and 4-7pm) is impossible
now. What will new development do to this congestion.
Even though the number of cars exiting from the precinct is quite small compared to the 1,000 or
more that can be expected as a result of the proposed housing development, there are
nonetheless long waiting times to safely exit onto Fullarton Rd at certain times of the day. I can
foresee that residents and staff of the current institutions on the site will face quite major
difficulties in moving to and from Fullarton Rd unless some comprehensive transport plan is put in
place that can overcome this problem.
Exits on the south should be limited to pedestrian only. The narrow streets of Frewville cannot
cope with increased traffic.
Turn in lane to main entrance
When entering Conyham from Cator Street your vision is block by car parked on the side of
Conyham Street Someone will be killed soon if the carparks are not reduced to enable you to see
car coming from the right and left side when turning right on Conyham Street. Cator Street is
narrow and busy caused by the extension of the Burnside Shopping Centre If you have exit via
Frewville the will make traffic on Conyham Street busier
Adequate parking. 1000 houses?
None, ever.
Turning into Fullarton Road from Eastwood is hard enough now. More traffic will be impossible.
Greenhill Road is often at a standstill with traffic. Cars backed up Deveraux Road. No space for all
of the extra vehicles.
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Describe any transport difficulties you've experienced around Glenside. (You can use the map
below for reference in your description)
Main street is used as a thoroughfare from Fullarton Road to Glen Osmond Road and vice versa.
Stop this! Difficulties parking at Foodland already.
if you want to reach to fullarton road ,that is a nightmare , even now . it is unbelievable if build
now apartment again
turning right from fullarton road (heading north) onto glen osmond road takes a long time.
Being open space, there is an opportunity to put in a tram line from the Glenelg tram line to this
proposed Glenside development running along Greenhill Road. A tram line would reduce the
impact on car volumes on these busy inner city roads. If the area bounded by Fullarton Road,
Kensington Road, Portrush Road and Greenhill Road was rezoned to allow medium density up to 3
stories high, the tram line could be extended to support this urban infill. A possible route for such
a tram loop would be Greenhill Road (from King William Road), Stuart Road, Swaine Avenue,
Prescott Terrace and Kensington Road (or The Parage instead of Kensington Road). This tram track
could be a loop requiring only a single track to be laid.
Far too much parking congestion, roads so congested very difficult to see oncoming traffic flow.
Unable for many residents to park outside own home.
Exiting on to Fullarton Road on road from Film Corporation . Exiting from Amberwoods drive onto
Conyingham St. both will be many times worse with extra development proposed. Greenhill rd is
very busy with traffic at high speed
Fullarton and Green hill roads are already extremely busy and increase over March when the
clipsal 500 is on. Cyclists and walkers have to take extreme care. Both noise and volume are high.
Drivers attempt to take short cuts through Eastwood and backstreets off Conningham plus through
the Air apartment buildings. The increase of people on mopeds etc needs to be considered in the
planning to allow them safe access.
Access to and from Fullarton Road and Conyngham Street is already difficult. Why turn it into a
nightmare? Parking on the two aforementioned roads is already a problem. Why make it
impossible?
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
Fruit trees as street trees. Mulberry trees pear and apple trees. Recycled water and storm water
sumps to recharge aquifers.
Walking trails through the area and as much open space as possible The oval preservation is
critical but it needs to be made bigger to cater for sport, recreation and so on to community
groups and schools in the area who are desperate for playing space
All of the above....why not introduce all these concepts into housing on other sites the gov could
purchase on Port Road, anywhere in the western southern & northern suburbs.....why only use
these concept ideas on this site....it is a joke.
recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails
important to have on site provisions for walkers and cyclist. All of the above list to create
sustainable housing.
All of the above.
All of this - natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails And an oval for various sporting
clubs or even model aircraft clubs
All the above examples but please note that the whole of Glenside should be kept as open space
and no housing or commercial buildings should be built.
Negated by the views expressed above
cycling infrastructure
Open space should be well Integrated with remaining heritage places and trees. All buildings
should be built to high levels of sustainability and environmental efficiency.
Trees, trees, natural vegetation, water features, lawn areas
All the above.
Two parks with lawns and seats. Possible playing field.
NO DEVELOPMENT
Half of the suggested responses are part of construction law! This is condescending in the extreme!
5.2 hectares WILL NOT BE ENOUGH. Increase this provision to 10 hectares with 7.5 permeable
ground. Regarding transport options and open space ideas please see response to Q1.
All the things mentioned above. Designs that look far into the future. Use the expertise of garden
designers, architects and artists to make this a development of excellence, not a short term
solution driven by budget contraints. Respect the people who will be living in these spaces not
those who are building them.
In order for the surrounding areas to promote sustainable living this area should remain open
space, Unley only has 2.4 percent open space
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
I have already addressed many of the items and made similar suggestions in a previous question. It
is a wonderful opportunity to make the building as energy efficient as is possible. Water capture
and recycling of water and water storage, potentially below ground or incorporated within the
design of the buildings. Also community access gardens and allotments and also a childrens'
garden. Public art and artists being involved in the design of the public spaces in consultation with
the architects, landscape designers etc. Suggest the project has a % of build committed for art
projects as occurs and has done in in WA for over 20 years.
All the examples you give above are excellent and we support these 100% Preferably Australian
high quality sustainable design including Eco-ratings Retention of trees and maximise landscaping
for natural cooling, wildlife habitat and improved air quality
Waterwise gardens and walking trails
More trees, fewer buildings on this site.
this is getting a bit ridiculous.
as above including bike paths
Native greenery and all of the above.
All of the examples stated. Plus full consideration to vehicle traffic, re- safety to residents and park
users. i.e. traffic and pedestrian movement. Exhust fumes. Bike lanes need to consider walkers
not just riders.
Solar panels, LED lighting throughout, retain existing trees whether considered 'significant' or not.
Trees provide habitat for local wildlife
th ekey for this is information that demyths the need for every house to have 1 car space, or most
houses to have 2. See that harrison market research done on SA apartment dwellers a few years
back. car pool and car share schemes need to be part of the mix as well as programs for fun bike
things building of the rumoured stuart ogrady move into the old Vic Park grandstand
None. I do not believe the development should proceed.
all of the above
What does the general public know about these issues. It is obvious that the project must include
the latex developments in sustainability!
All the suggestions in the example given, plus backyards big enough for the new buildings to allow
the tenants to grow their own vegetables, collect their own storm water, have a BBQ and provide
their children and pets with safe spaces to play in.
The housing design will need to give close consideration to both use of recycled materials and
materials that provide/ assist with long term energy efficiency for running dwellings. This would
include double glazing and potentially solar. Water management would be essential Provision
of wide walkways for access to pedestrians and cyclists
Storm water reuse Rain water collection and use on gardens Solar panels on all housing
especially if rented Both walking and cycling tracks, not necessarily shared as cyclists don't always
let you know that they are coming. I've been in danger of being knocked over on a number of
occasions Not too much concrete as this generates heat Lots of vegetation well maintained
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
Everything you can think of.
The cheapest will be employed as usual. I'm all for stormwater reuse and walking paths.
best practice SA standards would be sufficient
Buildings, dwellings with natural air flow air conditioners will cause too much noise. Agree with all
examples as above.
Buildings that will blend into the environment, waterwise gardens, stormwater reuse, solar lighting
in common areas as well as homes.
A cycling and walking overpass of the intersection of Greenhill /Fullarton
Cycling infrastructure consistent with existing, to provide continuous paths. Walking trails ditto.
Best practice sustainable design - minimise use of air conditioning/heating, water. Stormwater and
rainwater use, recycling of water, airflow, orientation and adequate plantings and insulation to use
passive solar.
walking trails throughout the precinct to connect the other smaller open spaces
North-south orientation, natural airflow - use eaves and roof overhangs to minimise air
conditioning. Stormwater re-use is important, also solar panels. Double-glazing useful for cold and
sound proofing.
For homes, double-glazing and maximum-effectiveness wall and ceiling insulation are essential to
limit the need for expensive heating and cooling. Ceiling heights should be above minimum
standard and eaves should be deeper than minimum practice. All structures should allow for good
natural airflow so the use of air-conditioning can be significantly reduced. Stormwater reuse and
mandated effective garden watering systems would be welcome. Recycled materials might have
application.
Good passive design principles (orientation, sunshading etc), stormwater re-use, water saving
urban design principles, cycling infrastructure, easy and direct walking paths, refuse recycling
including in public spaces, water wise planting - use of natives with minimal water requirements
drawing on Waite Aboretum experience for example
storm water reuse solar panels bike tracks walking tracks
walking trails
Waterwise Gardens, Stormwater reuse, Solar panels. These are crucial. Other things are just "Nice
to have".
Open space should be spread throughout the site, not just on the periphery in areas such as that
adjacent to Greenhill road that is subject to flooding and is generally of a poor quality. Open space
should be designed to encourage mixed use and to maximise the benefits to the community. Picnic
areas, tennis courts, water features, shaded areas, sports areas. Outdoor eateries.
WSUD, stormwatre reuse, solar panels/lights, cycling & walking paths, native plants/trees, posisbel
wetlands
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
A lesser number of houses is desirable than what is suggested in the Plan, in order to allow for
most of the open space to remain and be fostered. All houses (including the affordable) to be of
solid construction. The other suggestions listed above (solar, water wise gardens etc.etc.) as are
expected in all modern construction, are required. The main thing to consider is that a crowded
noisy place with much vehicular traffic is not needed. This site is primarily for those needing
assistance with mental health issues. Sustainable living.
No development at all.
Walking and bike trails Water storage for use on gardens
All of the examples listed
All of the above, really good building materials, eaves and verandas, trees, multi storey, fewer car
parks to encourage other modes of transport
Remove unwanted and unworthy buildings from Glenside and return to park. Leave any grass as
park.
Recycled materials, stormwater reuse, cycling and walking trails, sporting fields
Plenty of walking trails. Solar power as much as possible. Underground rainwater tanks used for
watering garden areas
Double glazing should be compulsory in ALL new developments. Solar is mandatory. Cycling and
walking trails should be separate, stormwater re-use essential. GARBAGE DISPOSAL should be
innovative in order to reduce the traffic of Rubbish collecting trucks. This is a real challenge to our
developers and Government. The cost of servicing these big developments SHOULD NOT BE
BORNE by the surrounding communities.
Nature play facilities (could be in storm water retention basin) Fruit trees/community gardens
Indigenous/native plant gardens walking trails/bike paths grey water reuse for landscape
gardening
Yes, All these things and I have mentioned some of them earlier. Waterwise gardens should be
mandatory given where we live, thus state flora having an outlet even if it only temporary during
the site development should be considered. Governments new initiative to reduce our energy
footprint should require use of recycled materials if possible and compliments site character.
Walking trials and cycling a must given the proximity to the city.
no new housing walking trails and general areas for the public to relax and enjoy activities.
Single storey homes only with a strict policy on being environmentally friendly with recycled water,
solar electricity, double glazing, no use of cars to avoid additional traffic problems.
Open park land
Eco friendlsy
Double glazing near to Fullarton Rd and Greenhill Roads because of traffic noise. Walking trails and
bicycle trails through the development to link access into the city through Victoria Park. Waterwise
gardens with native shrubs and grasses, and some water retention/ponds like on Cross Rd at
Urrbrae.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
no development please. retain existing public space as is
All of the above
All of the above. No high rise apartments obstructing neighbours gardens causing lack of sun and
privacy Safe walking trails very important to older citizens. Bike ways should be a priority to
reduce car addiction.
all of the above
Solar, waterwise, cycling, ease of access to public transport
I have already mentioned most of the above and am happy to recommend all of them. Sustainable
design and living are essential. Planning must actively include climate change.
Definite storm water re-use - there is an overflow of water available there in the stormwater basin.
Plenty of public seating and lawned areas.
please don't just put private residential houses on this valuable piece of suburb.
I don't think this development should go ahead. I think we need open space in such an inner city
area.
Provide open spaces. Retain trees.
I do not want cycling trails adjacent to walking trails as the speed of bikes is likely to cause
accidents. Solar orientation should not be in plain site as the visual pollution effect is horrible,
All of the above suggestions!
The best way to promote sustainable living in the area is to not have a mass housing estate. A far
greater proportion of the land should be set aside for recreational/open space purposes. The
additional traffic associated with a mass housing estate would cause more pollution and pose a
safety risk to road users (cars/bikes/pedestrians).
There should be no houses.
Promotion doesnt go far enough. The development agreement should ensure that any future
development provides a adaptable and sustainable place. An encumbrance should be in place to
ensure private owners design to a high standard. The masterplan and development agreement
should be designed to ensure allotment orientation is best, stormwater is captured and reused.
Businesses should have end of trip facilities. Every street should be for cyclists and pedestrians.
There is a real opportunity to provide a decentralised energy system manage energy for the
development. Given this is a government project it should be used to show case great design
including energy design. There are real synergies avaliable for a mixed use community. There are
great examples such as Green Park, Sydney, Elephant and Castle, London, Vauxhall Nine Elms,
London where decentralised energy systems are designed to create a low carbon future. Waste
management systems should also be modernised in line with european standards. This
development should be a showcase for sustainable development. As government land it should
contribute to fostering development industry improvements in sustainability. It should be used to
show case and drive improvement to delivering sustainable developments in other developments.
It is not enough just to promote, it must be fostered and facilitated
Stop the proposed money grab and development opportunity.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
s or 7 star energy rating built into masterplan similar to lightsview
All of above
Need space that can be accessed for free.
It is heartening to see in the Glenside Campus Redevelopment Plan that "It is the State
Government's intention that as many trees as possible will be retained across the campus." This
should include those listed as Significant.
All quality and healthy trees and shrubs to remain on site and buildings/structures to be
established around them.
Some grass would be best used: one for young families who would have children. Another area
for older people to live together. Older people don't want to hear noise from young people's music
or barking from other people's dogs. Those people who are retired would want projects that they
could be involved with, like a mens shed and a place for women to meet and do their projects.
Trees and seating should be placed around for many to sit under shade. Also, a safe playground
for children with seating around so older people can sit and enjoy watching them play. No
skateboard park.
As outlined in the SA Health redevelopment proposal and assurance to residents (which we have
copies of), there will be parklands/open space adjacent to all house currently backing onto the site.
As far as the residents are concerned this is a non-negotiable.
No housing along northern and western side - Victoria Grove to Amber Woods Estate.
It is interesting that sporting facility-a most obvious choice- is not offered as an example!!!!
Walking, active/passive recreation, family picnics, sport facility that can share use such as Soccer
and AFL Football are all options that in the past have operated there but have been shut down in a
community that is desperate for such amenity. Dog exercising is also critical for the neighbourhood
Develop an oval of 165m X 110-120m that could also cater for soccer usage: 2 X 90m x 60m pitches
provides a multi-use facility for the two codes
All of the above.
all of the above
This objective oftens reduces the value of these developments as they attract bugs and often end
up as smelly waterways. is prefer to development focused on a quality development which adds
value to the eastern suburbs.
All of the above would be very important
Increase in REQUIRED star rating for residences, to include higher-rated insulation in ceilings,
renewable energy supply (including wind). Maximising use of North facing living, minimise
exposure to Westerly aspect. Wider tracks if walking and cycling are to be combined.
As stated before I would not add any buildings to the area. I would hope it was not necessary to
designate specific walking pathways but allow people to walk anywhere and everywhere. In a well
wooded area it would be expected walkers could avoid 'hacking' their way through the growth
inappropriately.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
Environmentally sustainable, water capture and storage and easily strata-managed surrounds and
grass/tree areas.
Parks and walking trails that are interconnected so that you can walk through and around, rather
than isolated park areas. Lots of trees!
Lots of trees and open vistas to walk around.
Where is the 5.2 hectares of open space? It doesn't exist with this plan!
See 264 is part of the 134 acres bought by Thomas Freeman in 1839. Trees and fauna will not stand
a chance.
Retention of existing wetlands.
Maximise cycling access to local schools.
Walking access east-west through Amber Wood Estate.
Open spaces - no more building.
Less houses and more space. Very much needed.
Good design, good design, good design!!!!
Consider best practice from around the world.
Trees, trees and more trees!
Incorporate bike path through centre on diagonal.
Keep open space!! Give the oval back to Parkside Primary School.
Excellent opportunity to utilise recycled grey water to green this area. To be a permanent
green/lush area.
Trees are essential amenity items: visual appeal, oxygen, cooling affect and wildlife. No
compromising here!!!
Preserving adequate open space and large trees.
Keep pine trees.
Wetlands area to be established using storm water flow at NW corner of the site.
Retain whole western strip including trees to create buffer for Fullarton Road.
Maintain the oval for the schools, cricket and soccer. The patients at the hospital who are sick and
can't face people and are very unwell, are more likely to enjoy watching people play on the oval.
The ability to have non-threatening interaction and growing feelings of mental wellbeing and
togetherness.
Recycled storm water
More efficient use of water. Consider the demands of large park areas vs distributed vegetation.
Use for housing some of the original brick structures - units/apartments.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
Significant landscape buffer needed between existing (new) mental health area and new
residential.
Light filled homes surrounded by tall leafy trees.
Density/height to reduce building footprint at ground level.
All of the above.
More open space, greenery, recreation areas, walking trails. Keep buildings same height as clock
tower.
We need at least 50% open space.
John Hanlon how can you do this our precious open space?
Water assisted streets cape designs.
More bike racks.
Space to reflect, to picnic, to enjoy the trees and birds. A community garden!
OPEN SPACE - JAN SUTHERLAND (SPORT SA) SAYS THEWIRE IS A PAUCITY OF OVALS IN THE
EASTERN SUBURBS.
All the design features listed are desirable, plus (why can't we learn from Mediterranean
countries?) external shutters to windows. Also, water features add quality to the aspect of urban
living.
I would like to see all building public and private mandated for solar. I would like to see 'unused"
spaces, edge of carparks etc with solar panels. to make it truly sustainable how about investigating
storage batteries for generated electricity and take this community off the grid.
Wetland area in NW corner must be retained.
Trees cool air and assist in precipitation.
Open space, picnic areas, trees, walking paths.
This increase of 1000 homes will increase run-off into storm water drains that are not coping with
current in flow. A higher proportion of land open to soaking up rain is required.
stormwater reuse, walking and bike tracks (separated)
Keep trees, but move/replant so they can be worked in and through the development. Investigate
other shade providing measures.
The area needs to cater for through movements of cyclists and pedestrians as it does now.
What you are preposing in my opinion would need three times the space!!! Don't be too greedy as
once the developers get hold of the land whatever decisions you make will become nil and void
unless you put in place legalities to ensure that the above has to be implemented. All that you are
suggesting are essential and worth while , cost effective and environmentally sound.
Would like to be able to walk around new developments.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
10 star environmental rating.
Green walls.
all of the above.Minimal building.
Housing needs to require sustainable ratings.
Public - Spaces to play - perhaps tennis courts/ basketball courts. Walking trails with a purpose that you get you do something at certain stops - whether it be a gym work out or learn about the
heritage of the site or what ever. Homes - solar panels
all of the above suggestions, particularly adding trees for shade and temperature control. room
must be left for deciduous trees in the west, north of buildings in particular for summer. use of
window and door shading, including small verandahs for south and west facing for protection from
rain while entering the residence. the design of plain boxes is not appropriate for our climate.
using recycled water and catching water for garden use and toilets, at least.
Retain open space as much as possible
Open space buffer between existing houses.
cycling infrastructure and walking trails? Where on earth are they going to fit?
Retention of Burnside easement behind Cedar Crescent houses as a lane way is essential for
access.
Buildings to height of Clock Tower far too high. The clock tower should be a feature, not lost in a
high-rise forrest.
Please look after the native animals.
Energy efficiency is important because of the cost of electricity. The Glenelg to Adelaide pipeline
(GAP) delivers recycled effluent to the Park Lands and is close to Glenside. Consideration should
be given to bringing this into the area for irrigation of open space and for toilet flushing etc. Green,
well irrigated, shady open spaces are important and are sustainable if recycled effluent which
otherwise goes out to sea is used. Landscaping should be chosen for its role in providing amenity in
an urban setting e.g. shade in summer and light and sun in winter. Water sensitive urban design
(not necessarily stormwater reuse because of proximity of GAP water) should be included and the
function of the existing detention basin and associated facilities needs to be maintained. This is an
opportunity to bring water into the landscape. Cycling infrastructure is important and a link from
the east through to corner of Fullarton and Greenhill Roads would be an important element of the
cycle route between the suburbs and the city.
cycling infrastructure and walking trails? Where on earth are they going to fit?
Retention of Burnside easement behind Cedar Crescent houses as a lane way is essential for
access.
Buildings to height of Clock Tower far too high. The clock tower should be a feature, not lost in a
high-rise forrest.
Please look after the native animals.
All of the above
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
I currently ride through the site to/from work daily, as well as my kids riding around for recreation
- we love the space! Keep the space and keep the trees please.
I built Victoria Grove. Big storm water problem.
The whole area must have a septic and waste water. Recycled to water all gardens etc on site.
Envirocycle - Suzy Coilbeit.
Tap in to the reuse water that is available in the parklands (like they have at Mawson Lakes). Orient
housing blocks to maximise the ability to use natural cooling and solar. Separate bike paths and
walking paths to the road will enhance the area for residents.
At Glenside the area should be developed for the public with water wise gardens etc. and any
public facilities / buildings should incorporate as much environmental materials as practical.
Keep green/open space. Big trees not spikey plants/grass.
Need is for pocket parks - for lunch, local play, passive recreation. 5.2ha too much. Next to Park
Lands - totally underused.
Stormwater is already a problem, so beware!
Keep the oval for sport as it brings the community together.
Shade. Trees fronting Fullarton Road need to be kept for overall character and sanity.
Keep Significant Trees. Rooftop gardens as part of design for housing. Green walls. Bird
sanctuaries.
Excellent opportunity to use intelligent water, paver and waste systems.
Retain all trees.
5.2 hectares is not enough.
Solar energy should be mandatory.
30% open space is not enough.
Move water retention basin to Victoria Park.
Will the present government listen to anyone? They are so short of money they would sell their
souls!
No housing development
As mentioned in earlier sections of this survey, I would like to see a number of small nature
reserves, public squares, garden areas, and either a lake or wetland feature incorporated into the
overall design. Solar systems should be used where possible for powering public infrastructure,
double glazing helps to reduce both cooling and heating costs to residents and should be seriously
considered by the developer when designing all forms of housing, and pedestrian-friendly
streetscaping is essential.
Communal gardens - vegetable and otherwise. To create community, harmony and cultural
diversity. We want this.
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What design features would you include to promote sustainable living at home and in public
spaces? (e.g. natural airflow, double-glazing, solar, orientation, waterwise gardens, stormwater
reuse, recycled materials, cycling infrastructure, walking trails etc.)
make it an enviromental development, similar to that at Lochiel Park, Campbelltown
All examples good. Soundproofing too
Reinvigorate site. Plants of Adelaide Plains and foot hills e.g Greybox Woodland. No exotics.
I thinking cycling and walking paths are really important. Bus lanes and plenty of public transport
are key to keeping traffic levels down.
Introduce a wetland instead of units and houses.
No multi-storey or high density housing and tree restrictions.
Don't impact SA mental health facility in a negative way.
orientation
reduce the number of dwellings so the area does not become a ghetto in years to come.
Cycling infrastructure is important as Greenhill, Fullarton and Glen Osmond Roads are already too
dangerous to average cycle commuters to use comfortably. Open space with shared facilities are
very important for healthy lifestyles.
Walking trails, sound barriers from Greenhill & Fullarton Rds
cycling and walking trails that with good design will include use for pushers, wheel chairs etc. Solar,
use of trees for shade, community vegetable gardens . CPTED principles is imperative.
Leave Glenside alone. Don't change anything.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
Mainly walking and bike riding.
Familly picnics on Sundays and public holidays.. if the club house concept were to be formalised
this would lend itself to community users hiring for BBQ's and family outlngs and sporting usage on
Saturdays all day
doing what I and many other do now.....walking and enjoying the peaceful atmosphere and the
green spaces. The oval should be relandscaped by Taylor Cullity & Lethlean and used for school
sports and community games......if gov was really concerned about the uses of open space, they
wld just relandscape the spaces that currently exist and would not 'cram up' the space with built
forms. Many other places in the cities throughout the world would just relandscape and allow the
community to use this open and peaceful space for play and recreation.
walking, family picnics
a mixture as suggested above.
Walking / bike riding / family activities.
All these - walking, active/passive recreation, family picnics Sharing places for locals to meet for
coffee - or breakfast as seems to be the fashion Tai Chi classes sort of space
All the above examples but again please note that the whole of Glenside should be kept as open
space and no housing or commerical building should be built.
Some could be annexed from a developed mental institution for walking, a dog park and picnic
areas - but not too much
Passive recreation space is vital for this area. It needs to make the most of the heritage assets that
remain on the site.
Unsure
I don't see myself using it at all, but encourage the open space concept..
NO DEVELOPMENT
Photography walks. However if the place is rubbish, boring, same-old, boxey, tripe, I will not
venture it.
Walking dog. Picnics
Hopefully all the things mentioned above so long as these spaces are generous enough for the
community to feel comfortable using them.
Walking, children and adults playing sport, bike riding, picnics enjoying nature
Walking, reading, picnic, etc
as a local resident we already do, and hope to continue to, utilise the Glenside site for walking and
as a cycle route. Other recreational opportunities would be great, such as: games (lawn games
like Bocce or Finskas), picnics (prefer not barbecues), cafe with outdoor seating Would love to
have access to a well-designed dog park and be involved in a community garden
walking, family picnics, cycling tracks
Using the property as a place of peace and tranquility.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
the open space already provided is fine how it is, thank you.
enjoying nature and the birdlife
As a place to learn,grow and reflect.
Family BBQs, picnics and games days. Photography practices e.g. birds, trees, landscape. Would
be good for future Bridal, christening and celebration photography.
I wouldn't use it. I'd probably be so annoyed that the place was developed that I'd look on in
disgust as I was stuck in a major traffic jam during peak hour near the development.
jogging
I would not use it for any reason if it were redeveloped into a high density, high congestion area.
We currently use the area every day for walking cycling and exercising the dog. If the oval was
reinstated we could use it for ball games.
unless I could be assured that the general tone of the area were sufficiently safe and upmarket I
wouldn't use the open space at all!
Walking, sitting, taking grandchildren to play in the open spaces and playgrounds.
walking, community gatherings, family picnics
Walking through the area going to the gym Taking my grandchildren for walks in a safe
environment Taking my grandchildren to the playground Using barbecue areas
Walking, jogging, barbecues, picnics. pop-up markets?
I'll use it to walk the dog and family if it is not surrounded by cheap Mawson lakes style housing
and lots of extra residents.
Adelaide has open space everywhere. the parklands is across the road. i'm sure most of these
places will also have a backyard. don't put too much open space here. it is a waste of resources as
well as a missed opportunity.
As above
walking, cylcling trails
walking, children's playspace
Cycling into city. Sport if sporting spaces provided. (ovals etc). Walking. Dog walks on lead.
Sport and recreation
Walking, cycling, reading outdoors.
As a resident of Conyngham street I would continue to use existing green areas but would be
tempted by any walking paths in the re-developed site. I could be tempted to relocate there in
which case I would make more use of the facitlities, naturally.
Casually generally or related to a social gathering/experience. Facilities such as the small pool at
Tusmore Park are good as a draw card for family activity, bbq's picnics etc. Tennis or other facilities
may be appropriate
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
yes
mobility, getting from A-B on a mobility scooter
Family use such as picnics and games.
cycling, walking, eating
Walking through, sitting and eating lunch, meeting friends for picnics, having BBQ's, playing with
the kids
Use of the Oval can be not only for organised playing of games. It can be opportunities for the
patients to kick a footy with others. With proper sport facilities, the oval could become a centre of
local matches. Other activities observed include Kite-flying, Bird watching, sketching and Painting.
The chance to walk in open areas is of therapeutic value for those affected by mental ill health.
The presence of a large fallen log near a stand of trees was recognised by one patient as being a
"Good thinking place." Individual games such as totem tennis or basketball hoops are also
popular.
I don't know where the open space is, that information has not been made available.
cycling Walking Taking coffee to the park
Probably not at all personally - I am keen to see a precedent set for future thinking and
development in this state. I also understand Mercedes College is seeking to commit to an oval,
change rooms and club rooms in the precinct which I strongly support. The facility would be
available for residents and could be intwined in walking and cycling trails. The school is a fantastic
facility and warrants a site to continue to develop its sporting program as a key component of the
overall package it offers families.
Walking, sporting, sitting, art, community learning, community garden
Walking, cycling, sporting facilities, picnics
Outdoor play with family. Walks, picnics
Walking, cycling, taking grandchildren to play/walk there, picnics
Playing with children, commuting, walking
Walking (I am not a cyclist who will ride on roads but would on a dedicated bike/ walking track),
would love to use the cafe, a meditation spot such as a pond area in the stormwater area, training
on a grassed area and use of a gym if available.
would use it for excercise and general enjoyment of open , public accessed space.
Depends upon what is offered.
Sports/recreation
All of the above picnics especially
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
Open green areas for walking, sitting and painting (art) and active participation on a football size
oval (if they are getting soccer pitches on Victoria Park), and eastern suburbs sadly in need of
netball courts and basketball practice areas (ie backboards and hard surfaces to practice on or play
on. A place to get a coffee while you are there watching others being active or paying on BMX or
skateboards.
I see my self continuing to be able to walk through this area as I did today, using existing paths.
Kicking the footy/soccer ball etc. Exercising.
Depends on size and whether it's an aesthetic experience. We currently enjoy cycling there, but
imagine we wouldn't in future
If I was living in the area I would use it in the way I use our nearby reserves, walking, tennis,
playgrounds.
Sporting events, kids play, water park like darling harbour in syd
Using fitness facilities, family recreational facilities, just enjoying the open space looking at the
magnificent trees and listening to the birds etc etc. Open space is especially valuable and
appreciated.
Walking. Sitting. Generally passing the time of day.
the parklands are literally less than 5 minutes walk from this location. why would you need open
spaces? who is writing this survey?
Active recreation - AFL and cricket facility.
sport, appreciating nature via the notable bird life in the area,
Active and passive activtieies
I wouldn't use the open space if it's surrounded by a mass housing estate. If a mass housing estate
is not built and the vast majority of the land is left untouched or development for recreational
purposes I would definitely use it for family recreational time/walking/biking.
It should all be public space with area for relaxation, wildlife and recreation.
Walking, active/passive recreation, family picnics... Open space should be provided in squares
where apartment blocks provide a perimeter to the open space providing outlook for residents and
passive surviellance. Open space should be high quality rather than provided in number. The
Adelaide Park Lands is close by for regional open space. As such it more important to create a great
place rather than a large place. If any water features are provided they should be designed for
recreation not just a passive pond or lake. It should be designed so it can be utilised for swimming,
canoeing or rowing. Opportunities to reinstate and enhance old creeks should also be sought.
Leave the area as is for all to utilise in particular, the patients at the Glenside facility. My earlier
comments refer.
recreation / excersise
Walking, photography and just enjoying peaceful atmosphere
Oval should be retained at all cost.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
Sport and recreation, family picnics and somewhere for children to move and runoff the obesity
epidemic that social planners have to effectively do something about!!!! Provide amenity for
decent exercise!
Walking, running, exercise equipment, dog exercise, barbecues and picnics, escape from suburbia
by getting away from the buildings. Keep MORE OPEN SPACE.
Possibly cycling to & from the CBD.
all of the above but think the stormwater management area has special potential as a key
destination and play space for the community.
I wouldn't. Instead of investing in parks plan for wider tree-lined streets with larger blocks. Make
this the most desirable suburb in the east. I'd enjoy taking a walk past quality homes on the
footpath like I do in Rose Park or Toorak Gardens.
Mainly walking,but we might even move to the area if it is sufficiently appealing.
Walking, picnics.
By walking about the area and acknowledging the existence of others either passively or
interactively as appropriate.
Connecting to city cycle paths.
Amphitheatre? Multipurpose open spaces surrounded by shady trees. Dog park.
A community garden space.
Picnics, exercising (dogs and running), pool.
Raised garden beds in community garden and veggies.
A playground for if people with kids buy the houses.
Open space needed for mental health patients. They need space for health and well being.
Would like community garden for sustainable plant and vegetable supply.
Open space must make provision for dog walking and exercise.
I already jog around the campus, would be nice to have an unbroken path to jog around. Walking
and biking would be good. Keep in mind that there is a mental health facility on the site, and the
clients do like to wander around.
Dog walking! Preferably unfenced off leash areas (similar to Victoria Park). Promotes people
walking with their dogs, rather than just sitting or standing while their dogs run around. Also
reduces tensions between dogs.
I walk through the grounds on a regular basis from Elizabeth Street to further up Glen Osmond
Road.
Listen to birds, look at sky/sunset, quiet. No blooming boom boom thumping sound systems.
Safe cycle route and walking route to Park Lands and CBD.
Seats with back and arm rests for the elderly.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
Roads, drives, bike paths etc should not be counted as "open space."
Walking, playing with children, etc. But open space will need large trees to give shade, and seats
for general use.
I probably would not use these spaces unless I was living there.
Good to have ground that isn't completely flat. Better for walking, more interesting (landscaping
options). Outdoor/open air theatre etc.
Any open space is more valuable for quality living than high density housing. Reinstate the oval
for community use.
Don't build on the wetlands
More walking & bike paths, more seating, communal bbq areas, sensory garden for all people
(especially those with disabilities). A labyrinth please and open space to foster real community.
walking, passive recreation
Private open space is a must! If you can't take off your tee it is not private enough.
All of the above including cycling. Include a cycle track similar to that in the south parklands.
I cannot see myself using the space as it will be too urban due to the density and too close to major
roads.
There is not room for 800-1000 dwellings. Trees and open space will be compromised.
Community gardens may be useful for those living in the multi-storey apartments.
Lawn bowls, bocce and outdoor theatre.
use the gymnasium, family rides/walks
An artist designed labyrinth.
Picnics and BBQ's with family and friends, take my family and friends to play and use any sports
facilities provided,
walking, reading, family picnics, small games, bocce, chess board, BBQ's and community days
If it is a shady picnic area.
Open spaces adjacent to existing houses and Amber Woods Estate.
Walking, cycling (including commute to the city), but mostly would want to see open space
connected with an attraction, e.g. cafe or performance space.
Never.
Need to maximise open space. More than currently planned.
Keep trees and keep more open space.
A community garden.
Probably only walking.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
Range of considerable open space for community use only (not commercial). Keep the oval.
Playground for school aged children, walking areas and picnic/bbq area.
A natural open amphitheatre.
I would use a cycling/walking path, parks for children to play in and go to cafes/community spaces.
Walking, family picnics / events, exhibitions etc. in redeveloped heritage buildings.
What replacement provisions have been made for the former oval? ANY?
Dog walking, ball games, nature walks and seed collecting from native plants.
Connected walking trails must be established around the site. Linked with surrounding area,
particularly east and south.
Public exercise facilities within green spaces - exercise stations.
Tennis court and recreation area.
Community swimming pool and tennis courts in place of some houses. Too many houses!
Picnics/areas for games and sports. Dog park.
Keep trees, develop park lands and open space for walking.
It is not a big area to say it will provide improved walking and cycling connections. There will be too
much traffic to walk or cycle safely.
Cycling and walking links to Park Lands.
A community garden. Orchard - trees could be re-grafted.
The trees "under consideration" must all stay. It took many decades for them to grow. Not like high
rise, which can be built in a year or two.
I would like to see at least a couple of sun safe playgrounds. Maybe catering for very young
through older children.
Cycle and running track.
Essentially walking, but there could be a few areas designated and set up for family picnics etc in
contrast to nature reserves where conservation is a priority.
Park like. Shade/seats? Garden for rest. Separation of uses.
Family picnic, walking for exercise, playgrounds to take my young family to play on
Running, kicking ball, cafes spilling into green square with recycled water feature
Use of bikes and walking tracks.
I am a runner, so I'd love to see a nice wide running path through and around the area. A good
playground for kids of different ages would be good too.
Keep open space as is.
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How would you see yourself using the open space that is provided? (e.g. walking, active/passive
recreation, family picnics etc.)
I'd like to see the entire area developed and beautified as park lands for the people. Plus a quality
retirement village and cafes etc.
Allowing public land to be retained for future community use.
walking and passive recreation
recreation, walking
I use it often at the moment, to walk my dogs, and generally enjoy the trees etc. I will not use it
again once this development goes ahead.
Walking
walking, riding - continued use by the whole community as a link between home and work or
shops
I wouldn't. If the proposed development proceeds I intend to leave the area (and hopefully the
State).
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Urban consolidation
Provide a decent sized oval for the community 170x 110m minimum and go into partnership
with schools and groups that may be interested in forming such partnerships
It is hideous concept proposed by gov in their grab for dollars to underwrite their deficit budget.
They are not thinking of people first and foremost.
site history
That the group selected from the Expression of Interest process can really demonstrate an ability
to create a Master Plan to integrate the aspects of the objectives and comments from the
consultation period and execute it within a reasonable time frame and stay liquid! The heritage
and history of the site should be emphasised and trees retained and added to.
It takes account of climate change, and turns Glenside into a heavily vegetated site with capacity
for underground water storage to be self-sufficient, together with: minimising the effect of any
built form that creates wind tunnels, hard reflective surfaces and a noisy environment. The sense
of open space, open skies, and views of the hills should be retained.
careful, considered development that will be standing proud in one hundred year's time
Keeping all the existing open space!
The site is a major public asset for the development of a geographically centralised world class
mental institution for admission, treatment training and research as funds become available and
the incidence of mental illness becomes intolerable - not for private housing development whose
agenda is quick cash for Government debt rather than longer term strategic planning
Minimal impact on surrounding areas, including trees, historic fences and buildings.
Protecting and preserving heritage buildings and significant trees in a respectful and sensitive
way that does not diminish their accessibility and utilisation by the public.
Preserving history
To somehow find an answer to the obvious traffic hazards that will be created.
For the future? Decent quality and roomy housing for rel people, and not the "pack them and
stack them" which I the government openly supports.
This area should be preserved and not developed for housing.
That its a place where people and WILDLIFE (yes, including the fruit bats there) exist in and enjoy
for CENTURIES to come ... and literally CAN be enjoyed by them for CENTURIES to come. This
does not mean "sustainability" as defined by the narrow, short-term and mis-guided
anthropocentric view that I suspect Renewal SA and the current Government are using, it's
actually about "real regeneration".
Protecting the current feel of peace and tranquility with its heritage buildings and open space
That this development respects the existing grandeur and scale of the Glenside site. Large trees,
good quality buildings and to respect the people that use the space is the most important thing
about the Glenside project.
The maintaining of open space and increased accommodation for mental health patients and
homeless people.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
That the design of the development is in keeping with the existing heritage buildings, is as
environmentally sustainable and employs the most energy efficient materials, processes and
design that the world currently offers and that is aesthetically pleasing and offers cultural as well
as recreational facilities. The project should also work with the three major existing tenants; SA
Mental Health, SA Film and the Adelaide Central School Art School to provide opportunities for
their potential growth and development.
Retaining and maintaining the trees and natural environment (Closely followed by mental health
services)
nothing
Retaining the whole area as a park, heritage centre or as a new facility for the mentally ill.
the history, the original open spaces, the atmosphere, the historical importance. the original
buildings planning and architecture that will all be completely changed forever and we will never
get back..... have you taken your children or even grandchildren to visit glenside? have any
memories?... i really hope so because its all about to change and that saddens me.
The destruction or butchery of significant buildings
Respect ... For past and present.
That it doesnot become a mass of buildings, but that it is mostly set-up for recreational use. We
are using too much of our park lands now. Too many high rise, blocking the sun which this state
is/was noted for.
State heritage values - The SA Govt and any developers working with the National Trust of SA to
make sure yet more heritage qualities aren't destroyed on SA. We've lost enough already. SA
Govt disbanded the Heritage Branch that used to provide such excellent advice and opinions.
Who in govt can provide such advice now that the section no longer exists? No-one! The SA Govt
and developers should work with the National Trust, not just consult and then ignore their
advice. Something should be written into contracts/Regulations etc to make sure this happens.
not under developing it
That it not go ahead.
Future-proofing the current Frewville Shopping Centre. There is a need to set aside a portion of
land that is held back from the Glenside land sale. It represents less than 10% of the overall
landholding - a relatively small portion of the 17.1 hectares. My client is of the view that by
keeping this parcel of land to one side, and not offering it as part of the land sale, Renewal SA’s
proposal to the market will not be any less successful. The offer to the market will still exceed 15
hectares of land. Moreover, a three-way partnership approach is required between
Government (DPTI & Renewal SA), the successful consortia and my client to enable a satisfactory
outcome for the community and for the Government’s future plans to be delivered. We would
appreciate the opportunity to meet with Mr John Hanlon and any person from your department
to discuss this correspondence as soon as possible.
traffic management
That it does NOT attract lower socio economic classes who will eventually reduce the area to a
tip!
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
That it is the right development for the area not just a quick fix cash cow for the current State Gvt
debt burden. If the development is not right for the area then their will be a backlash at the next
election and problems will be created that will be costly for future Gvt's to fix
The height limits and in particular avoiding creating high rise residential on main arterial roads
I would prefer if the plans for development did not go ahead. If you must go ahead with it must
be planned in such a way that the residents can maintain their privacy as can the mental health
patients
That it goes ahead with a strong vision. Each new development in this city helps define the
direction of the community. This is not so much an opportunity for progress to trump the status
quo, but to show those who oppose change wholesale because they focus on one or two issues,
that it is possible to have better utilisation of land and resources, to benefit our economy and to
serve the evolving needs of the people, while still retaining and even showcasing what people
have loved about the area.
As in Question 1: I prefer open space/recreational space. There shouldn't be any cheaply built,
high density residential development as this is not in keeping with the character and ambience of
the surrounding suburbs. I don't want a Mawson lakes near the city, it will be ugly, full of rentals
and this kind of development will increase crime in the area. I have not paid a lot of money to live
next to Glenside lakes. The traffic is already congested on all surrounding roads and the schools
are fully enrolled, there is no need for thousands of extra people in the area. Do it somewhere
else where the surrounding suburbs have less character.
Density to ensure sustainable community.
The redevelment needs to avoid traffic congestion problems particularly along Connyham and
Amber Woods Drive
No High Rise Buildings- Definately No higher than 4 Storyes
Cycling and walking connection to the Park Lands. Overpass of Greenhill and Fullarton Roads
needed
Maintaining good facilities and a good environment for mental health patients
Community recreation and Sporting facility: an oval of useful size
Retaining green space.
That the overall planning and execution should be sensitive - what that is can largely be judged
by the 9 previous answers. It should be of high quality.
Activation of a largely unused site, provision of better amenity in the eastern suburbs to create a
local destination as well as provide additional housing options that will be determined mostly by
market forces
will create jobs
disability accessible space, and the large number of people moving into the area, the current
shopping areas, burnside, arkaba, frewvile. would not be able to cope with such an increase in
the area.
Quality homes
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
It MUST NOT BE OVERDEVELOPED. Open space must be a priority - not just an afterthought to
meet regulatory requirements.High density housing should be avoided or minimal (less than
10%).
bringing what is otherwsie a dull space to life - creating vibrancy and a place i want to go , eat
and play - not just walk through (like i currently do).
The most important thing about the Glenside project, is that it be so arranged that it enhances
the Any development must encompass the promotion of mental health in SA. Individuals and
families affected by mental health issues have lost so much; The Bach to Blues Music
Programme, the availability of the official activities on offer in the "Shared Activity Centre", the
effective Triage process which used to be organised through Glenside but now is done at RAH in
a too busy Emergency Department. The needs in mental health are increasing. Glenside has
great potential for Effective Rehabilitation.
Maintaining the access road behind the homes of Cedar Crescent.
As agreed in early correspondence to residence from the Government, landscaped areas will exist
along the boundary of existing housing backing on to the Glenside precinct (ie no constructing
backing on to the few houses that back on to the site. Their yards are very small and this is
inappropriate not only for the current residents but for new residents.
Small blocks, recreational facilities, rules around enviro friendly structures.
Opportunity for denser, more sustainable living so close to the city and a chance for a real
community experience for young and old.
Mainly - don't sell unoccupied land off to residential real estate.
Sporting facilities
Don't clutter it with buildings make it open and never cover up the history. Everyone has a right
to learn about our history.
Retention and enhancing of heritage buildingS. RETENTION OF AS MUCH OPEN SPACE AS
POSSIBLE AND ABOVE ALL RETENTION OF THE TREES and a relaxing, uplifting atmosphere
Am responding on behalf of our family. My vote is conserving as many of the significant trees as
possible, my husband votes for bike paths!
That it offers sustainable development with a living culture so close to the city
that the Government has not listened to the general public about what they would like this area
used for.
School numbers at local primary and high schools.
That there is minimal residential building . Maximal use of space for shade, tennis courts,
playground that will bring people into the park, gym equipment, running tracks , bbq areas etc..
Retaining parkland.
Keeping green spaces
To keep significant native trees and open space as much as practicable. Once it is gone it will
never be replaced. It is important for mental and physical health and well-being as well as for
native birds, insects and small animals.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Making sure it does not happen. I consider this project to be at odds with the district and outside
what existing residents want. Many consider this is being forced upon us, with no serious
resident consultation. We live in this area so we can enjoy the current open spaces, providing
quiet residential areas. Please do not take that away.
Medium to high density residential
aesthetics
It is destroying a fine much needed open space.
that it happens
Sporting grounds/ fascilities
The most important thing is that the area should remain open space with sporting facilities
available for the whole community. let that be for the glory of the present government, not for
its shame for future generations to endure.
Maintain the Oval for community use
Ensuring the development of an environmentally appropriate master plan that is designed to
enhance the quality of life for the residents and surrounding community.
Keep the high rise off the boundaries.
creating a community, and communtiy driven arts/media projects that can give young adults
something to focus on, and grow safely as people, to keep them from falling into drugs or other
anti-social behaviour, and ultimately winding up in a mental hospital. having better mental health
is great, but having ways of ensuring young adults stay out of mental health services in the first
place is a great way to save money, as has been shown in a similar community project in Redfern
in NSW. The community there opened a boxing class twice a day in a community hall, and they
say that a large sum of funding, can reduce an exorbiant amount of funding it would tie up with
any of their local aboriginal participants from being in correctional services and costing the state
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The same can be said for young adults who wind up in
expensive acute mental health care, and for a much smaller initial investment, it could save
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
That is should not go ahead. I think if it goes ahead it will be a major strain on road use, schools
and shopping. We need the open space to remain.
The roads are already inadequate around the site and there are already plenty of shops around
and I live very close, so I do know a fare bit about the area. I do not think that this area is the
place to build large amounts of modern housing among the beautiful old historical buildings.
Develop quickly and set standards for construction.
I think it should developed into a quality open space area including both active and passive
spaces.
The most significant factor is the removal of open space and urban overcrowding.
Truly integrated design that caters for a wide range of people
No mass housing estate!
LEAVE THE OPEN SPACE AS OPEN SPACE. Develop it to be more accessible to the public.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
It needs to be post poned. It is a great idea. However the timing is not responsive to the market.
There is so much land and developments that are not getting off of the ground now. It is
important to wait and wait for other developments and developers to have chance to complete
planned projects. Governments role is to land bank not to oversupply the development
market. Whilst it may be a short term revenue stream it does not consider the impact to other
developments and developers and other strategic objectives. Land banking for this site should
occur and it should be released at a later date. In the meantime there are plenty of community
organisations that can adaptatively reuse the buildings. This land parcel is a once in a
generation opportunity, it is important to get the timing right. As it is important to ensure that a
high density, high quality, innovative and sustainable development is delivered to drive the
economy through the development cycle and through creating a place that provides a strong
economic hub. Key questions that need to be investigated are: Exactly how this will impact
other developments and existing projects? Exactly how sustainable will this development be?
How will this contribute to the economy in terms of jobs during construction (taking into account
impact on other developments) and jobs provided for in commercial ventures fostered post
construction? How will the development be developed in a short period of time to minimise
impact to area? What will be the balance of government land after the disposal of this large
strategic land parcel? How will the release of land impact future opportunities to foster the
development market? How will you ensure that there is enough market demand to ensure the
medium to high density solution is not watered down to a low density solution due to "lack of
demand". This should not result in a lost opportunity in land so close to the city, it should not be
another Gilberton. It important that the timing of this development responds to market
conditions. Is there really enough demand not greatly impact on existing projects? Is there
enough demand to full a medium to high density solution? Should government really be
intervening again the development market? Isnt Tonsley, Bowden, Riverbank to name a few
enough? There many smaller developers that are trying to get projects off of the ground. This
is a great project however the timing is not ideal... Thanks.
That it does not go ahead.
keep as much open space as possible
Maintaining peace and quiet that exists on this campus at present
1. Real consultation.. that ideas are taken on board to dedvelop an amentity that wil lasty
forever... put housing on this oval and it is lost forever!!!!! 2. Maintaining the concept of and
extending the oval size/shape to provide a meaningful facility for community sport and
recreation. Soccer and AFL Football can work together if the community is effectively engaged
and inclused... can some organisations be involved in planning for this sort of sporting amenity.
Local schools: St Raphaels, Parkside Primary, Glenunga IHS, Mercedes College. Do they have
needs with which partnerships could be explored?
MAINTAINING MORE OPEN SPACE AND TREES - VITAL TO RETAIN THIS IN AN INNER URBAN AREA.
Open space and due sensitivity and consideration shown for the needs of the Glenside Hospital
patients.
Get on with it!
Ensuring it delivers a high quality suburb with streets lined with London Plan trees and prestige
homes.
Adequate open spaces are retained for public use ,therefore,minimum development.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Pressure on schools that are already over capacity!
Don't have trees 'under consideration.' Keep them.
The number of dwellings is far too excessive for the area. The heights proposed are too excessive,
not in respect to the nature of the area.
Low income housing provides dividends to SA Government.
Open space, heritage, history and landscape
Need to make sure inner city suburbs are upgraded.
Keep open usable spaces.
Less housing, less units all around. Currently already too much.
No privately owned housing!
Will the high-rise be located in the middle of the area, so that it won't affect surrounding
properties?
The most important thing is that this is a very very rare opportunity to do something world class.
Not just something better than the Adelaide average. Please consult widely and globally.
No 'pre-ghetto' development please. Focus on quality for the long term.
Keep the landscape and the trees.
Rehousing people in dilapidated Housing Trust homes should be the imperative. We can do that
easier without the population growth policies of the current lot in government.
Enhance community? But reduction of open space, loss of oval space and increased traffic on
already problematic roads.
Is there a compensation plan for neighbours whose property values are degraded?
Keep mental health and arts here.
Need plenty of room for expansion of mental health facilities. This does not seem to be in the
mix.
Centralise mental health services. Administration, evacuation of prisoners and James Nash House
moved here.
Centralise mental health services. Administration, evacuation of prisoners and James Nash House
moved here.
The fact that mental health is already in crisis.
Make it look high quality and classy. This corner is a gateway to the eastern suburbs.
Set aside land for future mental health expansion.
Turn some of the spare land into a forrest and small shopping precinct. Like what is being done at
Tonsley Tafe and Flinders University.
I object to the encroachment of housing onto the wide visual presentation of the existing
heritage buildings, and would prefer to see the approach roadway significantly widened.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Provide opportunity for more education facilities! Schools chockas!
No one cares about ! (comment accompanied by picture of tree).
I feel sorry for the residents who are being walked over by the Government and developers.
Adelaide use to be a nice city.
Trees under consideration,' heritage, traffic flow.
That the land is not wasted by covering it with man-made structures but is allowed to be 'open
space', an item we are fast running out of within the Adelaide urban area.
More high rise on main roads. Leave parks and grassy places empty.
Parking, access to the site and preservation of significant trees.
Max four storey, setback on Fullarton Road.
We manage our open spaces to minimise the problems of climate change.
Moving all or most birdlife from the area. A beautiful bird park at present.
Leave it alone. No housing on this lovely area.
Whatever is done at Glenside should reflect quality. It should not be based on the same concepts
as are being used at Bowden. That is a disgrace. We do not need high-rise slums in inner
Adelaide.
High quality housing.
Where are the kids going to go to school? We need a dog park. Traffic congestion Greenhill and
Fullarton Roads
Less people, more trees.
Keep all trees 'under consideration.' We need more not less trees.
Not creating an inner suburban slum, which appears to be a forlorn hope.
Concerned about increased traffic flow on roads that are already busy.
Open space, traffic flow and peace.
Save open spaces.
The question "can the project be cancelled" has not been answered.
How much open space will be left? What will happen to the oval?
Keep all trees. Recognise 1000 homes equals almost 1000 cars. Only very elderly give up cars.
Traffic congestion in the proposal will be a major problem in its present form.
The open space and the promise that my property would not be encroached upon. Now there is
a road at my back fence. Traffic, dust and no privacy in my own home. This will only get worse.
Less houses -1000 too many.
That this does not go ahead!
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Amber Woods Estate houses drain into Current Drive along border. This area is an easement to
Burnside Council.
Dog park on Conyngham Street. As a resident I am not happy to have it there.
Schools? For families this is a big worry. The schools are already full.
Adelaide already has one of the lowest ratios of open space to built area of any city. This will
make it worse.
More culture and community. No commercial shops.
Too dense. Inadequate mental health beds/space to grow.
Preserving trees and open space, walking/bike trails, preserving heritage character - including
buildings not being too high.
No building site!
A great opportunity to offer a good quality sporting facility with oval, open space, change room
and community clubroom rooms.
Adequate off street parking incorporated into dwellings.
Max 3 storey on Greenhill Road.
Consider noise impact from high rise. Noise travels from the Arkaba first floor balcony. Design so
noise is not directed across existing residential areas.
Excellent mixed use urban design and public realm.
Mental health not housing.
Go back to Infrastructure and Services Strategy and develop an options report for development.
Don't just flog off of the site for residential!
What will happen to mentally ill people?
An opportunity for forward thinking design. Adelaide is known for being stuck in the mud, not
given to new development even if our economy needs it.
Most important: Provide a 'Redevelopment Options Report' including any specific requirements
and have that subject to public consultation. Instead of simply deciding on one commercial
development solution. Requirements before solutions.
It is opportunity and need for dense development on CBD fringe. We are no longer in the 1950s,
sprawl is dead.
Traffic congestion.
Open space and heritage buildings. Traffic/parking management.
Glenside's history should be reflected in the redevelopment.
Consideration of mentally ill. What about them?
Where does mental health come into the picture?
Schools, parking, mentally ill, density of housing and demographic.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
More facilities for mental health.
Be careful with procurement/partner. If going with one developer, need to ensure we don't get a
'one size fits all' approach across the whole site. Diversity!
Very old olive trees over boundary of Victoria Grove in new development. Please retain.
Wellbeing of mental healthy facility and those residents already housed here.
Schools. Primary already full. Long waiting lists for local schools.
I am worried about schools. We bought in Eastwood to be zoned in Glenunga. Is zoning going to
change? Will there be more schools? Funding? Too many kids in the zone.
How will this development co-exist with SA Mental Health?
Maintain open space and trees.
Worried about too much traffic!
More people less open space. More storm water, less retention and greater load on old utilities
(water/sewerage).
Keep trees, they are a symbol of the Eastern suburbs.
Lots of oxygen is going to be lost with all of this green space and trees going.
No provision for children. Local schools already overcrowded.
Open space.
Without trees we might as well be living out west.
DON'T OVER-CROWD THE AREA!!
Concern for Fullarton Road 'Trees under consideration.' Need that green corridor for overall
sanity and appeal.
Less buildings and more trees for birds!
There is already a great deal of pressure on local schools. What about education options?
Retain as many trees as possible' is not a good commitment. How about 'no less than 80%?'
Enhance current community. Traffic congestion is already a major detriment to living here.
What is being done to protect the native animals?
That the proposed 1,000 residences is far too many!
getting the mixture right between heritage and new construction.
What does "trees under" consideration mean?
Loss of open space.
Ensuring that it is about people and community, not commercial gain. The Government might be
broke, but they can make dollars elsewhere.
What does "trees under consideration" mean? I hope it means they stay.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
the development is well planned from the start
Concerned: Increased traffic Fullarton Road and Greenhill Road, spoil amenity of neighbourhood,
mental hospital being crowded out with development.
Mitigate the impacts and improve the quality of life for people in the surrounding area - if this
doesnt occur what is the point.
That it will be lost for ever. As they say "there is no such thing as progress, only change" and this
project says it all!
Weatherill keep your hands off our heritage and don't remove any trees.
Do not build or design anything that requires reversing trucks. Beeping when reversing at 5am is
a piercing noise assault.
Traffic management.
We don't want more housing, or more population. The world is overpopulated, don't you know
that?
This most important aspect of this development to me, is that what you already have in mind
does not happen. It is wrong!
That it's developed correctly - thinking about future generations not just the now. It's our kids
and their kids that matter
it's open space
Zoning rights for existing schools - Glenunga.
Very tall leafy trees.
Creation of a vibrant safe community.
The traffic congestion on the arterial major roads is going to be unbearable.
Retain a certain amount of parkland.
What about flooding in the north-west corner?
Victoria Grove Retirement Village. Living right on the boundary, we are concerned about the
height of the buildings. Also leave the heritage olive trees.
There is really not anything positive I can find about the project.
That is does not go ahead!
Likely impact on property prices considering the proposed high density accommodation.
The most important thing to me about this current proposal is that it does not happen for the
following reasons: 1) Too much density; 2) Major traffic issues; 3) Removing the potential to
provide this area with what could be a magnificent park land area for the people. 4) The
inimitable housing ghettos that the SA Govt is and has continued to provide elsewhere, to the
detriment of the community. Cheap high density housing - cheek by Jay Weatherill. No amenities
and poor infrastructure generally.
Local schools overcrowded already.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
Ensuring that the mix of housing type and open space is correct, this will ensure a community is
formed.
The majority of people don't want it developed as residential.
Balancing need for urban renewal/infill development with need for usable open space.
Do not remove heritage trees!
What happens to local schools?
Walking and bicycle access through the area.
Children in Amber Woods Estate play safely now. Please no further access into our estate.
Leave the trees. If housing, needs to be substantial green space.
Some buildings are past their use-by, but please reuse where possible. Give young architects a
chance of submitting sympathetic design/enviro housing. If used-an award.
No commercial development.
Weatherill enough housing. No more! This land belongs to the taxpayers of SA. Not yours to sell.
Leave it alone as open space and a useful oval.
Schools! All for renewal and development, however we moved into this area for the great state
schools, such as Glenunga and Linden Park. Both are overloaded by out of zone enrolments.
People who rent for a year to get their kids in the schools and leave. How are you going to
guarantee this does not continue with more homes?
Consult an arborist before building work begins. Or better still include one throughout the build
process.
Ensure easy cycle/pedestrian access to Victoria Park.
Needs to fit with the style of Council it resides in.
That it puts fulfilling the community, government and local council expectations and
development conditions resulting arising from surveys such as this and other forms of
consultation above maximising the number of dwellings that can be fitted onto the site.
Increased noise during construction and post construction with increased population.
redeveloping the site into a functional and vibrant area, suitable for young families
It happens. It must happen. It's currently a complete waste of space
What schools will the kids/children/teenagers go to? Schools in the area are already
overcrowded.
Redevelop it to get rid of the stigma associated with the old mental asylum.
Not just one developer - we need a variety of ideas with homes etc. High density/low density
No Housing Trust properties.
Save the trees along Fullarton Road especially.
I am concerned about privacy issues with the apartment blocks close to single dwellings.
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What is the ONE most important thing to you about the Glenside project?
peaceful and quiet place
improving the area without negatively impacting on it
Keeping the trees, and - yes, there are 2 important things - reduce the number of dwelling
proposed
Ensuring it is medium density with a maximum of 3 stories, not high density.
That it does not go ahead
The lack of consulatation with residents who have made a substantial financial contribution in
the area BEFORE the government decided to go ahead with the project. It can only devalue the
area, I don't want to live next to a ghetto, do you? As soon as this is all sold the government will
wash its hands of it and it will be OUR problem!
The documents talk about affordable but at what cost. Most important is quality of design to
attract people who want to have pride and a sense of community wellbeing in where they live.
Conversely it doesn't become a modern day low quality build occupied by people who don't care
about their local environment
THAT IT DOES NOT PROCEED.
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
media and electronic newsletter
electronic newsletter
In all of the above to ensure that this whole concept does not go ahead as it is presented.
Electronic newsletter
Electronic newsletter, leaflet drop in the local area, articles in the Messenger press.
All this - electronic newsletter, social media, community reference group, information days I'm
very interested and want to maintain the dignity and garden style of our suburbs
All the above examples.
As a specialist with decades of experience in assembling and managing Master Planning teams
and processes including public consultation, I would like to assist through a strategic review role
plugged into the side of the project team.
electronic newsletter, information days
There needs to be a formal consultation process throughout, not just briefings and notification.
Consultation must be two way. Genuine community consultation should adhere to the
governments own principles on coomunity engagement. All decisions must be transparent and
accountable. No more Gilmans please!
E-mail information and if applicable, community meetings
Electronic newspaper, information days are both valuable.
By having a chance to vote on each proposal before any decision is made. The list above appears
to be one of advising what the government is going to do or have. IN PARTICULAR, THE PEOPLE
DO NOT SEEM TO HAVE HAD THE RIGHT TO VOTE ON WHEHTER (A) TO HAVE THE AREA
PLANNED FULLY BY AN INDEPENDENT TOWN PLANNER AND BLOCKS OF LAND SOLD OFF TO
INDIVIDUALS, OR (B) HAVING A COSY DEAL MADE BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND ANOTHER
PARTY, EQUPEMISTACALYY KNOWN AS A 'DEVELOPER'.
All of the above
All of the above, except via "community reference groups". People don't need a select group
speaking for them on local matters. And letter-box 10,000 local households minimum, as
described in Q1.
Information days
Email updates about the project, community and and information days that are well advertised.
Community reference groups should actually effect the development that these groups are
listened to and not treated like boxes to be ticked. Remember Port Adelaide!
Electronic newsletter
Electronic newsletter, community reference group, information days, and regular community
meetings with at least two weeks prior notice at a time that is in the evening and not only on a
Saturday as was the first community consultation day.
Email updates Public involvement in key decisions
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
n/a
electronic newsletter.
hey who cares now.... no-one gave two shits about asking us when the government was paying
their debts with our history.
Emails
Electronic newsletter Social media
Electronic newsletter with the ability to respond as per this survey.
Electronic newsletter, advice about future opportunities to comment on the proposed
development, social media, information days, public talks by the various people involved with
any proposed development so the public can hear things firsthand
The total lack of genuine consultation with the public is appalling. The government is not paid to
rush headlong into projects without ascertaining, in a genuine, open and honest way, the
thoughts and viewpoints of the public that is going to be affected by a project. This question is
just plain silly, given past events.
My client Commercial Retail Group (Frewville Shopping Centre) would like to be part of a
partnership approach between Government (DPTI & Renewal SA), the successful consortia and
themselves to enable a satisfactory outcome for the community and for the Government’s future
plans to be delivered and their shopping centre not inadvertently destroyed. We would
appreciate the opportunity to meet with Mr John Hanlon and any person from your department
to discuss this correspondence as soon as possible.
information days
Not much point in having information or consultation days as I understand that a) concerns,
objections, and suggestions are going straight to the developer who will obviously shred them
the moment they arrive, and b) decisions have already been made by the state government.
A newsletter emailed to me wod be fine
On line communication via email Community reference groups and information days
I think the idea of having a community reference group is a sound one. People get to have some
ownership of the project and the powers that be are seen to be consultative. It will only work if
people are prepared to listen and negotiate. I am happy to receive electronic updates
Information days
Electronic newsletter and requests for comments, more detailed information on a website/social
media.
Not fussed
website.
Electronic Newsletter
Information days & electronic newsletter
Social media
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
Information days Updates in Messenger and Advertiser E-mail newsletter
electronic newsletter
electronic newsletter, information days.
An electronic newsletter would be most welcome. The opportunity to have input through an online reference group would by useful.
Kept informed through electronic newsletters, be advised if there are any community sessions,
displays or the like that I can choose to attend
electronic newsletter information days
mobility scooter driver training
Community Reference Group and Information Days
Community reference group.
electronic updates, info days
Newsletter, Community reference group, information days etc
email
Electronic newsletter and information days A community reference group is important. I'm not
necessarily nominating myself, but would do so if you were needing additional representation
Yes
Information days
NIL
Electronic newsletter
Newsletter, social media
e-newsletter, community MEETINGS.
Email, local messenger
Newsletter, social media. If ideas are of value, happy to play a role in a community reference
group as a potential new property investor from northern suburbs.
The Government do not listen to what we want. Is there any point in answering this question?
Newsletter
Electronic newsletter.
Newsletter
I have signed up to be kept in the loop.
electronic communication
Electronic newsletter, information days
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
You must be joking. If I thought you would take any notice of community 'involvement' I would
be interested in engaging.
Social media
electronic newsletter, community reference group information days/sessions with Renewal SA
and Developer and Council.
E-mails. Information days - but make sure all information is current and Renewal SA personnel
know what they are talking about
I just really hope that whoever reads this actually puts forward the things suggested by everyone
who took the time to fill it out.
Electronic Newsletter.
All of the above suggestions
Social media, newsletters, info days; community reference group
As more information comes to light - information days where those making the decisions are held
accountable.
Flyers to surrounding areas/emails/newspapers.
electronic newsletter, social media, community reference group, information days
I have already registered for updates.
community consultation and updated emails
Any of above
Interaction between Renewal SA and Burnside Council should be open and well-defined.
I would like effective and active consultation about needs and how that might be affected.
Electronic updates, newsletters or surveys
Emails etc. Information days
Media updates
All of the above
Electronic newsletter,information days/evenings( not necessarily on a Saturday)
Electronic newsletter.
By actually having an effect upon the senseless waste of open space which the SA government
appears intent upon. How many times has it been seen that buildings have been removed to
create open space ? I would be pleased to receive electronic communication if in exchange my
views were not immediately and totally ignored.
Engagement/consultation with and veto power to Burnside Council throughout planning.
Much more information needed. It is our area.
Emailed newsletter.
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
Detailed surveys of the community via email or post. We want quality housing.
Would like to see all of this information in the form of a booklet.
Establish a community advisory group.
Keep informed via email updates. Continuous community consultation.
Carrying placards and chanting most likely.
All of the above listed ideas - for me emailed bulletins will be most useful. I attended the
Consultation Day at Glenside yesterday. There was little real substance about which to
comment. I hope that, as the process develops, there will be more opportunities to comment.
email updates, community reference group.
More than happy to review and comment on traffic and heritage plans anytime. A Buxton.
Consulted, believed, trusted, honoured and listened to.
Newsletters please.
Don't just listen, actually do what people suggest.
electronic newsletter
Newsletter via the post.
Useful information should be freely available on the website - not veiled under confidentiality
agreements that surrounds other government projects.
I would like to be informed by email of the progress and more community consultation, but I
expect that all the major decisions have already been made.
No pretend consultation with a plan already in place. Don't patronise. Government usually have a
plan and pretend to consult.
Continue community days.
Email and meetings. No definite plan by developer until all agree.
protests
I would like to see a small consultation group formed across the existing residents, so that a true
reflection of the local community is gathered.
Information days are always good, timely newsletter at certain points along master planning of
the site
electronic newsletter, Messenger and information days
Listen!
Calls for further input - via online/email list?
Electronic newsletter and information days where we can talk to people who are making
decisions.
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
More events like this, with updates on progress. Public vote on key decisions - trees, number of
units etc.
Not the Rau way!
Continue to provide info via this process. Plus all media and updated website. Provide
opportunity for people to 'override.'
Newsletter
Will you be posting all of these post-it note comments with answers online?
Community reference group - Cr F Lord.
Consult with Eastwood Community Centre. Is very important!
I would be happy to participate in a community engagement group, however I have a small child
so after 5 is not good for me at the moment. I still want to have a voice even though I might not
be able to attend meetings (I will try to come to some). Updates through newsletters and social
media would also be great
All of the above.
It feels as if the decisions are already made - you're just paying lip service.
Please invite Air Apartments rep onto reference group. Can access via management
susan.mccormick@dcsi.sa.gov.au
Listen to locals.
Newsletters in surrounding areas, so we can comment as you go.
Air Apartments to have a rep on Community Reference Group.
Consult heavily with Burnside Council.
As long as the consultation is real and honest and not tokenistic. Public meeting in more
comfortable surroundings.
Keep letter box dropping.
Use the Eastwood Community Centre for meetings etc.
Listen and genuinely engage.
Why bother! I spent many hours as a community representative on the hospital project. I am
disappointed that a proposed boom gate on the staff car park exit onto Flemington Street was
never installed.
With honesty and real listening through meetings, email, focus groups and local residents. We
haven't really been asked yet.
The Mayor of Burnside to facilitate an open forum for the residents and rate payers of Burnside.
All comments listed on website. Give people a change to 'Like' or 'Dislike' after registering.
Agregations of the results of feedback from this survey and from community consultative days to
be made available online.
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How would you like to be involved from now on? (e.g. electronic newsletter, social media,
community reference group, information days etc.)
It is obvious this development is a done deal, so at least employ South Australians to do the work.
electronic newsletter and social media
N/a
Create a community reference group before a developer is selected to assist in generating the
brief - enviro/sustainability/recycling elements.
I have already subscribed to your newsletter. A Facebook page would be a good idea too.
Genuine consultation with integrity.
Community consultation must be established before the brief to developers is prepared.
To be informed of meetings.
electronic newsletter
electronic newsletter
as I have not been asked to be involved in the current planning, and it is all organised anyway,
why would be asked if I wanted to be involved now?
Electronic newsletter and on-line surveys.
Im sure to be involved with the noise, dust problems and then continuing traffic and parking
problems
electronic newsletter, social media, would like to be involved in a community reference group if
you can think about including people who work full time.
Hopefully there will be nothing to be involved in.
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
I think open days and fairs are excellent ways for community engagement
I can give you an example of poor community engagement: Gilman land sell off!! We need
Government that is connected to the community and one that works for it's long term health and
prosperity. Play space is critical and must be foremost on this agenda
When people are listened to and it is genuine interest and engagement, not disingenuous as was
this consultation on 21 Feb....when this proposal was first announced in the press on Boxing Day
2014, that set the tenor for the whole project; total disregard for the wishes of the community
who do not want this original piece of Section 264 built upon with the outrageous, crammed
concentration of proposed dwellings. If this goes ahead, it will create immense community
problems because people are crammed into a concentrated hothouse atmosphere.
Good listening skills and regular follow up with further information
Generally I find that the people commissioning the engagement already have fairly set
parameters of what will happen. In a situation like this, many people will contribute with
conflicting ideas, and the ruling group will make the decision based on what is both financially
feasible and politically acceptable. ie They cherry-pick the ideas that will be best fit. Those
making a contribution in the initial stages will never find out why the finished plan is so much at
odds with their ideas. The people that seem most effective are the professional "lobbyists" who
already have the ear of governments of both persuasions.
I appreciated the State Government Strategic Plan and put my nose in at every opportunity. It
may not have been 100% but people knew about it, were able to see what parts really impacted
on their lives and engage appropriately.
Unley Council Development Plan Amendments. Unlike SA State Govt's regular use of announce &
defend strategy that involves a veneer of community engagement after the decsion has been
made, the Unley Council regularly consults then decides.
Open and transparent and by cherry picking the best of the feed back
Sadly, none lately. The government seems to have abandoned its own principles of community
engagement when development is involved. The marginalisation of local councils from these
processes is a huge backwards step. Hopefully this process might be used to show that the
government can undertake a genuine community consultation and heed the views provided.
Listening to the residents/visitors/culture of area
This publicity project.
Where people have a right to vote on a contentious issue BEFORE THE EVENT.
Give them options and trust their collective intelligence. Don't be condescending towards people,
talk openly.
Riverbank consultation where you actually encouraged people to come vs Glenside consultation
where the most basic attempt was made to welcome visitors.
The Bowden site seems to be developing thinking about the community
There are no examples of good community engagement that this Government has done, the
community have spent a huge amount of time and effort providing feedback on different
projects and have been completely ignored.
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
I haven't an example to site and in my opinion this initial community engagement is not a good
example. I look forward to the communication and flow of information to improve. It would be
disappointing if indeed the community consultation was not considered and current tenants on
the site not appropriately consulted.
sadly we can't, however, we do think the SA government is trying Not sure about the Salisbury
wetlands project as an example of community engagement (we lived in NSW then) but that
turned out well
n/a
None so far. The Politicians are not listening to what the community wants - this is obvious
through the Health service debacle, the terrible transport plans that will replace existing services
with trams, the sell off of the land at Gilman without proper tender, Largs Bay / Martindale hall
uncertainty, this list just goes on and on. This Government is simply out of control and doesn't
give a stuff about what the general public wants.
when the community stands up and together against a corrupt unstable and weak governing
system. is that what you meant?
Z ward must be treated with respect. and not turned into a monstrosity like the rundle Breweries
!!
Maggie Beer conference centre With ponds,tree areas with seats to relax Beautiful building
Great public toilets Space to mingle and merge
When the governments give clear notice and with time to respond to development. But more
importantly, listen to the public.Not just ask then do their way anyway. Community opinion
should be listened to as they are the real owners and employers of politicians.
I've not actually seen an example of good community engagement within govt. Sad but true.
bowden master plan early on and an ongoing community reference group that was open in its
communications
Yes. It must be genuine. It must consider various viewpoints. It must be open and honest. This
process, to date, has been none of those things. It seems to be a foregone conclusion that it will
go ahead as planned. You have dressed it up with nice words but the outcomes will be
completely different.
No.
People actually being listened to and notice taken of their concerns!
When people's concerns are genuinely heard and considered. When consultation isn't just a word
that is given lip service too while the project is decided upon behind closed doors and goes ahead
regardless of the concerns of the existing residents who will have to live with the mess if it's not
done properly
I was a member of the Clare Valley Water Allocation Committee. This committee did excellent
work over a number of years and it worked as it responded to a perceived need. Projects require
time to be accepted.
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
With the development at Bowden, it worked well because the overall vision of the development
was clearly communicated; from its main civic/social/economic objectives down to its character
and feel. This enabled the community to properly appreciate the development and the reasoning
behind the decisions being made. Information events and social media presence made for good
communication and solicited feedback and buy-in from the community.
whilst people may know their area well, they will default to what they know. therefore,
community engagement should be thought about as an important but not the only aspect of the
overall design input.
Constant communication No surprises
no
Glenunga Oval Sports Hub - initial consultation process looked OK, then the council changed and
it was back to Square One as far as I could tell. Don't know how many of our comments were
taken on board. Generally we do not seem to be given a genuine chance to comment on
WHETHER any particular project should go ahead, as opposed to the particular details once it has
been decided. This applies particularly to any developments on the Glenside Hospital site.
Flinders University sharing Football and cricket facilities
Not yet - maybe this one!
Good community engagement was evidence regarding the North Terrace redevelopment project
- the section from the State Library of SA east to Frome Rd. It worked particularly well because
some aspects of the original plan were modified as a result of feedback. Community
engagement is a pointless exercise on projects where those involved refuse to adopt anything of
significance that comes out of it.
Accessible displays, opportunity to write comments without a long winded workshop type
environment. A process that doesn't just give weight to the loudest voices that are often the
knocking/negative ones. Use of models or other interactive aspects/media are often good.
provide support to others in the community to live and survive life.
Reference Group made up of a good cross section of the Glenside area that is utilised in the
engagement with the government and is not just steamrolled by the developers or government.
Conduct monthly meetings in a public venue with this reference group and interested parties.
Feedback monthly to the wider community from these reference group meetings on outcomes
and discussions.
A good community engagement is one in which the communities genuine concerns are heard and
acted upon. My experience on the community consultation to date on this project is the sense
that it has been undertaken with the sole purpose of appeasing voters. If this continues, it will be
a hollow process.
A community Garden with participants involved in the planning.
Ongoing communications Posting summary of all feedback At every stage of planning,
referencing this with the feedback so the community can see where/if their input has been taken
into consideration
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
Open communication is the key so people have transparency through the process. This is best
communicated electronically and frequently as people are time poor and it is therefore difficult
to attend meetings and forums. A no surprises policy is critical.
Survey good involvement
If you promise to talk to people honestly and show them exactly what you want and let people
put forward ideas and actually listen and show you are listening. I believe people would be a lot
easier to get along with especially if they can see you aren't going to destroy our history like
many other things have been destroyed in Adelaide
See Planning SA and Unley Council engagement in 2005 It worked because they LISTENED and
UNDERSTOOD the community concernes. they met with community groups (FOCUS and others)
and helped define the elements that defined the character of different areas.
I like seeing the progress plans at the Glenunga Oval redevopment, makes it easier to track
progress
I think you have got it tough as you have got a social community who don't like change and often
quite vocal and unless you are meet there expectations of the site you won't be recognised as
engaging community well. Just keep doing what you are doing, deal with the objections up
front.
listen to what the community has to say - don't just tell us what is going to happen.
No, this rarely occurs . Often done purely to say that it was done with no intention of listening or
Changing the original decision.
Community meetings/fora
Emails because can answer any time
When young people are engaged as well as the oldies, because they may not be voting now but
they could be living there and being active there in the future.
None I have been involved in. We were involved with the community consultation a few years
back regarding traffic features in our area. The feedback to the authority was that the traffic
control devices were not needed or wanted, but we got them anyway. It would appear this
Glenside Community Consultation will go the same way.
The enormous crowd that turned out to see the old building open to public before it is changed
for offices. The fact that it engaged other groups such as heritage organisations (and coffee
providers!) The level of community participation just while waiting in the line talking to others
was amazing. However it was also a response not anticipated by the organisers (perhaps
reflecting poor understanding of existing community values. "Community Engagement' can often
be a token event with fait accompli outcomes, and many people are discouraged by lack of real
commitment or discourse.
Burnside Council has in the past been very good with community engagement and has listened
and acted on community feedback/expectations. Unfortunately this now seems to be overridden by State Govt.
I understand consultation at Bowden/Brompton worked well but was not involved. Good
community engagement during the Expert Panel on Planning Reform with workshops, meetings,
briefings. As yet the final outcome of Panel's recommendations to SA government are. unknown.
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
A good community engagement is well planned, all employees have a good knowledge of what is
to happen and what is the point if the government has made up its mind to balance the budget
by selling off its assets.
This survey hopefully.
This land belongs to the people and the government should not be trying to make money out of
the sale of this land. DO NOT SELL THIS LAND.
A real mix of people - provide incentives to get a true mixture of the community; actively recruit
participants in any community group that is true demongraphic and social mix of future
populations
Good community engagement is actually listening to the community and not having made all of
the decisions (a mass housing estate is a guarantee so not sure why I completed this survey).
Good community engagement in SA by the Government? Nothing that I can remember.
I dont believe community will provide all of the answers. There too many agendas that drive
feedback. Leadership is needed to foster community debate and raise important issues. It
should not be a debate around building heights. It is important that a sound evidence base is
provide to inform community decisions. I fear that the debate will result in a low rise solution
and a lost opportunity for a great development....
No, none where the AG has already made up his mind and is hell bent on pushing this through at
any cost to the future.
regular meeting with all stakeholders
When I lived at Torrens Park, concern was raised about the building of new Mitcham Council
Chambers and the destruction of the Mitcham Junior Primary School to accommodate this (this
building being owned by the Council). Public signatures were obtained to retain the old heritage
school and many of us doorknocked the area and presented petitions at local shopping centres.
Thankfully the old school has been retained and is used as a community centre by the Council,
I can give you a great example of appalling community engagement: andhow it worked: Holdfact
bay council turning the Esplanade at Somerton to a one way street. It blew the whole community
away with eventual anger andf it wasted the public purse like never before when it was then dug
up and returned to it's original format! Such bureacracy did little to engender a perception of the
Council re good public standing! Firstly, get a guage of what people the bodies that have a stake
in the proposals want and include them in real ways and good solutions wil be found!
Governments need to understand that they have a liimited political tenure if they don't listen!
Community gardening and community art projects (eg mosaics & murals) - worked well because
everyone has a shared interest and commitment, it is uplifting their own community, and the
community is in control of how it evolves.
Port Adelaide Open Days
Exactly what you are doing e.g. Open days and surveys etc.
I think what you are doing seems fine,but people need to feel that their views are taken into
consideration and that it is not a fait accompli and decisions have already been made .( I think
there is an element of this re Glenside ,at least in public perception.I have spoken to people who
think it's already decided.
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
Revision of median strip layout along Greenhill Road. Although it is obvious the consultation with
the community should have begun BEFORE presentation of Design 1, after numerous community
meetings to discuss suggested revisions, I believe most concerned were satisfied with the final
plan.
A far as I know in SA there has never been a 'community engagement' which has effected any
decision already made by a government department. Could this be a 'first'; where peoples
objection to unnecessary development is accepted and the development abandoned.
Making the community feel they're being listened to. I and everyone I've spoken to about the
Glenside redevelopment feel like it's pointless because you're going to do whatever makes the
most sense financially, regardless of what the community want.
Burnside Council is generally good at community advice and engagement.
I can't. I can however site an example of community engagement being ignored. I refer to last
years "consultation" on building heights. despite community opinion building heights were set
way above community wishes. it sometimes makes you feel that community consultation is just
another box to tick off along the path already decided.
as above - timely and freely available information.
No, it has always been a waste of effort and time. An example of this is the new Glenside Hospital
and the closure of psychiatric beds
When, occasionally the council/governments listen tov the wants & needs of the people they are
meant to represent, rather than pandering to the interests of "progress"
No specific example but having different ways to respond and be involved with a 'process' is
always helpful and highly valued.
Portrush Road development some years ago was well done with community meetings at
Burnside council, involvement by the Council with more emails/letters, meetings and updates.
And the Road Department had good spokes people. but it was a necessary upgrade due to trucks.
Glenside is not actually necessary and could be left as it is without development for the sake of it.
A mental health emergency centre is needed but doesn't seem to be on anyone's list at the
moment.
Take notice of what the ratepayers want!
I work in community engagement, a particularly successful program I was involved in was the
North South Interconnection System Project (Steve Dangerfield was the manager). Working
closely with the communities, especially those people willing to be involved, helped us to deliver
unique outcomes that suited each area while meeting the project needs.
A census of public opinion - e.g. the state election, although majority public opinion seems to
have been bypassed there too.
Good effort this meeting. Big turnout.
The ACC consultation over Victoria Park. Ongoing consultation according to stage of
development. Also incorporating people on site (as here today).
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Can you give us an example(s) of good community engagement? Please also describe why it
worked well.
We lived on Portrush Road at the time of the road widening and wall building. The community
engagement between Transport SA and residents was excellent. It involved letters to begin the
process, visits, consultations and negotiations. But really listening to us, our viewpoints and
needs.
We were consulted at the initial proposal in 2007-2009. It was only lip service as nothing
changed. We were told it was happening anyway.
In South Australia, under this Government HA HA HA HA. You are kidding.
Community consultation with this Government has never been accepted by the Government.
This is just a smokescreen for a flawed system.
There is no new information here today.
This website. The open day. Local letter box drops. Time from senior members of the
development team
Unley Council and Planning SA in 2005 or 2006. NOT recent "conversation" with Expert Panel re
new Planning System.
You're doing it, thank you.
Given the dismal failure of the "Expert Panel", which ignored the Resident Group's concerns, I
would hold no hope.
Check out Basketry SA Inc (basketrysa@gmail.com) for woven shade dome in the Botanic
Gardens. You could ask us to weave a similar story telling dome shade structure.
Well done. Well presented community day. More like these
letterbox drops and advertising
Yes, asking the community what they want in this open space, BEFORE if is presented as a done
thing.
Engage with community before the decisions are made. This is just like Mt Barker, the Govt will
steam roll over the residents and local council to make money for themselves and greedy
developers. I left Mt Barker for that reason and will leave Glenside for the same reason
Selling of community land - asking the residents what they want and providing feedback. Active
listening
Redevelopment of precincts - Involving the community from the beginning.
Using the IAP2 spectrum where the tools of community engagement cannot be manipulated by
government etc. You may not get what you want but the community engagement has been pure
in its approach
Look at what you did at Mount Barker and do exactly the opposite.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
No
Community participation is only possible long term if facility long term is provided. Build a
decent sized oval... 170x 110m
Yes the wishes of the community who regard this as an historic piece of open space which
should remain as open space for the community of future generations who will live in the metro
area of Adelaide. It is an extension of the wonderful open space that is Vic Park.
This project sits within other projects that Renewal SA and the State Government are keen to
roll out. There seems to be a lot of emphasis in our state of catering to the needs of those with
higher disposable incomes , so minority groups with less means of articulating their wishes are
over-shadowed by those who already have power in our community. If we are going to use
conventions and international students as major financial drawcards we have to offer Adelaide
as a most favourably site. Building out the city is not offering an alternative - all big cities look
the same. Our public beaches are being built out, our riverbank precinct is built out, the inner
city is revitalised: publicity shots are an advertisers treat, well-dressed, well-built, under 40's
smiles all round. Yet our community is more diverse than this. We want active older people
visible in our community. We want children and young people to be safe and engaged. Where
do we put the homeless and the mentally ill? The former Glenside site did fill a need. To finish
with a question, with all the technological advancements we have now, if you were Colonel
William Light, what would you do differently now?
I'm concerned about the retention of the flood plans on the corner of Greenhill/Fullarton.
These should not be moved across to the parklands [imagine the physical disruption!!] but be
maintained as an open area. That corner would be dreadful to live at anyway - the noise would
be horrendous. Like everyone else, I'm suspicious of private sector investment because it
usually means what is best for their bottom line, however, this depends on the amount of the
land they wish to develop - ie for the top end or medium level investment, or Housing SA.
Diversity with the people's interests in mind is possible, if rare.
Keeping all the existing open space as open space.
As per previous question responses, the site is a critically/centrally located and already
Government owned opportunity to develop Glenside as a world class mental institution for
admissions, treatment, training and research as funding becomes available to meet the future
demands of an increasing mental health need.
I don't feel enough thought has been taken into account about surrounding areas and the
impact that an additional 2000 houses will have. eg. Internet infrastructure. car parking at local
shops, currently at their limits. peak hour traffic chaos. The proposed secondary access point on
the southern boundary will clash with trucks delivering to foodland. Bike paths should be
retained so people in surrounding areas can still ride through, into the city, without having to
ride on main arterial roads.
Community involvement in decision making. Elected councils, local members and local
residents must have a real say in the decision making.
Information has been very scarce about the private sector investment. It should be by open
tender, with the public able to buy blocks of their choice and to erect houses of their choice,
within certain guidelines. There is no evidence of that happening.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
SO FAR, THERE HAS BEEN NO DISCUSSION ON WHETHER TO HAVE THE PROJECT PLANNED BY
AN INDEPENDENT TOWN PLANNER OR THE GOVERNMENT TO HAVING A PREFERRED (?)
PARTNER. I SUSPECT THE GOVERNMENT SEES A FINANCIAL WINDFALL FOR BOTH PARTIES BY
FOLLOWING ITS PRESENT COURSE.
Points 3,4 &5
The arts. This site was always spoken about as if a potential arts hub but only 2 organisations
seem to be there? With the festival centre site diminishing this could be an opportunity to
activate a new place for the community to be involved from the ground up. Please do not
underestimate the power the arts play in the community. Look at how activated our city is in
March, it cheers us all up and has long term health benefits. This site is a place of care and
recovery do not lose sight of that.
There is no mention of the needs of mental health patients or homeless people. There is
nothing about an increase in infrastructure if this development were to proceed , eg schools,
kindergartens and child care centres which currently are all full.
Cultural activities Connection with existing tenants on the site
Yes, putting the area all to parkland and/or creating a centre for Mental health and
Rehabilitation on this site. No more urban development on this site.
many things have not been addressed.
So far you have covered all the important stuff.
You haven't managed to blame the Federal Government for the decision to sell.
It appears to all be good, however it must stick to the major concerns of the people and that is
Heritage, trees, enviroment and open space.
soil contamination. noise from main roads. public art. info on a process for how people who
might want to move in can actually progressively shape the project
Genuine consultation and community participation. Yellow post it notes are an insult, not
consultation. What is really needed and wanted in the area. Huge old trees will be lost, trees
that anywhere else, the local council would not allow to be felled. Heritage buildings hidden
behind low cost, cheap, nasty buildings. A lovely open space destroyed. Loss of habitat and
ecosystem. The wishes of the community.
It is unfortunate that the expressions of interest invitation to the market for the whole 17.1
hectares has already opened, we understood it might be a couple of weeks away, hence my
client's current investigation works. It is only through the public consultation process combined
with their more recent investigations and advice that they have discovered the latest impact of
future road-widening requirements for Glen Osmond Road on my clients shopping centre.
However, this is not an insurmountable problem. It is not too late to address these issues now
as part of a three way approach between Renewal SA, DPTI and my client. In short, it is
imperative that land is set aside within the Glenside (Mixed Use) Zone to accommodate a
relocated Frewville shopping centre and to enable the delivery of the Glenside redevelopment
as well as the future road widening and associated transport infrastructure works along Glen
Osmond Road.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
traffic management including impact on surrounding residential areas. I would like the Burnside
council to be fully involved in overseeing the traffic management into and out of the very
restricted site.
I think if a government or council proposes a housing development that they have a 'duty of
care' to ensure that there are existing services to cater for the new tenants such as parks and
gardens, day care centres, kindergartens and schools, proper transport systems to ease rather
than increase the congestion and to even provide some kind of local employment oppotunities.
Trees: It's not clear what is meant by trees under consideration
Not fussed
7. too much emphasis on what the local community want. this exercise should be about what
the city needs.
No
The main thing which has not been addressed is whether this project should be going on in the
first place. "Community Consultation" sounds good, but it's only how, not if.
Partnerships with recreation and sporting facilities
Traffic management.
This is a project that will be totally, or mostly, funded by the private sector. A public tendering
process will be essential (no more Gillmans, thankyou) and only firms or consortia with
relevant expertise and sound financial base should be selected. Do that and they will do it well.
Market forces (must remain realistic about this, cannot afford to be idealistic and hope it works,
it needs to relate to the nature of market who will purchase and use the development)
The Trees in the area are a common problem and the gum trees need to be removed. Housing
diversity is an issue as the community is being told this will occur, even though the government
is saying they are collaborating. We do not want diversity, we want quality homes in the area
on large blocks, not small villa blocks.
The community participation that I have seen to date seems to have been paying lip service to
the process. We need genuine community engagement, where concerns about the density of
the development and the impact to surrounding areas are given appropriate consideration.
There is lack of inclusion of the presence of the Psychiatric Hospital in the outline of the plans.
There was also no mention of other Rehabilitaton Programmes on site. This is a serious
omission, as these residents have need of particular consideration. They will not benefit from
an overcrowded too-busy site.
Native fauna and how it is to be protected. Community participation by way of the Open Day
was useless and provided no more information than has been available on line.
Unsure as the objectives are overarching. The detail around maintaining Glenside's current level
of safety, for example, is not addressed.
Refer to comments earlier about Mercedes College
Sporting facilities ?
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
Have an open day of the historic building where possible and use this as a way of show the
community your plans and dreams for the area
PARKING, TRAFFIC CONGESTION, RUBBISH REMOVAL, CAR-SHARE inbuilt in the housing project,
UNDERGROUND PARKING for residents ONLY
Unsure
No
Yes, no community consultation, just forcing the Government's wishes on us.
No.
4 it's import at to me to provide schools access to open space and keep ovals for sport
A specific focus on YOUTH needs, to help prevent mental and physical health issues.
1. The proposed connected urban neighbourhood has not been addressed. High density and
low income housing will not connect to the current neighbourhood, which is quiet, spacious,
where the majority of residents like what they have now- not a crowded, noisy, development
with little open space. 2. same comment- we like what we have. 3. and 4 - the proposed
development leaves little consideration for either 5. We attended the 21 February
consultation date and we did not get any confidence that the community feedback would be
taken seriously or even used. No Renewal SA staff were able to comment on how this process
would be independently reviewed and monitored. 6. current project details supplied did not
reveal the plan for open and fair tender process for any private sector investment
Private sector development principles has not been described in detail and guidelines for
development of this site. Choice of developers and companies needs to be justified and level of
foreign investment within the companies needs to be disclosed. Government needs to set clear
guidelines and limits. eg number of housing units in the complex. 1000 houses is a huge
number and 800-1000 is a huge range. Would public consultation result in a reassessment of
this?
The most important omission is any mention of do you agree with the whole concept of urban
development as portrayed by the Govt.
Upfront community consultation AND FEEDBACK essential. The community need to know that it
is being taken seriously. If no community suggestions are taken up then the community will
rightly consider this a waste of time. The development needs to undertaken in partnership with
all the key stakeholders and that incliners the community. At the appropriate stage a
community reference group should be set up that includes local business.
I do not think the heritage and tree section has been properly addressed - more thought needs
to go into the maintenance of green spaces. The Eastern Suburbs are known for the trees and
open spaces. Community participation really has not happened - we are being told what will
happen, not asked what we want.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
Just think about how we should aim to keep money in Adelaide. Providing young people with
the oppurtunity to express themselves in professional arts/media/IT or anything else modern
and accessible and involving them in a local communtiy is going to ensure that that individual
and their training stays in Adelaide and boosts the local economy. If there is only private
residential houses being sold off for this site, it gives no incentive for anyone growing up in this
suburb to stay in this suburb.
You should not be trying to have so many new buildings for housing around so many old
buildings and you should not be pulling down more trees and building on open space just so
you could try and make more money. This is all wrong - please do not ruin the area.
I am disappointed that this survey would indicate that a decision that the area will become a
housing estate has already been made.
Heritage, trees, environment and open space-all should be preserved and not lost which will
happen if this project eventuates. Nothing has been mentioned on the impact of the current
local schools and extra spaces being required and thus rezoning potential which disadvantages
outer residents currently in the school zones. Nothing has been mentioned of extra doctors
being required or anything to solve the anticipated increase in traffic stress, congestion and
safety.
1 and 2 have obviously already been decided as they would generate the greatest profit. The
fact that there is no option to not have a mass housing estate has not been addressed
adequately. Also the public safety risk of having the infrastructure saturated by the traffic
associated with a mass housing estate.
What percentage is going to be Housing SA? How will this be managed?
Energy management - Innovative decentralised energy systems. One planet living principles
could be applied. There is also an opportunity to ensure energy security for residents and
commercial operators by providing a decentralised energy system. This would utilise wind, solar
or other micro generation systems for to manage energy supply for the area. It could a key
attractor to future proof around energy cost inflation. Impact on other developments and
other strategic priorities - i.e. how will this additional supply to the residential and housing
market impact the viability of other strategic projects? Is there really enough demand to go
around? Regeneration - How can this development foster the regeneration of neighbouring
suburbs and further how can it be integrated with the existing commerical precincts such as
Glen Osmond Road and Frewville Centre. It needs to be designed to contribute to the
regeneration of these strip centres that are historically important to the area. Integration with
existing investment should be a key driver of this project.
Thanks!
I am not in favour of the Project.
Whilst I realise that high density housing on valuable inner suburban land is a vital part of a
vibrant city, I would be pleased if a corridor of land was left behind Victoria Grove houses for
two reasons - less noise and as a walking track leading to Greenhill Road. This makes a very safe
and flat walk for elderly people. Also would it be possible to retain as many of the mature trees
on the site as possible as the bird life on this campus is truly beautiful and a real asset to the
local community and the biodiversity of the area.
This used to be a dedicated hospital for the core of the mentally unwell. There seems to be very
little consideration for existing patients and their future needs, both in terms of capacity, bed
numbers and need for open space.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
The Government of the day does not have the right to sell or give away permanent public land,
as it holds it in Trust. Glenside Hospital land is mine, as a citizen of SA and it is not for sale by its
caretakers. To do so would be theft from the current and future generations of the city. Public
land must be leased - as the south parklands are to schools for use as sports venues. As you see,
I live as a lease on Hospital land, which I guess was sold to the original owner of Victoria Grove.
So I say - no more selling of land. Buildings can be demolished, but land would be gone forever.
If you persist on developing multiple housing - the eastern gateway must be sealed to prevent
'drive-through.'
Now the government has really gone mad - to even think of selling Glenside land. This land was
put aside for hospital, recreation and rehabilitation only. It was never an asset for an ailing
government to 'hock off' for quick cash. This area is to be saved for future generations.
In spite of my opposition to the project and the way it has already been 'packaged', I do wish to
say that your representatives have been polite, helpful and have endured the criticism of the
project stoically and in a friendly spirit.
Finally, I respond cynically to consultation that is offered after the land is being put up for sale
and it is already a done deal, regardless of what we say.
Opportunity to consult regarding the amount of development and the number of dwellings to
be built, and opportunity to feedback on the master plan. Community consultation is
welcomed.
How is the project going to integrate in a meaningful fashion with the existing users, including
the hospital, SA Film studios, adjacent retirement villages, etc? I have not seen or heard a
single reference made about the original users of this space ie Glenside Hospital staff and
patients. They, their needs, SA's mental health needs appear to be marginalised by this whole
process.
no
No
I'm not sure about the extent of private sector investment and state government involvement.
Will some people have too much influence?
Yes, the total non-necessity for development within the Glenside area. The opportunity to
return the area to some sort of total 'natural' landscape.
Grey water and sewer won't cope. Stupid government is not listening to the taxpayers of South
Australia. Hands off.
How does 100 extra places at Glenunga equate to 1000 extra homes? Do the maths.
Better architects. Get Zahr Hadid.
This is not Bowden or Mawson Lakes. It lacks vision and quality. Leave it alone.
Seven day building program for the hospital was detrimental to local resident's health.
Collingwood in the 60s and 70s comes to mind. Now Melbourne is trying to deal with those
problems.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
Make this about community, not money. The government can make money from something
else.
Can I put my name down for an affordable house?
Move Clipsal out of the area or traffic chaos will become worse.
Public transport, safe walking and bike paths and bridges over main roads.
How much foreign ownership of new housing? Mental health..who cares?
Open space.
Number 4 project idea acceptable
Not particularly
Remember Mr Weatherill, your labor government sold off enough tax payer funded land.
We require an independent audit of our comments and public release.
Good luck with it all!
Practice what you preach. Keep trees!
Mental Health
Keep trees, no high-rise, concerns about traffic Fullarton/Glen Osmond Road.
Clearly these are the main factors. To the best of my knowledge, the ownership style of real
estate has not been canvassed. At yesterday's consultation at Glenside there was too little
detail available to give informed comment.
Environment to encourage 'house proud' community
Where is John Rau! Save mental health!
Mixed use sites are a nightmare. Film studio, hospital and residences.
No childcare centre, landscaping, chapel, activation, social interaction, oval and sports.
More facilities for mental health.
Have to wait and see. all good ideas until the cost is realised.
Regardless we all know at the end of the day the Government will call the shots and nothing
will influence their decisions, particularly now that they have the power to over ride Local
Governments regarding planning matters.
How can we be confident that these issues will be actively listened to? All questions today have
made huge assumptions.
This government is nuts.
Private sector. How many "friends" of the Government have already been promised work here?
Do the people want it?
What about the effect we are having on the Glenside Hospital patients?
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
I know it's early and will be considered but it's important that the Department of Education are
consulted and aware of the demographic audience that may be attracted to live here and it's
impact - if any - on local schools and capacity etc
The capacity of the mental health system has not been addressed properly in fact seems to be
ignored. there are still too many people missing out on treatment. Carers with no help in
emergencies. Drug and alcohol patients fill up the RAH and other emergency departments
when more critical illnesses could be attended to. An emergency centre for the mentally ill,
drug and alcohol affected is urgently needed. more accommodation for them once they
receive treatment to rehabilitate. the dementia patients are also looking for treatment and
assessment, which is not available in a nursing home situation the way it is/was at Glenside.
Focus is the people not the buildings!
Just another private takeover of public land and assets. Prime real estate and all part of an
attempt to pay off debt.
Keep space for long term needs of mental health facilities as SA's population grows.
More people in this part of the City please!
Professor Pat McGorry says that mental patients need open space. John Rau knows better.
Housing diversity. I would never approve of low cost housing in this area!
The whole project is totally out of keeping with the area and what people expect from living in
this area of Adelaide
Get rid of Weatherill and Labor. Problem solved!!!
No-one at Renewal SA can comment on an 'independent' audit of this process (outside of
Renewal SA).
Great location to the City. In vibrant corridor. Near Park Lands.
Current public / community opinion
We need more mental health space, not less! Originally it was 80-100 homes. Where did the
800-1000 come from?
Infrastructure should evolve to serve the needs of all South Australian's, not to limit our vision.
This is larger than parks/no parks. I'm confident that good solutions can be found.
As a previous mental health patient (1998), I valued the opportunities walking in quiet
surrounds provided.
Remember the asbestos found when building the hospital? Dust control is a must.
Please collate all of the yellow sticky comments and distribute them back to us. This will
generate a better conversation and better outcomes.
Include health services.
Remember the 1960s when heritage villas and bungalows were razed in favour of cream brick
flats? We're now sorry we allowed that. Fast forward another 30 or 40 years and we may be
saying the same thing about high rise flats.
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Is there anything that you feel has not been addressed by the project objectives
below? Comments:
Architecture starting to reflect Adelaide is a poor city.
Site should be kept for the permanently mentally ill.
Low income housing will become a ghetto in twenty years time. Refer Tonsley Street Adelaide.
Employ South Australians first and all the way through!
Environmental and energy conservation are important.
Where is John Rau
Don't repeat the disaster at Port Adelaide.
Traffic considerations probably deserve a separate category.
Retain pine trees - source of food for Yellow Tailed Black Cockatoos. Or perhaps plant some
new ones?
No. All good
This site should be developed as a specialist mental institution. So as not to expect a number of
public hospitals to duplicate specialist mental health resources and have mental patients mixing
with normal public patients. Ian Janzow Master Planning and Advisory Consultant 0429388389.
No, you're doing a good job, keep going.
Sustainability! Water/solar/waste.
Mental health needs - are these being addressed?
Good idea. Just think about the consequences.
no
Yes, no consultation with the public in general BEFORE apparent planning has been done.
Traffic congestion, danger to traffic exiting on to Fullarton, Greenhill and Conyingham sts and
parking problems. Noise, losss of trees and extensive birdlife Commitment to no high rise
development The fact that you do not care what we think, it will go ahead exactly as you want
regardles
Having read all the documents I am still unsure if there are any segments of land that are
untouchable. In addition do the current mental health services remain on the south east corner
and is it to be integrated into the overall design of this project?
Whether the existing residents actually want the development.
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